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Abstract

It has long been debated whether speech processing remains flexible in

adulthood. This thesis contributes to our understanding of this question by

investigating bilingual speech development in a naturalistic setting. Galician

‘new speakers’ (neofalantes) are unbalanced bilinguals raised with Spanish as

a primary language, who learn Galician at an early age in a bilingual envi-

ronment, but in adolescence, decide to switch to using Galician almost exclu-

sively, for ideological reasons.

Study 1 examined whether neofalantes changed aspects of their produc-

tion and perception of Galician post-switch. Change was inferred by com-

paring this group to two control groups, Galician-dominant and Spanish-

dominant bilinguals. Results showed that neofalantes pattern with Spanish-

dominants in their perception and production of mid-vowel and fricative con-

trasts, but with Galician-dominants in their realisation of unstressed word-final

vowels, a highly salient feature of Galician. However, Study 2 demonstrated

that these shifts in production were not sufficient to enable Galician listen-

ers to identify the neofalantes’ accent as a distinctive variety. Instead, neo-

falantes were categorised as both Galician- and Spanish-dominant speakers.

Study 3 used eye-tracking to investigate the effects of language dominance and

long-term language switch on spoken word recognition. Results showed that

recognition was slower for Spanish-dominants, however, the level of lexical ac-

tivation of the confusable competitors was similar for Galician- and Spanish-

dominant groups. Like in perception tasks, neofalantes behaved more simi-
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larly to Spanish-dominant listeners.

These results indicate that despite early exposure to Galician, high moti-

vation and almost exclusive Galician language use post-switch, there are limi-

tations to what neofalantes can learn in production, perception and processing.

However, although underlying categories appear hard to change, with modi-

fications to production and perception constrained by early experience with a

particular language, the resulting hybrid categories may function as opportu-

nities to mark identity within a community.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Theoretical background
Learning the sounds of a new language in adulthood is often very difficult.

The sound system of the first language (L1) we learn influences the acquisi-

tion of subsequent languages (Best, 1995; Best & Tyler, 2007; Flege, 1995).

This is the case even in bilingual contexts, where individuals have early expo-

sure to their second language (L2; e.g., from early childhood) and listen to it

on an everyday basis. Such bilinguals, dominant in one language, often find it

very difficult to acquire phonetic categories that do not exist in their second,

non-dominant language (Pallier, Bosch, & Sebastián-Gallés, 1997; Sebastián-

Gallés & Soto-Faraco, 1999). Some have accounted for this difficulty by ar-

guing for a lack of behavioural plasticity (e.g., Pallier et al., 1997). However,

others have suggested that difficulties in acquiring new phonetic categories

in an L2 result not from a loss of plasticity, but from a lack of use of the L2.

For example, Flege and MacKay (2004) investigated the perception of English

vowels by native speakers of Italian. They found that early learners who re-

ported using their L1 (i.e., Italian) seldom resembled native English speakers

in terms of their vowel discrimination, whilst those who used their L1 often,

did not, suggesting that continued usage of the L1 affected acquisition of the

L2. Indeed, theories of L2 perception, such as the Perceptual Assimilation

Model (PAM: Best, 1994, 1995; PAM-L2: Best & Tyler, 2007) and the Speech
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Learning Model (SLM: Flege, 1995), have proposed that L2 sounds are filtered

through L1 phonetic categories. According to these theories, failing to create

new phonetic categories is not a consequence of a reduction in neural plas-

ticity. Rather, the mechanisms used for learning remain intact throughout the

lifespan (Flege, 1995) and perceptual learning continues into adulthood (Best,

1995), but continued use of the L1 means that changes in perceptual process-

ing due to language experience are reinforced, making it harder to acquire the

L2 (Iverson, Kuhl, Akahane-Yamada, & Diesch, 2003).

This thesis aims to further investigate whether speech production and per-

ception remain flexible across the lifespan by focussing on a different bilingual

population. Similar to the participants in Pallier and colleagues’ study (1997),

this group grew up in a bilingual environment, where they were exposed to

both Galician and Spanish from an early age on a daily basis, but were domi-

nant in one language, Spanish. In adolescence, though, they decided to switch

to using their non-dominant language, Galician, predominantly or exclusively.

The switch, which involved ‘abandoning’ their dominant language, was a con-

scious and often effortful process, motivated by personal, identity-based rea-

sons, e.g., cultural, ideological or political, as opposed to economic or work-

related reasons (O’Rourke & Ramallo, 2015). This group are known as neofa-

lantes (new speakers). Arguably, neofalantes have what could be considered

optimal conditions for learning: they have early and extensive exposure to

the non-dominant language, almost exclusive use of their new language post-

switch and are highly motivated, and therefore, constitute an ideal population

to examine whether experience with the L2, together with early and exten-

sive exposure leads to the formation of new, native-like phonetic categories.

This thesis investigates the consequences of neofalantes’ long-term language

switch on their speech perception and production.
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1.1.1 Neofalantes as unbalanced bilinguals
Previous research has shown that even simultaneous bilinguals who were

exposed to both languages before the age of 1 year, and pass as native

speakers of both languages do not perceive speech like monolingual speak-

ers in one of their languages (Cutler, Mehler, Norris, & Seguı́, 1989, 1992;

Dupoux, Peperkamp, & Sebastián-Gallés, 2010; Sebastián-Gallés, Echeverrı́a,

& Bosch, 2005), suggesting that there is always a dominant language for op-

timal processing. Likewise, early bilinguals may also be dominant in one

of their languages. Performance with the non-dominant language is task-

dependent: early and late bilinguals may reach native-like performance on

tasks that involve pre-lexical processing (e.g., categorisation or phoneme iden-

tification), but when presented with their non-dominant language, even early

bilinguals differ from native listeners in tasks that tap into lexical processing

(Sebastián-Gallés & Dı́az, 2012). A preference for the dominant language has

been shown for different aspects of language processing. For example, Cutler

et al. (1989) showed that early bilinguals used speech segmentation strategies

from their dominant language in both their languages. Additionally, Hazan

and Boulakia (1993) demonstrated that a language dominance effect also exists

for cue-weighting. Regardless of proficiency, French- and English-dominant

bilinguals tended to use the acoustic cues present in their dominant language

when categorising a consonant contrast (i.e., /p/-/b/) in both their languages.

A preference for the dominant language prevails even when bilinguals

live in a context where they have continuous exposure to both languages, e.g.,

Catalonia in Spain. For example, Pallier et al. (1997) tested highly proficient

early bilinguals who had learned either Spanish or Catalan from birth. Cata-

lan has a phonemic contrast between the mid vowels /E/-/e/, while Spanish

has only one front mid-vowel /e/. Results from identification and discrimina-

tion tasks showed that participants who had learnt Catalan from birth had two

distinct phonemic categories. In the identification task, Catalan-dominant lis-

teners showed categorical perception of the mid vowels, whereas the Spanish-
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dominant group had a flat response curve. Similarly, only Catalan-dominant

bilinguals showed a peak in their discrimination performance. Moreover,

when participants were asked to rate the typicality of different vowels in two

Catalan and one Spanish word, Catalan-dominant listeners produced the ex-

pected responses for the Catalan vowels, but conflated Spanish and Catalan

/e/ for the Spanish word. Spanish-dominant listeners, despite behaving dif-

ferently from Catalan-dominants, showed some awareness of the existence of

the two different Catalan vowels, with a flat response for the close-mid vowel

/e/ and a trend towards preferring a higher first formant (F1) for the open-mid

vowel /E/. Further research (e.g., Bosch, Costa, & Sebastián-Gallés, 2000; Se-

bastián-Gallés & Soto-Faraco, 1999) has shown that Spanish-dominant bilin-

guals perform more poorly than Catalan-dominant bilinguals in perception

tasks with contrasts that only exist in Catalan and not in Spanish (e.g., front

and back mid-vowels /E/-/e/, /O/-/o/ and fricative contrasts /s/-/z/, /S/-

/Z/), and that lack of sensitivity to the non-dominant language contrast extends

to lexical representations. For instance, in a lexical decision task, Spanish-

dominants performed as well as Catalan-dominants, but they processed some

Catalan minimal pairs as homophones (Pallier, Colomé, & Sebastián-Gallés,

2001). These differences become evident in childhood (Ramon-Casas, Swing-

ley, Sebastián-Gallés, & Bosch, 2009), such that acquiring phonetic contrasts

in the non-dominant language appears extremely difficult, and the malleabil-

ity of L1 phonetic categories severely limited, even with early and extensive

exposure to the language (Sebastián-Gallés & Soto-Faraco, 1999).

Work by Flege and colleagues on sequential bilinguals who moved coun-

tries and became dominant in their L2 challenged this view. Flege, MacKay,

and Meador (1999) compared different groups of Italian learners of English

and found that early learners who moved to Canada around 7 years old, did not

differ significantly from English native monolinguals in their discrimination of

English vowels. They interpreted this as indicating that early bilinguals were

able to create new phonetic categories in their L2 (see also Flege & MacKay,
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2004). Research on the Catalan population provided further support for the

idea that L2 use could be a crucial factor in achieving native-like perception of

L2 contrasts. Mora, Keidel, and Flege (2011, 2015b) tested Catalan-Spanish

bilinguals in their discrimination of mid-vowel contrasts and found that the

frequency of Catalan use influenced how categorical the listeners’ perception

of the contrast was. This work seems to indicate that Spanish-dominant bilin-

guals’ lack of success in acquiring Catalan-specific phonetic contrasts in the

studies (Bosch et al., 2000; Pallier et al., 1997, 2001; Sebastián-Gallés & Soto-

Faraco, 1999) could be related to their continued use of Spanish and infrequent

use of Catalan. Taken together, these findings suggest that attunement to the

L1 does not prevent early bilinguals from performing like native monolinguals

in terms of perception of their L2, and instead suggests that variation in ac-

curacy in perception may be largely determined by patterns of L2 language

use.

Research on speech production has likewise shown conflicting results.

Some studies support the idea that dominant bilinguals have language-specific

phonetic categories in production; however, they may not have monolingual-

like realisations in their non-dominant language (e.g., Hazan & Boulakia,

1993). For example, Amengual (2014, 2016) showed that Spanish-dominant

bilinguals in Majorca were able to maintain a contrast between the Cata-

lan front /E/-/e/ and back /O/-/o/ mid vowels, although the contrasts were

smaller than those of Catalan-dominant bilinguals. Similarly, in production of

the alveolar lateral approximant /l/, which differs in the degree of velarisation

in Spanish and Catalan, most Catalan- and Spanish-dominant bilinguals had

language-specific realisations, which were different from those used by the

corresponding non-dominant group who had not learned Catalan or Spanish,

respectively, from birth (Simonet, 2010). That is, production of the Catalan

and Spanish variants differed according to the language being tested (i.e., Cata-

lan or Spanish), and whether or not this was the speaker’s dominant language.

However, Simonet (2011) found that Spanish-dominant speakers in Majorca
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(i.e., Spanish-Catalan bilinguals) had a merged contrast for /O/-/o/.

Similarly, for Galician, Spanish-dominant speakers have difficulty main-

taining a phonetic contrast between the front and back mid-vowels (Amengual

& Chamorro, 2015). Like Catalan, Galician contrasts open-mid and close-

mid front /E/-/e/ and back /O/-/o/ vowels in stressed position. Amengual

and Chamorro (2015) tested Galician-dominant and Spanish-dominant speak-

ers in their perception and production of the front and back mid-vowels. The

results showed that Spanish-dominant listeners had greater difficulty identify-

ing and discriminating the mid-vowels, while Galician-dominants had robust

categorical perception of the contrasts, as expected. In production, Spanish-

dominants also had difficulty maintaining this contrast and had a merged cat-

egory for front vowels, though they appeared to have a small contrast for back

vowels. Conversely, Galician-dominant speakers had a distinct contrast for

both front and back vowel pairs.

Galician bilinguals in the current thesis are similar to those in the Amen-

gual and Chamorro (2015) and Pallier et al. (1997) studies in that they are also

early bilinguals who have been exposed to both languages (Galician and Span-

ish) in early childhood. Neofalantes in particular, have similar experience with

Galician in childhood to Spanish-dominants in the studies mentioned above;

even though they had early exposure to Galician, they were raised in Spanish

in the home. However, neofalantes undergo a long-term conscious language

dominance switch in adolescence motivated by ideological reasons. Chapter

2 will examine whether this change in language dominance has an impact on

neofalantes’ processing of Galician-specific phonetic contrasts.

1.1.2 Language learning in its social context
One factor that has not received much attention in speech learning research is

the role of social factors such as identity, though one could imagine this is an

important factor in the acquisition and use of phonetic categories which do not

exist in the native inventory (see recent work on the acquisition of variation by
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L2 learners, Drummond, 2012a, 2012b; Meyerhoff & Schleef, 2012; Schleef,

Meyerhoff, & Clark, 2011). Language use in minority language communities,

such as Galicia, is likely further complicated by the influence of the speaker’s

attitudes towards the languages they choose to use. Neofalantes often switch

dominance to the minority language for ideological reasons; thus, it is possible

that their speech production might not only be accounted for in terms of lan-

guage learning constraints, but may also be influenced by social factors such

as identity.

Research in sociophonetics has shown that these social factors affect

the use of phonetic variables within one language (e.g., Eckert, 2000, 2008;

Foulkes & Docherty, 2006; Stuart-Smith, Timmins, & Tweedie, 2007) and that

speakers may alter the phonetic features they use in order to show belonging or

identification with a particular group (Evans & Iverson, 2004, 2007). For ex-

ample, Evans and Iverson (2007) examined speech perception and production

in a group of students who moved from a small community in the Midlands

(in the centre of England) to study at university, where they came into con-

tact with speakers of different accents, in particular the standard variety. Al-

though these students retained certain variants, e.g. to show belonging to their

home community, they changed their production of other phonetic variants to

better fit their new multidialectal community. In particular, some, but not all,

changed their production of the STRUT vowel /2/ (which in their native accent

is merged with the FOOT vowel /U/) to make it more centralised. However,

their realisation of this phoneme was not the same as that of native speakers

of the standard accent, nor were these shifts accompanied by changes in per-

ception. This suggests that whilst speakers might be able to change certain

aspects of their speech production at a relatively late stage in their language

development, late adolescence, there are limits to this flexibility.

Less is known about how bilinguals encode identity through the use of

their languages. Recent work with L2 learners has highlighted the impor-

tance of identity in acquiring regional features in an L2; Polish migrants in
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Manchester were less likely to produce the local variant of (ing) if they were

planning on returning to Poland, and more likely to adopt the local variant if

they were planning on remaining in Manchester (Drummond, 2012a). Like-

wise, the more positive the speaker’s attitude towards Manchester, the more

likely they were to merge the STRUT and FOOT vowels, producing both with

/U/ (i.e., the local variant) rather than with the standard Southern British En-

glish /2/-/U/ split that they had typically been taught in school (Drummond,

2012b). Given that those who planned to stay in Manchester were more likely

to identify positively with the city, one possibility is that they used these vari-

ables to signal belonging to their host community.

For neofalantes, the switch in language dominance is not a result of ex-

ternal factors such as moving countries. In this case the switch cannot be

disentangled from or understood without the context of the community to

which they belong. New speakers have been documented in other minority

language communities in Europe: Ireland (O’Rourke & Ramallo, 2010; Walsh

& O’Rourke, 2014), Wales (Robert, 2009), Scotland (McLeod & O’Rourke,

2015; Nance, McLeod, O’Rourke, & Dunmore, 2016; O’Rourke & Walsh,

2015), Isle of Man (Ó hIfearnáin, 2015), Provence (Costa, 2015), Brittany

(Hornsby, 2005, 2009, 2015), Corsica (Jaffe, 2015), Galicia (O’Rourke & Ra-

mallo, 2010, 2013a, 2013b, 2015; Ramallo, 2013; Ramallo & O’Rourke, 2014;

Tomé Lourido & Evans, 2015, 2017), Catalonia (Pujolar & Puigdevall, 2015;

Woolard, 2011) and the Basque Country (Ortega, Amorrortu, Goirigolzarri,

Urla, & Uranga, 2014; Ortega, Urla, & Amorrortu, 2015). In the context of

minority language communities, new speakers have been defined as “individ-

uals with little or no home or community exposure to a minority language but

who instead acquire it through immersion or bilingual educational programs,

revitalization projects or as adult language learners” (O’Rourke, Pujolar, &

Ramallo, 2015, p.1), though this definition of new speaker covers very differ-

ent types of individuals; ranging from low or high proficiency L2 adult learn-

ers (e.g., Nance et al., 2016) to bilinguals in immersion schooling (e.g., Jaffe,
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2015; Nance, 2015). In contrast, Galician new speakers constitute a more ho-

mogeneous group compared to other European communities; most Galician

new speakers are early bilinguals who learn Spanish as their home language

and Galician outside the home. This is possible because most of the Gali-

cian population is bilingual and has a high competence in both Spanish and

Galician. Thus, their early exposure to Galician and high competence in the

language does not necessarily come from schooling; it may also come from

acquiring the language from the environment (Ramallo & O’Rourke, 2014),

e.g., through grandparents, friends, the wider community.

The neofalantes phenomenon has been very well described in O’Rourke

and Ramallo’s work (cf. O’Rourke & Ramallo, 2010, 2011, 2013a, 2013b,

2015; Ramallo, 2010, 2013; Ramallo & O’Rourke, 2014). These authors

define neofalantes as “individuals for whom Spanish was their language of

primary socialization, but who at some stage in their lives (usually early to

late-adolescence) have adopted Galician language practices and on occasions

displaced Spanish all together” (2015, p. 148). Additionally, this language

displacement is often motivated by ideological, political or socio-cultural fac-

tors. Indeed, (Ramallo, 2013) situates the origin of this group of speakers in

the 1980s, after Spain’s transition to democracy, which had strong implica-

tions for the sociolinguistic situation in Galicia (see Section 1.2.1, for a more

detailed overview). At the beginning of the 20th century Galician was the lan-

guage spoken by the majority of the population, but there has been a process

of language shift, by which the use of Galician is decreasing in favour of Span-

ish, which was the only language allowed in formal contexts. The transition

to democracy however, brought about important changes for the Galician lan-

guage, which included gaining co-official status, its recognition as a symbol of

Galician identity, and the start of the standardisation process, through which

a standard Galician language variety was developed (Ramallo, 2013). This

standard variety was then incorporated into spaces that had been exclusive to

Spanish, such as education, the media and public administration, which facil-
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itated access to Galician by non-traditional speakers (i.e., those who had not

learned Galician from birth). However, despite the fact that neofalantes are of-

ten characterised as being urban middle class speakers (O’Rourke & Ramallo,

2013b), there are also neofalantes in rural environments and from different

social classes.

Although several classifications for neofalantes have been proposed, in

this thesis, a neofalante is defined in terms of language background, according

to the following three characteristics:

1) Early experience with the minority language: although speakers only

used Spanish with their parent(s) and vice versa, they learned Galician as

children, either through school, friends, the extended family or the wider

community.

2) There is a long-term switch in language dominance: speakers changed

from being dominant in Spanish to displace this language either predom-

inantly or totally to speak Galician (almost) exclusively.

3) Motivations for language switch: this switch takes place due to ideologi-

cal, political or socio-cultural motivations. These speakers are normally

committed to the revitalisation of the Galician language.

This definition is more restrictive than those used for new speakers in

other European minority communities, e.g., Scotland (Nance, 2015; Nance et

al., 2016), Corsica (Jaffe, 2015), or Catalonia (Pujolar & Puigdevall, 2015),

but matches the majority use of this label in the Galician case (Ramallo, 2013;

Ramallo & O’Rourke, 2014).

Neofalantes represent a small proportion of the total population1, and

it is likely that a considerable part of the Galician population might not be

1 In 2008, 24,216 people whose initial language was Spanish switched to speak only Galician
or more Galician than Spanish by personal decision (Instituto Galego de Estatı́stica, 2008).
If we understand that this figure represents neofalantes, they would form around 2% of the
Spanish-dominant population (1,105,486) and a little less of the Galician-dominant popula-
tion (1,466,915 people).
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aware of the existence of neofalantes as a social group, particularly in envi-

ronments that are unrelated to Galician culture or language. However, the ne-

ofalante label is not exclusively used by academics; it is also employed within

the community. Neofalantes are salient in other spheres, such as contexts re-

lated to Galician language revitalisation and planning, Galician linguistics,

culture and language teaching, especially in urban environments. Neverthe-

less, speaking Galician in urban environments, in particular in predominately

Spanish-speaking contexts and social groups, makes neofalantes’ social be-

haviour marked (O’Rourke & Ramallo, 2011, 2013a), and is sometimes asso-

ciated with the political ideology of Galician nationalism (O’Rourke & Ra-

mallo, 2013a). Additionally, this group of speakers are sometimes stigmatised

for speaking a Spanish-accented variety of Galician, which is perceived as in-

authentic and is often contested, depriving neofalantes of the anonymity of

being a Galician speaker (O’Rourke & Ramallo, 2013a).

These circumstances make the process of transitioning from being a

Spanish speaker to a Galician speaker in the community a complex one.

O’Rourke and Ramallo (2015) have argued that this transition is driven by

an awareness of the sociolinguistic situation in Galicia and a commitment to

ensuring the survival of the Galician language, though, in some cases, it may

also be motivated by political reasons (O’Rourke & Ramallo, 2013a; Ramallo,

2010). Indeed, these authors suggest that neofalantes’ linguistic behaviour can

contribute to the transformation of the sociolinguistic reality and characterise

these speakers as proponents of social change, arguing for ‘neofalantismo’ as

a social movement, with neofalantes an active minority. An active minority

is one in which “individuals or groups [...] through their behaviour attempt to

influence both the attitudes and practices of the majority and in doing so, bring

about social change” (p. 151). Consequently, these authors suggest that be-

coming a new speaker “requires innovative action through an appropriation of

a new linguistic space as well as commitment to the transformation of society

from below” (p. 153).
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Previous work suggests that the neofalantes’ variety is perceived to be

influenced by Spanish (e.g., O’Rourke & Ramallo, 2013a), however, to my

knowledge, no experimental work has examined the implications of the lan-

guage dominance switch for their production or perception of Galician. More-

over, it is unclear whether Galician listeners can identify this variety as a dis-

tinctive one, or whether they can reliably identify neofalantes’ Spanish back-

ground.

1.1.3 The neofalantes’ accent as an emergent variety
As mentioned in the previous Section, the neofalantes group has become so-

cially salient within certain spheres of the Galician society, and the neofalantes

label has been used beyond academia to designate the social group (O’Rourke

& Ramallo, 2011, 2015; Ramallo, 2013; Tomé Lourido & Evans, 2017). How-

ever, what is yet to be established is whether this label is known within the

wider community, and, if so, whether a particular set of linguistic features have

become associated with the label. Agha (2003, p. 231) proposed the term ‘en-

registerment’ to describe the “processes through which a linguistic repertoire

becomes differentiable within a language as a socially recognized register of

forms” (see also Silverstein, 2003). Since then, this term has been also used to

describe the emergence of new accents. For example, Johnstone, Andrus, and

Danielson (2006) and Johnstone and Kiesling (2008) investigated how a set of

linguistic features that used to be linked to socio-economic class came to be

associated with a region, and ‘enregistered’ as a dialect called ‘Pittsburghese’,

spoken in the United States. In this case, the linguistic features associated with

‘Pittsburghese’ were highly enregistered, as they were overtly linked to spe-

cific sociolinguistic spaces and discussed in metalinguistic commentary. In the

Galician context, what is yet to be discovered is to what extent the neofalantes’

accent has become enregistered and whether it is recognised as a distinctive

variety in the community.

Indeed, sociolinguistic research has confirmed our intuition that listen-
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ers are sensitive to accent variation and has provided evidence showing that

listeners use accent variation in speech processing. Language attitude studies

have investigated how listeners use the indexical information embedded in the

speech signal to draw inferences about speakers’ regional or social background

(Giles, 1970, 1971a, 1971b; Giles & Powesland, 1975; Lambert, Hodgson,

Gardner, & Fillenbaum, 1960). A well-established method to investigate lis-

teners’ attitudes towards a particular dialect is the matched-guise technique

(Lambert, 1967; Lambert et al., 1960). In a prototypical task, participants are

made to believe that they are listening to different speakers and are typically

asked to evaluate them across a variety of traits, such as leadership, intelli-

gence, friendliness, etc. The recordings are, in actual fact, made by a single

speaker producing the same stimulus in different accent guises, so that, ar-

guably, the differences in listeners’ judgements can only be attributed to dif-

ferences in the accents, and not talker-specific traits such as voice quality. The

attitudes listeners express about the different guises are based on stereotypes

related to the speaker’s characteristics, and thus it can be inferred that listen-

ers are sensitive to such characteristics, e.g., sex, age, language background,

regional background and social class (Lambert, 1967; Lambert et al., 1960).

Using a matched-guise technique, Purnell, Idsardi, and Baugh (1999)

demonstrated that listeners are also sensitive to variation that signals ethnic-

ity. This study showed that landlords discriminated against prospective tenants

based on the inferences they made about the speaker’s ethnicity from hearing

their accent on the phone. Baugh referred to this as ‘linguistic profiling’, and

defined it as a process “based upon auditory cues that may be used to iden-

tify an individual or individuals as belonging to a linguistic subgroup within a

given speech community, including a racial subgroup” (Baugh, 2000, p. 363).

In a MEG study, the sentence-initial ‘hello’ tokens from Purnell et al.

(1999) were used to investigate the MMN response to accent changes. Re-

sults showed that the extraction of accent features occurs very rapidly and is

pre-attentive, categorical and speaker-independent (Scharinger, Monahan, &
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Idsardi, 2011). The authors propose that, given the stimuli presented were

acoustically variable, accent extraction involves a process of abstraction by

which low-level acoustic information is mapped to a memory trace associated

with a phonetic feature which is linked to a social category, in this case, accent

background. Another important finding from this study is that accent informa-

tion appears to be processed in the same way as speaker voice information. A

recent study has provided further evidence that appears to indicate that index-

ical information is processed at a relatively early stage. Although research

that presented listeners with synthetic speech had suggested that non linguis-

tic information is ignored at early stages of processing, Tuninetti, Chládková,

Peter, Schiller, and Escudero (2017) found that when presented with natural

speech, listeners are sensitive to indexical information (gender and regional

background) at an unattended low level of processing.

Another area of sociolinguistics that has shown that listeners are sensitive

to regional variation is perceptual dialectology, which is concerned with naive

listeners’ perception of dialect boundaries. In a seminal study, Preston (1986;

1989) gave American English speakers maps of the United States and asked

them to label the places where they judged people to speak differently. This

technique also enabled elicitation of attitudes about the accents spoken in the

areas the participants had selected (see also Preston, 1996, 1999). Crucially,

this work found that, in general terms, listeners agreed on the attitudes and

stereotypes associated with the accents. More recent research has focussed

specifically on whether listeners can group speakers into different regional ac-

cents. In a series of studies, Clopper and colleagues presented American lis-

teners with sentences read by talkers from six different American English di-

alects in a forced-choice categorisation task (Clopper & Pisoni, 2004a, 2006).

Results showed that listeners were able to distinguish broad dialect categories

(New England, South and South Midland and North Midland and West). Per-

formance in these tasks appears to be modulated by participants’ background:

listeners who had lived in different areas performed better than those who had
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only lived in one area and, additionally, listeners who lived in a particular re-

gion performed better with the accent from that region. These results were

taken to mean that greater exposure to linguistic variation and specific experi-

ence with one variety benefit accent categorisation. Similar results have been

found using free classification tasks (Clopper, 2008; Clopper & Pisoni, 2007).

Two interesting questions that emerge from this research are concerned

with when in development listeners start to acquire this sociolinguistic com-

petence and when social categories are learnt with reference to phonological

categories. Studies using similar tasks have shown that non-native listeners

(Clopper, 2008), and children, some as early as the age of 4-5 years old (Jones,

Yan, Wagner, & Clopper, 2017), are also able to group speakers into broader

accent categories, although their accuracy is worse than that of adult native-

listeners. These results suggests that indexical categories are acquired, to-

gether with phonological categories, in L1 and L2 acquisition (Clopper, 2008).

One category that listeners learn to discriminate very early on is that of

their native language. Nazzi, Jusczyk, and Johnson (2000) used a head-turn

preference procedure to investigate language discrimination by 5-month-old

American listeners. The results demonstrated that infants could always dis-

criminate the languages when their native language was one of the two lan-

guages presented or when the two foreign languages belonged to different

rhythmic classes (e.g., Japanese vs. Italian), but not when the two foreign

languages belonged to the same rhythmic class (e.g., Italian vs. Spanish). In

a similar study, Butler, Floccia, Goslin, and Panneton (2011) showed that 5-

month-old infants were able to discriminate between their native (South-West

English) accent and an unfamiliar accent (Welsh English). However, they were

unable to differentiate two unfamiliar accents (Welsh English and Scottish En-

glish).

Indeed, other research on this topic has suggested that young children still

find discriminating unfamiliar regional accents difficult. Girard, Floccia, and

Goslin (2008) showed that 5-6-year-old French-speaking children could not
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discriminate between different regional varieties of French, but could distin-

guish their own accent from a foreign accent, indicating that, at this age, young

children have different representations for regional and foreign accents. How-

ever, they have not yet developed fine-grained representations that enable them

to distinguish different regional varieties from each other, at least based on the

varieties tested here. Floccia, Butler, Girard, and Goslin (2009) replicated this

result in a similar study with British children and suggested that the acoustic

distance between the accents could have played a role in the children’s dis-

crimination patterns. They demonstrated that vowel differences between the

three accents presented (native, regional and foreign) were similar, whereas

Voice Onset Time (VOT) differences between the native and the foreign ac-

cent were larger. They interpreted this finding to mean that foreign accents

introduce greater distortions to the signal than regional accents, in particular

in terms of consonant variation, further disrupting word recognition and mak-

ing the accent itself more distinctive. Similar results were found for American

children, aged 5-6 years old, who were able to discriminate their native accent

from an L2 accent (Indian English), but were not able to discriminate between

their native and a regional accent, or regional vs. L2 accent (Wagner, Clop-

per, & Pate, 2014). Based on these findings, it is possible that children have

a gradient representation of dialect variation with representations organised

relative to the native accent, such that those a greater distance apart are easier

to discriminate (cf. Wagner et al., 2014).

In addition to being able to group speakers into regional accent cate-

gories, adult listeners can identify the language background of L2 speakers

above chance in forced choice tasks (Derwing & Munro, 1997; Vieru, De

Mareüil, & Adda-Decker, 2011), and reported familiarity with the particu-

lar L2 accent predicts language identification accuracy (Derwing & Munro,

1997). Results from a study using a free classification task provide further

evidence for the relevance of listeners’ linguistic experience for accent cat-

egorisation. In this study, English, Korean, and Spanish listeners exhibited
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heightened perceptual sensitivity to talkers with a matching native language

when classifying native and non-native talkers by native language (Atagi &

Bent, 2016). Thus, it appears that linguistic experience, in particular, famil-

iarity with or awareness of an accent, plays a role in a listener’s ability to cate-

gorise talkers according to both their regional origin and their native language

background.

How might listeners store and consequently access indexical information

during speech processing to enable them to group talkers in this way? As

mentioned above, recent work has proposed that accent background informa-

tion is processed in the same way as speaker voice information (Scharinger

et al., 2011). Such work has highlighted the likely contribution of episodic

memory in models of speech processing (e.g., Nygaard & Pisoni, 1998) and

led to recent interest in episodic models of lexical access, which propose that

phonetic variation in the speech signal, such as indexical or talker informa-

tion, is not discarded in speech perception, but instead is retained and stored

in memory (cf. Goldinger, 1998). Indeed, it has been shown that listeners

can use fine-grained phonetic information, such as (VOT), to identify talkers

(Allen & Miller, 2004). Additionally, work on talker identification has consis-

tently shown a Language Familiarity Effect (LFE), i.e., listeners are better at

identifying talkers in their native language (e.g., Fleming, Giordano, Caldara,

& Belin, 2014; Goggin, Thompson, Strube, & Simental, 1991; Perrachione,

Pierrehumbert, & Wong, 2009; Thompson, 1987). For example, Goggin et

al. (1991) showed that monolingual English listeners were better at identi-

fying English voices than German ones, and German listeners exhibited the

opposite pattern. Similarly, English monolinguals were better at identifying

English voices when compared to Spanish voices, but the pattern did not hold

for English-Spanish bilinguals. This experiment also presented listeners with

accented speech, which led to a deterioration in voice identification, but not

to the extent to which unintelligible speech did. One possible interpretation

of this particular finding is that language familiarity is beneficial for voice
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recognition. However, whether this familiarity effect is related to language

comprehension or familiarity with the phonological structure of the language

is unclear.

This question was tested by Perrachione, Del Tufo, and Gabrieli (2011)

who examined whether knowledge of phonology played a role in voice recog-

nition. In this experiment, dyslexic listeners, who have impaired phonological

processing, identified voices in English (native language) and Chinese (unfa-

miliar language). A control group of monolingual English listeners showed a

language familiarity effect; they were more accurate with the English voices.

However, dyslexic listeners were no better able to identify English talkers than

Chinese talkers. These results led the authors to suggest that phonological rep-

resentations are indeed important for recognising speakers and that the process

of voice recognition functions by comparing the segments in the input voice

with the listener’s own phonological representations. Thus, voice recognition

is more difficult when listeners cannot relate the speaker’s segments to their

own representations because they are either missing (when they hear an unfa-

miliar language) or impaired (in the case of aphasic listeners).

On the other hand, Fleming et al. (2014) argued that as the language famil-

iarity effect is already apparent in 7–8 month old infants (cf. Johnson, Westrek,

Nazzi, & Cutler, 2011; Nazzi et al., 2000), who cannot understand speech, the

effect could also be driven by experience with the native phonological cat-

egories. Fleming et al. (2014) presented English and Chinese adult listeners

with unintelligible time-reversed sentences in English and Mandarin, that they

argued preserved phonological information but meant that the speech was un-

intelligible. Both listener groups rated pairs of native-language speakers as

more dissimilar than foreign-language speakers, suggesting that the language

familiarity effect is based not on comprehension, but on familiarity with the

native language phonological system (Fleming et al., 2014).

In sum, though this skill is not fully developed until relatively late in life,

listeners use the indexical information embedded in the speech signal to draw
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inferences about speakers’ regional or social background. As such, in the case

of the Galician population, it would seem sensible to hypothesise that listen-

ers in the community would be able to categorise talkers from a Galician-

dominant and Spanish-dominant background. A question that remains though,

is whether Galician listeners are able to recognise the neofalantes’ accent. If

they were, this could be interpreted as indicating that it has become an enreg-

istered variety, one that has become associated with a set of linguistic features

and is recognisable as a distinctive variety in the community. Nevertheless, if

listeners were not able to link the neofalantes’ accent with the sociolinguistic

label, whether they classified neofalantes as Spanish-dominant or Galician-

dominant speakers would be informative of whether neofalantes’ speech pro-

duction patterns have changed after the language dominance switch. Further-

more, from the listeners’ point of view, given that both language ability and

language familiarity have been shown to be beneficial for talker identification

(Fleming et al., 2014; Goggin et al., 1991; Perrachione et al., 2009; Thompson,

1987) and experience with a particular variety appears to enhance the accuracy

of identification of that variety (Clopper & Pisoni, 2004a, 2006), if language

ability, or more specifically more robust phonological and phonetic represen-

tations of the language, are key for accent identification, Galician-dominant

listeners should outperform Spanish-dominant listeners at classifying talkers

speaking Galician. If, on the other hand, familiarity with the phonological

system on its own is sufficient for accent identification, both groups should

perform similarly on an accent identification task.

1.2 The Galician context

1.2.1 The sociolinguistic situation in Galicia
To better understand the context in which Galician and Spanish are spoken, this

Section provides a summary of the sociolinguistic situation in Galicia. Gali-

cian is a Romance language spoken in the autonomous community of Gali-
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cia, situated in the North West of the Iberian Peninsula (Figure 1.1). Other

Galician-speaking territories outside the community include the bordering re-

gions of Asturias, León and Zamora and a small territory in the North West

of Cáceres (RAG, 2017). In 1981, Galician was recognised as the language

of Galicia and together with Spanish, it constitutes one of the two official lan-

guages of the community. At the beginning of the 20th century, the Gali-

cian language was almost exclusively the only language spoken in the commu-

nity, with more than 90% of the population monolingual in Galician (Loredo

Gutiérrez, Fernández Salgado, Suárez Fernández, & Casares Berg, 2007).

Considered a minority language in the context of the European Union, it is still

the language spoken by around half of the population in Galicia (Figure 1.2),

although this situation is rapidly changing, due to a process of language shift

by which the use of Galician is decreasing in favour of Spanish.

The sociolinguistic situation in Galicia and its consequences for the Gali-

cian language have been extensively studied. Most of this work has been

written in Galician (Álvarez Cáccamo, 1983, 1989; Dubert Garcı́a, 2002;

Fernández, 1991; Freixeiro Mato, 1997, 2006, 2009; González González,

Figure 1.1: Location of Galicia in Europe
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Figure 1.2: Pie chart showing the percentages of the language people spoke in Galicia
in 2013 (Instituto Galego de Estatı́stica, 2013). People who reported to speak ‘always
Galician’ (25.95%) or ‘more Galician than Spanish’ (22%) on the left (dark blue and
light blue, respectively) and people who reported speaking ‘always Spanish’ (30.84%)
or ‘more Spanish than Galician’ (20.06%) on the right (dark yellow and light yellow,
respectively). 1.15% of people reported to speak Galician and/or Spanish and other
languages or only other languages (grey).

2008; González González et al., 2003; González González, Rodrı́guez Neira,

Fernández Salgado, Loredo Gutiérrez, & Suárez Fernández, 2007, 2009;

González González et al., 2011; Kabatek, 1991, 2000; Mariño Paz, 1998;

Monteagudo, 1999, 2005; Regueira, 1999a, 2005, 2009; Rei-Doval, 2007),

but some work has also been published in English (Beswick, 2002; Loureiro-

Rodrı́guez, 2007, 2008; Monteagudo & Santamarina, 1993; O’Rourke, 2003;

Ramallo, 2007; Ramallo & Rei-Doval, 2015), with a growing body of research

on Galician new speakers in the last decade (O’Rourke & Ramallo, 2011,

2013a, 2013b, 2015; Ramallo, 2013). Some of this research has been con-

cerned with the situation of language contact between Galician and Spanish,

which has been described as one of diglossia (cf. Ferguson, 1959; Fishman,
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1967) by some scholars (e.g., Beswick, 2002; Monteagudo, 2005). In a pro-

totypical diglossic situation, there are two varieties in contact, a high variety

(H) and a low variety (L), which are considered appropriate for different, non-

overlapping functions in society (Ferguson, 1959). H, the prestigious variety,

is typically used in formal situations, such as church, politics, media and lit-

erature, whereas L, tends to be used in informal contexts, such as personal

communications or within the home. In the Galician case, the situation used

to resemble a diglossic one, with Spanish as the High language variety, used

in formal domains, and Galician as the Low language variety, used in infor-

mal and home domains (cf. Beswick, 2002). This scenario has changed over

the last few decades and certain functions that used to be specific to each of

the languages are now overlapping. For example, Galician is now used in the

media and administrative and educational contexts, and Spanish is also used

at home and in informal contexts.

However, it was not always the case that Galician and Spanish were used

at the same time in the territory. The current situation of language contact

began when Galicia became part of the Castilian crown in the XIII century

and Spanish was introduced in the community. At the end of the medieval

period, Spanish became the language of administration, commerce and de-

veloping urban centres, while Galician was relegated to the language of the

common classes (Ramallo, 2007). Since then, there has been a slow and grad-

ual decrease in the number of Galician speakers. This language shift process

was accelerated in the 20th century under Franco’s regime (1939-1975), dur-

ing which, despite no official prohibition on the use of the language, the use

of Spanish was favoured in all contexts and the use of Galician, Basque and

Catalan was persecuted (Ramallo, 2007). Exclusion of the Galician language

from education, media, administration and religion, together with massive mi-

gration from rural to urban environments (RAG, 2017), sped up the language

shift process, and further contributed to the loss of prestige of the language.

In the 1980s, the Statute of Autonomy and language planning laws, were
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Figure 1.3: Barplot showing the percentages of the language people spoke in Galicia
in 2003 and 2013 split by the number of inhabitants in the place where they live (fewer
than 10,000 vs. more than 50,000) (Instituto Galego de Estatı́stica, 2013). The left
panel shows the languages spoken in places with fewer than 10,000 inhabitants and the
right panels shows the languages spoken in places with more than 50,000 inhabitants.
Each group of bars in each panel represents the percentage of speakers who report to
speak ‘always Galician’ (first bar, dark blue), ‘more Galician than Spanish’ (second
bar, light blue), ‘more Spanish than Galician’ (third bar, light yellow) and ‘always
Spanish’ (fourth bar, dark yellow). Each panel shows results for 2003 (left group of
bars) and 2013 (right group of bars).

passed and a process of revitalisation of the Galician language began. With

the Statute of Autonomy (1981), Galician was declared Galicia’s own language

and gained official status, which meant that since then everyone has the right

to learn it and use it. Additionally, this law states that public authorities are

required to guarantee the normal and official use of both Galician and Spanish

and promote the use of Galician in all spheres of public life. As a result, Gali-

cian is now used in mass media, administration and education, but, despite

the apparent social recovery, the language shift process has not been reversed.

On the contrary, the Sociolinguistic Map of Galicia (González González et al.,
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2007, 2009, 2011), which examined the competences, uses, and attitudes to-

wards the Galician language, showed that despite the fact that speakers seem

to have more positive attitudes towards Galician and still retain a high compe-

tence in the language, the use of Galician has, in fact, continued to decrease.

Spanish has become the main language spoken in the cities, where there has

been a break in transmission of Galician to the next generation and, as a con-

sequence, younger generations have predominantly been raised in Spanish in

urban environments. Figure 1.3 shows the percentages of the language people

spoke in Galician in 2003 and 2013, split by places with fewer than 10,000

inhabitants and places with more than 50,000 inhabitants (Instituto Galego

de Estatı́stica, 2013). The graph illustrates that considerably more people re-

ported to speak Galician in places with fewer than 10,000 inhabitants when

compared with places with more than 50,000 inhabitants. Moreover, the per-

centage of people who report speaking ‘always Galician’ has significantly de-

creased in rural environments during the last decade, whilst the use of Spanish

has increased such that it is now the majority language in urban contexts.

Speakers’ high competence in Galician and the apparently increasing pos-

itive attitudes towards the language are in contrast with the continuous de-

crease in the number of speakers. González González et al. (2003) hypoth-

esised that this disparity might be due to more implicit attitudes towards the

language that would have not been revealed when participants were asked ex-

plicitly about their opinions on the Galician language in the questionnaire used

for the Sociolinguistic Map of Galicia (González González et al., 2007, 2009,

2011). Such attitudes could be elicited using more sophisticated experimen-

tal methods and so, to evaluate this hypothesis, an attitudinal study tested 400

participants between the ages of 14-20 years old using the matched-guise tech-

nique (cf. Lambert, 1967; Lambert et al., 1960). Participants were told they

would hear sixteen different male and female voices and were asked to rate

the speakers’ accents using a number of scales that included, for example,

how likely of social success the listener thought the speaker would be. The
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stimuli were recordings of one male and one female speaker switching lan-

guage and accent between Standard Galician, Galician with a Spanish accent,

Spanish with a Galician accent and Standard Spanish, and then filler speakers.

The results showed that speakers using Galician-accented varieties (Standard

Galician and Spanish with a Galician accent) were perceived as unlikely of

achieving social success, whereas speakers with Spanish-accented varieties

(Standard Spanish and Galician with a Spanish accent) were characterised as

innovative and socially competent. This suggests that the negative stereotypes

are, in fact, associated with Galician-accented varieties, rather than with the

language per se, whilst Spanish-accented varieties are considered prestigious.

Indeed, the consequences of the language contact situation have not only

been limited to the decrease in Galician speakers, but have also involved inter-

ference between Spanish and Galician (Kabatek, 1991). Code-switching is a

widespread phenomenon in Galicia (see Acuña Ferreira, 2017) and overall, the

Galician language used nowadays, including Galician-dominant varieties, is

very influenced by Spanish, in terms of its lexicon, syntax and phonology. Ad-

ditionally, a Spanish-accented variety, such as the one mentioned in the study

by González González et al. (2003) has emerged in urban environments. This

variety has been referred to as ‘New Urban Galician’ (Novo Galego Urbano)

and has been associated with urban speakers and, particularly relevant here,

neofalantes (Dubert Garcı́a, 2002; Regueira, 1999a; Vidal Figueroa, 1997).

These groups, despite being a minority, are considered to have a strong so-

cial influence. The variety is often used in the media, and is now usually per-

ceived as formal urban Galician (Dubert Garcı́a, 2002; Regueira, 1999a; Vidal

Figueroa, 1997), having become prestigious in certain contexts (cf. González

González et al., 2003), despite being regarded as inauthentic by some Galician-

dominant speakers (e.g., Kabatek, 2000).
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1.2.2 The sounds of Galician
This thesis focusses on the perception and production of segmental variables

that exist in Galician, but not in Spanish, by different bilingual groups. As

such, it is important to understand the relationship between the Galician and

Spanish phonetic repertoires and so this Section describes the sounds of Gali-

cian and specifies how these relate to those of Spanish.

The Galician inventory described here corresponds to the standard va-

riety spoken by Galician-dominant speakers and is based on the descriptions

by Regueira (1999b) and Freixeiro Mato (2006), although references to re-

gional variants will be made. Table 1.1 shows the Galician consonant phone-

mic inventory (Regueira, 1999b). As well as the phonemes on the chart, it is

worth mentioning that the voiced plosives /b/, /d/ and /g/ are realised as

approximants [B
fl
], [Dfl] and [G

fl
] in inter-sonorant position (cf. Martı́nez-Celdrán

& Regueira, 2008). Regional dialect and accent variation has been docu-

mented, with regional dialects traditionally organised into three geographical

areas: bloque occidental ‘Western block’, bloque central ‘Central block’, and

bloque oriental ‘Eastern block’ (see Figure 1.4, adapted from F. Fernández

Rei, 1990). In Western varieties of Galician, the phonemes [T] and [s„] are

merged, and both sounds are typically realised as a voiceless lamino-alveolar

fricative [s] (Regueira, 1999b). This process is known as seseo (F. Fernández

Rei, 1990; Regueira, 1999b). Another salient regional consonantal feature

is gheada, which consists of producing [g] and [G] as [è], [h], [x], [H] or [Q]

(F. Fernández Rei, 1990; Labraña Barrero & Oosterzee, 2003). Of particular

interest for this thesis is the phonological contrast between the apico-alveolar

[s„] and post-alveolar [S] sibilant fricatives (see Labraña Barrero, 2009, 2014;

Regueira & Ginzo, in press, for an acoustic description), which does not exist

in Spanish, as Spanish lacks the post-alveolar segment [S]. Another distinctive

characteristic of Galician is the realisation of final nasals as velar [N] (e.g., can

[kaN], ‘dog’).

In terms of vowels, Galician has a triangular system. Vowels in stressed
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Figure 1.4: Galician regional dialects. The map shows the three main regional di-
alects (bloque occidental ‘Western block’, bloque central ‘Central block’, and bloque
oriental ‘Eastern block’) and main cities (adapted from F. Fernández Rei, 1990).

and pre-stressed positions can have different degrees of backness and four de-

grees of height (open, open-mid, close-mid and close), giving seven phonemes

in total /i e E a O o u/ (Freixeiro Mato 2006, for an acoustic description of

stressed vowels see González González and Regueira Fernández 1994). In

contrast, Spanish has a five vowel system /i e a o u/, lacking the distinction

between open- and close-mid vowels, /E/-/e/ and /O/-/o/. Mid vowels are

then the key difference between the vowel inventories of the two languages,

as illustrated in Figure 1.5, which shows the formant frequency values of

stressed vowels in Galician (data from Galician males speakers from González

González & Regueira Fernández, 1994) and Spanish (data from Spanish male

speakers from Madrid from Chládková, Escudero, & Boersma, 2011). As dis-

played in the graph, Spanish mid vowels /e/ and /o/ occupy an intermediate

space in between the open-mid and close-mid Galician ones, but though note
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that, the specific quality of the vowels is dependent on the Spanish variety.
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Figure 1.5: Galician and Spanish vowel systems (data from Chládková et al., 2011;
González González & Regueira Fernández, 1994). The plot displays average F1 and
F2 frequencies (in Hertz) of Galician vowels (in blue) and Spanish vowels (in yellow)
produced by male speakers of Galician and Madrid Spanish, respectively.

The Galician contrast between open-mid and close-mid vowels only oc-

curs in stressed and pre-stressed positions. Hence, in unstressed position, the

contrast is neutralised, and the Galician vowel system is reduced to five vowels

in word-internal post-stressed position, and three vowels in word-final position

/e a o/, although /i/ and /u/ may occur in word-final position in loanwords

(Freixeiro Mato, 2006). As illustrated in Figure 1.6, Galician unstressed word-

final vowels /e a o/ (the inner, darker triangle) are raised and centralised [ëfi äfi öfi]

with respect to stressed vowels (see Molinos Castro, 2002; Regueira, 2007, for

an acoustic description). This process, which is not characteristic of Standard

Spanish, is one of the most easily perceptible features of the Galician ‘accent’

(Regueira, 2012, p. 191).

Impressionistic accounts of Galician varieties associated with Spanish-

dominant speakers and neofalantes often describe them as merging the open

and close mid-vowel contrast in stressed position (see Amengual & Chamorro,
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Figure 1.6: Galician stressed and unstressed vowels (data from González González
& Regueira Fernández, 1994; Regueira, 2007). The plot displays average F1 and
F2 frequencies (in Hertz) of Galician vowels in stressed position (outer triangle) and
unstressed word-final vowels (inner triangle).

2015, for an acoustic description), and also lacking the sibilant contrast /S/-

/s/, having unreduced word-final vowels and producing alveolar realisations

of the velar nasal [N] (E. Fernández Rei, 2004; Freixeiro Mato, 2014; Hermida

Gulı́as, 2008; Kabatek, 1991; Regueira, 1999a; Vidal Figueroa, 1997). In this

thesis, the focus will be on the former three variables: open and close front

/E/-/e/ and back vowels /O/-/o/, sibilant fricatives /S/-/s/, and unstressed

word-final vowels.

1.3 Chapter overview
This thesis investigates the effects of language dominance on bilingual speech

processing. The findings from three different studies are reported. Study 1

(Chapter 2) examines the consequences of a language dominance switch on

Galician new speakers’ speech production and perception of Galician pho-

netic features that do not exist in Spanish, i.e., mid vowels in stressed position,

sibilant fricatives and unstressed word-final vowels. Neofalantes are raised
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in Spanish and learn Galician at an early age in a bilingual environment. In

adolescence, they decide to switch language dominance permanently to use

Galician predominantly or exclusively for by ideological or cultural reasons.

Neofalantes were compared to two control groups, Galician-dominant bilin-

guals, who were raised in Galician and usually speak Galician, and Spanish-

dominant bilinguals, who were raised in Spanish and usually speak Spanish.

Study 2 (Chapter 3) examines whether the neofalantes’ accent is an emerging

variety in the community. Finally, Study 3 (Chapters 4 and 5) investigates the

time course of spoken word recognition in Galician-dominant and Spanish-

dominant bilinguals.

Chapter 2 presents a study on the effects of language dominance switch

on speech production and perception. The aim of this study is to examine

whether neofalantes have changed aspects of their production or perception

after the switch. Change is inferred by comparing neofalantes to two con-

trol groups, Galician-dominant and Spanish-dominant bilinguals. If they pat-

tern with Spanish-dominants when producing and perceiving variables that

are specific to Galician, it is assumed that there has been no change, while

if they pattern with Galician-dominants it is assumed that there has been a

change. This study consists of two experiments. Experiment 1 investigates

the production and perception of two mid-vowel contrasts in stressed position

/E/-/e/ and /O/-/o/, a sibilant consonant contrast /S/-/s/ and the production

of reduced word-final vowels by neofalantes, Galician-dominant and Spanish-

dominant speakers. Experiment 2 uses a word identification and a phoneme

identification task to examine the perception of the mid-vowel and fricative

contrasts by the three bilingual groups.

Chapter 3 reports the results of an accent identification study. The aim of

this study was twofold: 1) to investigate whether the neofalantes’ accent has

emerged as a distinctive variety in the community and 2) to explore whether lis-

teners’ background has an effect on accent identification abilities and patterns.

This task includes speakers and listeners from the three language backgrounds
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of interest: neofalantes, Galician-dominant and Spanish-dominant bilinguals.

Chapters 4 and 5 present an eye-tracking study that investigated bilingual

lexical access. The aim of Chapter 4 is to provide an introduction to the exper-

iment by outlining previous research on the bilingual lexical acquisition and

phonological processing in L1 and L2 spoken word recognition. Moreover,

this Chapter describes the methodology that will be used in the study, the Vi-

sual World Paradigm. Chapter 5 presents the eye-tracking experiment, a study

that examines the influence of language dominance and explores the effect of

a language dominance switch on bilingual spoken word recognition. To date,

no research has investigated the time course of lexical competition by domi-

nant bilinguals. The first part of this Chapter focusses on whether Galician-

dominant and Spanish-dominant bilinguals behave differently in terms of lex-

ical access, in particular, when presented with words containing contrasts that

do not exist in Spanish. The second part of this chapter explores whether

neofalantes exhibit patterns of word recognition that are similar to those of

Spanish-dominant or Galician-dominant bilinguals.

Chapter 6 presents a general discussion of the main findings of the three

studies and the implications these results may have for theories of speech per-

ception, word recognition and social cognition.
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Study 1: The effects of language

dominance switch on speech

production and perception2

2.1 Introduction
The current study investigates the consequences of a long-term language dom-

inance switch for speech production and perception in neofalantes, Spanish-

dominant bilinguals in Galicia who consciously switch in adolescence from

using Spanish to Galician, predominantly or exclusively, for ideological rea-

sons. The focus is on neofalantes’ production and perception of two mid-vowel

contrasts in stressed position /E/-/e/ and /O/-/o/ and a sibilant consonant

contrast /S/-/s/ all of which do not exist in Spanish. Additionally, the produc-

tion of reduced word-final vowels will also be tested. Unstressed word-final

vowels have a distinctive phonetic realisation in Galician and have been re-

ported to contribute to the perception of the Galician accent (Regueira, 2012).

study examines whether neofalantes have changed their production and per-

ception of Galician after the language dominance switch, by comparing them

to a group of Spanish-dominant bilinguals and a group of Galician-dominant

2 Parts of this chapter were published in the Proceedings of the International Congress of
Phonetic Sciences (Tomé Lourido & Evans, 2015) and included in a manuscript submitted
for publication.
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bilinguals. All three groups completed a series of production and perception

tasks. If neofalantes pattern with Spanish-dominant bilinguals, it will be in-

ferred that they have not changed their production or perception of the phonetic

feature; however, if they pattern with the Galician-dominant group, it will be

inferred that they have changed their production or perception of the Galician

phonetic feature.

As previously mentioned, Galician has a phonemic contrast between mid-

front and back vowels and this contrast does not exist in Spanish. Based on pre-

vious research on Galician (Amengual & Chamorro, 2015) and Catalan bilin-

guals (e.g., Pallier et al., 1997, 2001; Sebastián-Gallés & Soto-Faraco, 1999)

and impressionistic descriptions of neofalantes’ varieties (Dubert Garcı́a,

2002; Regueira, 1999a), these pairs of vowels are predicted to be difficult

for neofalantes to perceive and produce. The fricatives /S/-/s/ are differ-

ent phonemes in Galician, but only /s/ exists in Spanish. There are no de-

scriptions of the production and perception of this contrast by either Spanish-

dominant bilinguals or neofalantes, but descriptions of urban varieties of-

ten associated with these groups of speakers report apical realisations of /S/

(González González, 2008; Regueira, 1999b), suggesting that for these two

groups /S/ may be more similar to /s/. Finally, unstressed word-final vowels

are raised and centralised in Galician (Molinos Castro, 2002; Regueira, 2007),

but not in standard Spanish. It has been reported that word-final vowels are also

reduced in the variety of Spanish spoken in Galicia (Rojo, 2004), but others

have claimed that Spanish-dominant speakers do not produce reduced vowels.

For example, in the accent used in the media, which has been associated with

the variety spoken by Spanish-dominant speakers, it has been claimed that

word-final vowels are not reduced and the intensity and duration is similar to

that of stressed vowels (Regueira, 1994). Assuming that Galician-dominant

and Spanish-dominant speakers behave differently from each other, this study

will also investigate where neofalantes lie on this continuum in terms of their

production of unstressed word-final vowels.
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2.2 Experiment 1: Measurement of Production

2.2.1 Method

2.2.1.1 Participants
Sixty-eight participants were tested. Participants were recruited from the Uni-

versity of Santiago de Compostela which has the largest and most heteroge-

neous student population in Galicia. This facilitated recruitment of partic-

ipants with different backgrounds and therefore different accents (urban vs.

rural, Eastern vs. Western). Three participants were excluded because they

did not meet the criteria for the experiment. The remaining 65 participants

grew up in Galicia, had not lived anywhere else for more than a year and were

bilingual in Galician and Spanish. Participants were all students and at the

time of recruitment were 18–30 years old (median 20 years).

After the experiment, they completed a detailed language background

questionnaire which included questions about language background and expo-

sure, language use, and social variables (see Appendix A). Other instruments

for assessing language dominance, such as the Bilingual Language Profile

(BLP; Birdsong, Gertken, & Amengual, 2012), were not appropriate for this

experiment because the language dominance index is calculated as a weighted

combination of various linguistic variables, i.e., language history, language

use, language proficiency and language attitudes. As well as obtaining in-

formation about participants early exposure and language use, the aim of the

questionnaire used in the current study was to identify neofalantes and elicit in-

formation about the reasons which motivated the language dominance switch.

Thus, there were extra questions for this group of bilinguals. The questionnaire

was used to classify participants into three groups, resulting in 14 neofalan-

tes (7 female), 22 Galician-dominant (12 female), 20 Spanish-dominant (12

female) and 6 simultaneous bilinguals (3 female). The data from the simul-

taneous bilinguals will not be presented here. The criteria used to include

participants in the three groups was the following:
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• Neofalantes: they were predominantly raised in Spanish (their parent(s)

used to speak to them in Spanish), but they decided to adopt Galician

as their dominant language in adolescence (13-20 years old, median 17

years) for ideological or cultural reasons. After the switch, they have

mainly spoken Galician (mean reported Galician use3 = 4.65/5).

• Galician-dominant bilinguals: they were raised predominantly in Gali-

cian (their parent(s) spoke Galician to them) and have always spoken

mainly Galician (mean reported Galician use = 4.64/5).

• Spanish-dominant bilinguals: they were raised predominantly in Span-

ish (their parent(s) spoke Spanish to them) and have always spoken

mainly Spanish (mean reported Galician use = 2.36/5).

A further 3 participants who did not meet any of these criteria were also

excluded, giving a final total of 56 participants. Note that all participants were

raised in a bilingual community and, thus, would have been exposed to both

languages from an early age. For 51 participants, both parents had been born

and grown up in Galicia and in 5 cases one of the parents had been born in

Spain (1 neofalante, 2 Galician-dominants, 2 Spanish-dominants), but all par-

ticipants had at least one parent who had been born in Galicia. Therefore,

the only difference between Spanish-dominants and neofalantes in terms of

language background was that neofalantes made a conscious decision in ado-

lescence to always speak Galician. The smaller sample size in the neofalantes

group is due to various constraints related to recruitment. First, as mentioned

in the Introduction (Section 1.1.2), neofalantes constitute a small proportion

of the Galician population: less than 2%. Additionally, the label ‘neofalante’,

also a folk term used in the community, may have negative connotations in

certain contexts and neofalantes themselves may or may not identify with it

(see O’Rourke & Ramallo, 2011, 2013a, 2015), making its use inappropriate

for recruitment purposes. Finally, it was necessary for participants to be naive

3 Question 31 in the Language Background Questionnaire (Appendix A)
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to the goals of the experiment; they were only informed that they were tak-

ing part on a study about bilingualism, but did not know it investigated their

speech. Therefore, recruiting participants by enquiring about their language

background would direct their attention to the Galician language, and might

have made neofalantes feel they were being assessed. These limitations meant

that participants were only asked very general questions about their language

background before the experiment, and neofalantes were recruited by sam-

pling the population or targeting certain groups. Note that the ages at which

neofalantes made the switch ranged from 13 to 20 years old; however, it is

difficult to predict how or whether the age of switch would affect the results

and given the sample size this question will not be investigated in the current

project.

Participants in the three groups came from urban and rural backgrounds

(Neofalantes: 8 urban, 6 rural; Galician-dominant: 5 urban, 17 rural; Spanish-

dominant: 11 urban, 9 rural). Investigating the effect of origin, i.e., rural or

urban, is not a central aim of this study; however, this factor might have an

effect on the accent of Galician acquired; bilinguals growing up in urban areas,

characterised by a higher usage of Spanish (Instituto Galego de Estatı́stica,

2013) are likely to be exposed more often to Spanish and Spanish-accented

varieties of Galician than those in rural areas. The imbalance in the Galician-

dominant group will not enable a reliable interpretation of the effect of origin,

but the results could form the basis of future research. None of the subjects

reported any speech, hearing or language disorders at the time of testing.

2.2.1.2 Materials
The stimuli consisted of a wordlist and a text that contained all three vari-

ables of interest; mid vowels, sibilant fricatives and word-final vowels. The

subset of words used for the mid-vowel analysis was pazo ["paTofi] ‘pazo4’,

peza ["pETafi] ‘piece’, peto ["petofi] ‘pocket’, pita ["pitafi] ‘hen’, pote ["pOtefi] ‘pot’,

4 a type of Galician traditional house, similar to a manor house.
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pozo ["poTofi] ‘well (n)’, pucho ["pu
>
tSofi] ‘calf’, seca ["sekafi] ‘dry (f)’, sota ["sOtafi]

‘knave (cards)’, sopa ["sopafi] ‘soup’ (see Appendix B, for a table). The tar-

get was the first, stressed vowel. For the fricative analysis, the words were

pase ["pasefi] ‘pass’ and paxe ["paSefi] ‘page’. In this case the target sound was

the fricative. The analysis for the unstressed word-final vowels included all the

words for the two previous analyses, as well as pata ["patafi] ‘paw’, sapo ["sapofi]

‘toad’, saco ["sakofi] ‘sack bag’, sito ["sitofi] ‘situated’, suco ["sukofi] ‘furrow’ and

pare ["paRefi] ‘stop (v)’. The target was the final, unstressed vowel. Each of

these words was recorded in phrase-final position in the carrier sentence digo

a palabra (I say the word ) and in phrase-medial position in the

carrier sentence digo a palabra con coidado (I say the word care-

fully). The text was a modified version of ‘The North Wind and the Sun’ (O

vento do norte e o sol). The original text contained only a small number of

key variables, and so a sentence was added to increase the number of instances

of these, giving 3-6 repetitions of each target variable (see Appendix C, for a

full version of the text in Galician and English). All recordings were made in

Praat (Boersma & Weenink, 2016), in a quiet room using a Samson C01U mi-

crophone connected to a laptop, and with a sampling rate of 44.1 kHz, 16-bit

resolution.

2.2.1.3 Procedure
Participants recorded one repetition of the wordlist and the text and also com-

pleted a picture matching game to elicit spontaneous speech5. At the end

of the session, participants completed the language background questionnaire

(Appendix A) on LimeSurvey (LimeSurvey Project Team / Carsten Schmitz,

2012). To equalize any accommodation effects across participants, all testing

was carried out by the first author, who was also a bilingual speaker from Gali-

cia and the entire session was conducted in Galician. None of the participants

had a close relationship with the experimenter, though they knew that she was

5 The spontaneous speech data will not be presented in this thesis.
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from Galicia; they were university students or friends of friends. Participants

were asked not to discuss the study with other participants before they had

taken part.

Recordings from both the wordlist and the text were segmented using a

forced aligner for Galician (Garcı́a-Mateo et al., 2014) and any errors hand-

corrected. Three different sets of measurements were made for each of the

three variables; mid vowels, fricatives and word-final vowels. For the mid-

vowel analysis, the mean F1 and F2 values were extracted using Praat scripts

(Boersma & Weenink, 2016) from each target word. Measurements were taken

from the middle portion of the stressed vowel, with this portion centred on the

midpoint (50%) of the vowel where formant values are most stable (average

segment duration 85 ms). Praat’s default formant tracking settings were used

(maximum formant value for female speakers: 5500 Hz; male speakers: 5000

Hz). Only the mid-vowels /e E o O/ were included in the statistical analysis.

The vowels /a i u/ were used in the normalisation procedure and are included

in plots for reference. This gave between 2 and 4 measurements per mid-vowel

(i.e., /e E o O/) for the wordlist and between 3 and 6 measurements per mid-

vowel for the text. Formant measures that were 2 standard deviations outside

the F1 or F2 mean per vowel were checked and hand-corrected if necessary.

In order to be able to compare data from male and female talkers, measure-

ments were normalised using the Lobanov method which has been shown to

reduce the effects of anatomical and physiological variation, whilst retaining

phonemic variation (Adank, Smits, & van Hout, 2004).

For the sibilant fricative analysis, the centre of gravity was calculated in

the middle portion 40 ms around the midpoint of the fricative (average seg-

ment duration 98 ms) in each target word, using Praat (Boersma & Weenink,

2016). This gave 2 measurements per consonant (i.e., /s S/) for the wordlist

and between 5 and 9 measurements per consonant for the text. Although other

acoustic variables, such as skew and kurtosis, could contribute to differences

in fricative production, the centre of gravity was chosen because it has been
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shown to differentiate place of articulation in fricatives for many languages,

and also for Galician (Regueira & Ginzo, in press); alveolar sibilants have been

shown to have a higher spectral mean than post-alveolar sibilants (Jongman,

Wayland, & Wong, 2000; Regueira & Ginzo, in press). Fricatives produced by

women have been shown to have higher spectral means than those produced

by men (Jongman et al., 2000), perhaps due to biological differences, though

note that constructed gender can also influence spectral frequency (see Levon,

Maegaard, & Pharao, 2017). Galician sibilants are prototypically voiceless;

however, given that the voiced counterparts do not occur in the language

contrastively, some speakers may produce voiced sounds in certain contexts.

Given that voicing may affect spectral moments (cf. Jongman et al., 2000), seg-

ments which had a voiced portion longer than 20% of the total length of the

sound were manually checked, and fricatives that were mostly or fully voiced

were excluded from further analysis (16 tokens). Fricatives shorter than 40 ms

were also excluded (21 tokens). Centre of gravity measures that were 2 stan-

dard deviations outside the mean for each phoneme were checked and hand

corrected if necessary. This gave a total of 944 measurements (485 alveolar

and 459 post-alveolar phonemes).

Finally, word-final vowels were analysed in a similar way to mid vowels.

The mean F1 and F2 values were extracted using Praat scripts (Boersma &

Weenink, 2016) from the middle portion of the unstressed word-final vowel

in each target word, with this portion centred on the midpoint (50%) of the

vowel (average segment duration 65 ms). Only the mid unstressed vowels were

included in the analysis; [afi] was included for reference. This gave between 8

and 16 measurements per vowel [efi ofi] for the wordlist and 10 measurements per

vowel for the text. Formant measures that were 2 standard deviations outside

the F1 or F2 mean per vowel were checked and hand corrected if necessary,

giving a total of 1741 tokens. As before, to enable comparison of male and

female talkers, data was then normalised using the Lobanov method (Adank

et al., 2004).
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2.2.2 Results

2.2.2.1 Mid vowels in stressed position
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Figure 2.1: Average F1 and F2 frequencies by group (Galician-dominant, Neofalan-
tes, Spanish-dominant) and speech style (wordlist, text). Plots display normalised
values. Galician-dominant speakers appear to make a clear distinction between open
and close front and back mid vowels both in the wordlist and text. In contrast, Spanish-
dominants seem to have merged categories for both the front and back vowel contrasts.
Neofalantes seem to behave more similarly to Spanish-dominants

Figure 2.1 displays the mean normalised F1 and F2 values of test words

in the wordlist and text as produced by the three groups, Galician-dominant,

Spanish-dominant and neofalantes. As expected, Galician-dominants appear

to make a clear distinction between open and close front and back mid vow-

els both in the wordlist and text. In contrast, Spanish-dominants seem to have

merged categories for both the front and back vowel contrasts. Although neo-

falantes largely appear not to have overlapping mid-vowels in the wordlist or

text, these differences look very small and overall, they seem to behave more

similarly to Spanish-dominants.

To investigate whether the groups had a split or a merged category, the
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Euclidean distance was calculated separately for front and back vowels for

each speaker for each speech style (wordlist, text), giving a total of 224 to-

kens. These values were used in all further mid-vowel analyses. Given that

the Euclidean distance yields a skewed distribution, a rank-transformation to

normality was applied to fit a linear mixed-effects regression model6. The vari-

ables of group (neofalantes, Galician-dominant, Spanish-dominant speakers),

speech style (wordlist, text), origin (rural, urban), vowel (front, back) and

sex (female, male) were included as fixed factors in the model up to three-level

interactions. All possible by-participant random slopes were included in the

model, following Barr, Levy, Scheepers, and Tily (2013).

A simple coding scheme was used for the group factor in this model and

all others in this Chapter. In this coding scheme, each level is compared to

the reference level (similar to the treatment coding scheme), but here the inter-

cept represents the grand mean rather than the cell mean of the reference level.

The neofalantes group was selected as the reference level (level 1) in the group

factor to enable investigation of whether this group behaved differently from

the Galician-dominant (level 2) and Spanish-dominant (level 3) groups. The

contrasts between the reference level and each of the two groups were created

manually in R by modifying the dummy coding scheme. For the contrast be-

tween neofalantes and Galician-dominant groups, the coding was 2/3 for level

2, and -1/3 for the other two levels. For the contrast between the neofalantes

and Spanish-dominant groups, the coding was 2/3 for level 3, and -1/3 for the

other two levels (see R Library Contrast Coding Systems for Categorical Vari-

ables, 2011, for more information on the coding scheme implemented). The

remaining factors in the models (speech style, origin, vowel, phoneme

and sex) had two levels. Deviation coding was used for these factors, with the

levels represented as −0.5 and 0.5, so that the estimates did not represent the

baseline level, but the mean difference between conditions.

6 lmer(euclidean ∼ group∗style∗origin + group∗style∗vowel +
group∗style∗sex + style∗origin∗vowel + style∗origin∗sex +
origin∗vowel∗sex + (1+style+vowel | participant), data=data)
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The p-values and degrees of freedom for this model and all the linear

mixed-effects models in this thesis were estimated using the Satterthwaite ap-

proximation from the lmerTest package (Kuznetsova, Bruun Brockhoff, &

Haubo Bojesen Christensen, 2016) in R (R Core Team, 2013), unless other-

wise indicated.

The regression model (Table 2.1) demonstrated that there was a signifi-

cant contrast between the neofalantes (Mraw = 0.414) and Galician-dominant

(Mraw = 0.866) groups, but no significant contrast between the Neofalantes

and Spanish-dominant (Mraw = 0.377) groups. Figure 2.2 shows the Euclidean

distance by group. Additionally, there was a main effect of speech style; over-

all, the Euclidean distance was significantly higher in the text (Mraw = 0.611)

than in the wordlist (Mraw = 0.546). The interaction between group (Spanish-

dominants vs. neofalantes) and speech style approached significance.

The contrast between the neofalantes and Galician-dominant group was

modulated by a significant interaction with origin; the contrast between the

neofalantes and Spanish-dominant group was also modulated by a significant

interaction with origin. As illustrated in Figure 2.3, the difference between

Galician-dominants and neofalantes is bigger for those participants who are

from rural settings, and much smaller for those from urban settings, such that

urban Galician-dominant and neofalantes are very similar. For the compari-

son between neofalantes and Spanish-dominants, the pattern is reversed: ur-

ban neofalantes have a higher Euclidean distance than the Spanish-dominant

counterparts, but rural neofalantes have a lower Euclidean distance. Urban

Galician-dominant speakers in this sample do not appear to produce a robust

contrast between mid vowels. However, given the limited sample size for the

urban Galician-dominant group (N = 5), this effect is difficult to interpret and

needs replication with a larger sample.

The interaction between vowel and speech style was significant, sug-

gesting that the difference was larger for back vowels in the text (Mraw =

0.646) compared to the wordlist (Mraw = 0.472). This could be related to the
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Figure 2.2: Boxplot showing the average Euclidean distance for the front and back
mid-vowel contrasts by group (Galician-dominant, Neofalantes, Spanish-dominant),
averaged over vowel and speech style. Measurements were transformed using a rank-
transformation to normality to correct for a skewed distribution. Neofalantes behaved
differently from Galician-dominants, who had a higher Euclidean distance overall, but
did not differ from Spanish-dominant speakers.

fact that the vowels in the wordlist and text were not embedded in the same

phonetic context. Finally, there was a three-way interaction, between group,

speech style and origin for Galician-dominant vs. neofalantes. This is be-

cause the difference between urban and rural Galician-dominants and neofa-

lantes becomes more pronounced in the wordlist, likely due to urban Galician-

dominant and rural neofalantes speakers having a smaller Euclidean distance

in the wordlist (MrawGDurban = 0.321) than in the text (MrawGDurban = 0.492)

and urban and rural neofalantes being more different in the wordlist (Mrural =

0.297; Murban = 0.526) than in the text (Mrural = 0.383; Murban = 0.415).
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Figure 2.3: Boxplot showing average Euclidean distance for the front and back mid-
vowel contrasts, averaged over vowel and speech style. Results are split by participant
origin; rural participants on the left and urban participants on the right. Within each
group, the left-most boxes show the Galician-dominants, the central boxes the Neo-
falantes and the right-most boxes the Spanish-dominants. Measurements were trans-
formed using a rank-transformation to normality to correct for a skewed distribution.
Rural Galician-dominant and Spanish-dominant bilinguals seemed to produce a larger
contrast between the vowels than their urban counterparts, whereas urban neofalantes
had larger contrasts than rural neofalantes.
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β SE t-value (df) p-value

Main effects

Intercept −0.186 .089 −2.081(46) .043
Group (GD) 0.663 .221 2.996(46) .004
Group (SD) n.s.
Vowel n.s.
Speech style 0.363 .105 3.453(56) .001
Origin n.s.
Sex n.s.

Interactions

Group (GD): vowel n.s.
Group (SD): vowel n.s.
Group (GD): style n.s.
Group (SD): style 0.432 .246 1.758(55) .084
Group (GD): origin −1.645 .449 −3.666(46) < .001
Group (SD): origin −0.885 .416 −2.126(46) .039
Style: origin n.s.
Style: vowel 0.396 .172 2.298(100) .023
Group (GD): sex n.s.
Group (SD): sex n.s.
Style: sex n.s.
Origin: vowel n.s.
Origin: sex n.s.
Phoneme: sex n.s.
Group (GD): style: origin 1.433 .532 2.694(59) .009
Group (SD): style: origin n.s.
Group (GD): style: vowel n.s.
Group (SD): style: vowel n.s.
Group (GD): style: sex n.s.
Group (SD): style: sex n.s.
Style: origin: vowel n.s.
Style: origin: sex n.s.
Origin: vowel: sex n.s.

Table 2.1: Summary of the results of the regression model for mid vowel production
(Euclidean Distance). GD = Galician-dominant; SD = Spanish-dominant. Baselines
for predictor variables: neofalante for group, text for style, rural for origin, front
vowel for vowel and female for sex. Numbers represent Estimates (β ), Standard
Errors (SE), t-statistic and degrees of freedom (df; in brackets) and p-values. Group
effects in grey.
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2.2.2.2 Voiceless sibilant fricatives
To investigate whether the three groups could produce the /s/-/S/ contrast,

centre of gravity was used as the dependent variable in the model. Given

that this measurement yields a skewed distribution, a rank-transformation to

normality was applied to fit a linear mixed-effects regression model7. The

variables group (neofalantes, Galician-dominant, Spanish-dominant speak-

ers), phoneme (alveolar /s/, post-alveolar /S/), speech style (wordlist, text),

origin (rural, urban) and sex (female, male) were included as fixed factors

in the model up to three-level interactions. All possible by-participant and by-

word random slopes were included in the model, following Barr et al. (2013).

Neofalantes was selected as the reference level in the group factor to investi-

gate whether they behaved differently from Galician-dominant and Spanish-

dominant speakers.

As Table 2.2 shows, the regression model revealed a significant main ef-

fect of sex, as expected, suggesting that female speakers had a higher cen-

tre of gravity overall when compared to male speakers. Although the effect

of phoneme on its own was not significant, it was modulated by a signifi-

cant interaction with the contrast between Galician-dominant speakers and

neofalantes, indicating that neofalantes behaved significantly differently

from Galician-dominant but not Spanish-dominant speakers when produc-

ing /s/ and /S/. Figure 2.4 shows centre of gravity by phoneme by group.

Given that /S/ does not exist in Spanish and is not mentioned as present in

impressionistic descriptions of Spanish-dominant accents of Galician (e.g.,

González González, 2008; Regueira, 1999b), one possibility was that Spanish-

dominants and potentially neofalantes might be unable to produce /S/. How-

ever, there seem to be no clear differences in production between the three

groups (see Table 2.3). That said, there is more variation in /s/; Galician-

7 lmer(cog ∼ group∗phoneme∗origin + group∗phoneme∗style +
group∗phoneme∗sex + phoneme∗origin∗style + phoneme∗origin∗sex +
origin∗style∗sex + (1+style+phoneme | participant) +
(1+group+origin+sex | word), data=data)
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Figure 2.4: Boxplots showing transformed centre of gravity values for each
phoneme (alveolar, post-alveolar) for the three groups (Galician-dominant, Neofalan-
tes, Spanish-dominant) averaged over speech style. Measurements were transformed
using a rank-transformation to normality to correct for a skewed distribution. Neofa-
lantes behaved differently from Galician-dominant, but not Spanish-dominant speak-
ers when producing the fricative contrast, and this difference seemed to be driven
by differences in the production of /s/. Besides, the contrast was more distinct for
Galician-dominant speakers than for neofalantes and Spanish-dominants.

dominant speakers seem to have a higher centre of gravity, when compared to

neofalantes and Spanish-dominants who do not differ from each other.

To quantify the overlap between the two categories (i.e., /s/-/S/) for

each group, a logistic regression model was used as a classifier to predict

the phoneme label from the transformed centre of gravity. Centre of gravity

was predictor included in the model. Higher prediction accuracy corresponds

to less overlap in the distributions of centre of gravity for the two fricatives.

The model was scored as accurate if the probability of the true label for a

given observation was above 50%. For Galician-dominants, the prediction

accuracy was 71.3%, while for Spanish-dominants the accuracy was 56.2%

and for neofalantes 58.4%. This indicates that the fricative categories were
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much more distinct for Galician-dominant speakers than for neofalantes and

Spanish-dominants.
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β SE t-value (df) p-value

Main effects

Intercept 0.030 .165 0.184(11) n.s.
Group (GD) n.s.
Group (SD) n.s.
Phoneme n.s.
Speech style n.s.
Origin n.s.
Sex 0.534 .179 −2.975(31) .006

Interactions

Group (GD): phoneme −0.63667 .249 −2.558(38) .015
Group (SD): phoneme n.s.
Group (GD): style n.s.
Group (SD): style n.s.
Group (GD): origin n.s.
Group (SD): origin n.s.
Speech style: origin n.s.
Style: phoneme n.s.
Group (GD): sex n.s.
Group (SD): sex n.s.
Style: sex n.s.
Origin: phoneme n.s.
Origin: sex n.s.
Phoneme: sex 0.329 .189 1.739(28) .093
Group (GD): n.s.
Group (SD): style: origin n.s.
Group (GD): style: phoneme n.s.
Group (SD): style: phoneme n.s.
Group (GD): style: sex n.s.
Group (SD): style: sex n.s.
Style: origin: phoneme n.s.
Style: origin: sex n.s.
Origin: phoneme: sex n.s.

Table 2.2: Summary of the results of the regression model for fricative production
(centre of gravity). GD = Galician-dominant; SD = Spanish-dominant. Baselines for
predictor variables: neofalante for group, text for style, rural for origin, alveo-
lar fricative /s/ for phoneme and female for sex. Numbers represent Estimates (β ),
Standard Errors (SE), t-statistic and degrees of freedom (df; in brackets) and p-values.
Group effects in grey.
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Phoneme Speaker group

GD
female

GD
male

NF
female

NF
male

SD
female

SD
male

/s/ 5853 4656 5283 4084 5055 4125
/S/ 4346 3944 4247 3802 4064 3976

Table 2.3: Mean centre of gravity values in Hertz for each phoneme (alveolar /s/,
post-alveolar /S/) for the three speaker groups, Galician-dominant (GD), Neofalantes
(NF) and Spanish-dominant (SD), split by sex (female, male).
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2.2.2.3 Unstressed word-final vowels
The dependent variable for this analysis was F1, which is inversely corre-

lated with vowel height; the higher F1, the lower (i.e., more open) the vowel.

To compensate for the non-normality of the distribution a rank inverse nor-

mal transform was applied. Preliminary observation of the data suggested

that all groups had vowel reduction, but that although the differences were

small, some had more reduction than others. A Welch two sample t-test

showed that Galician-dominants’ vowels were different from those of Spanish-

dominants (t(1263.8) = −2.4049, p-value = .0163), confirming that the latter

show less vowel reduction. To investigate whether neofalantes behaved like

Galician-dominant or Spanish-dominant speakers, a linear mixed-effects re-

gression model8 was fitted on the transformed F1 values. The variables of

group (neofalantes, Galician-dominant, Spanish-dominant), speech style

(wordlist, text), origin (rural, urban), vowel (front, back) and sex (female,

male) were included as fixed factors in the model up to three-level interactions.

All possible by-participant and by-word random slopes were included in the

model, following Barr et al. (2013). Neofalantes was selected as the reference

level in the group factor.

Table 2.4 summarises the output of the regression model. There was a

significant contrast between the neofalantes and Spanish-dominant groups, but

no significant contrast between the neofalantes and Galician-dominant groups.

As displayed in Figure 2.5, Galician-dominants and neofalantes show lower F1

values than Spanish-dominants, with neofalantes patterning more closely with

Galician-dominants. The effect of speech style was significant, suggesting

that vowels in the text had a lower F1 overall, that is, speakers tended to use

more raised vowels overall. There was a highly significant effect of sex, due to

male speakers having a lower F1, and therefore higher vowels. There was also

8 lmer(f1 ∼ group∗style∗origin + group∗style∗vowel + group∗style∗sex +
style∗origin∗vowel + style∗origin∗sex + origin∗vowel∗sex +
(1+style+vowel | participant) + (1+group+sex+origin | word),
data=data)
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Figure 2.5: Density plot showing the transformed F1 distribution for the front
and back unstressed word-final vowels, split by group (Galician-dominant, dashed
line; Neofalantes , solid line; Spanish-dominant, dotted line), averaged over vowel
and speech style. Normalised F1 measurements were transformed using a rank-
transformation to normality to correct for a skewed distribution. Galician-dominants
and neofalantes showed lower F1 values than Spanish-dominants, with neofalantes
patterning more closely with Galician-dominants.

a significant interaction between vowel and sex, indicating that the difference

between male and female speakers was more pronounced for front vowels.
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β SE t-value (df) p-value

Main effects

Intercept −0.143 .074 −1.930(34) .062
Group (GD) n.s.
Group (SD) 0.255 .124 2.061(47) .045
Vowel n.s.
Speech style −0.274 .131 −2.099(23) .047
Origin n.s.
Sex −0.577 .114 −5.077(39) < .001

Interactions

Group (GD): vowel n.s.
Group (SD): vowel n.s.
Group (GD): style n.s.
Group (SD): style n.s.
Group (GD): origin n.s.
Group (SD): origin n.s.
Speech style: origin n.s.
Style: vowel n.s.
Group (GD): sex n.s.
Group (SD): sex n.s.
Style: sex n.s.
Origin: vowel n.s.
Origin: sex n.s.
Vowel: sex 0.344 .163 2.109(16) .051
Group (GD): style: origin n.s.
Group (SD): style: origin n.s.
Group (GD): style: vowel 0.488 259 1.885(73) .063
Group (SD): style: vowel n.s.
Group (GD): style: sex n.s.
Group (SD): style: sex n.s.
Style: origin: vowel n.s.
Style: origin: sex n.s.
Origin: vowel: sex n.s.

Table 2.4: Summary of the results of the regression model for word final vowel pro-
duction F1. GD = Galician-dominant; SD = Spanish-dominant. Baselines for predic-
tor variables: neofalante for group, text for style, rural for origin, front vowel for
vowel and female for sex. Numbers represent Estimates (β ), Standard Errors (SE),
t-statistic and degrees of freedom (df; in brackets) and p-values. Group effects in grey.
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2.2.3 Summary
There was little evidence to suggest that neofalantes had acquired the mid-

vowel contrasts, patterning with Spanish-dominant speakers. Moreover, par-

ticipants’ origin appeared to play an important role in their production of the

mid-vowel contrasts; rural Galician- and Spanish-dominant speakers produced

a larger contrast than their urban counterparts, but the effect was reversed for

neofalantes. Additionally urban Galician-dominant speakers did not produce

a robust contrast between the vowels. However, this result is based on a small

sample of urban Galician-dominant speakers (5 urban vs. 17 rural) and there-

fore, needs replication with larger samples.

Nevertheless, neofalantes were able to acquire the fricative contrast, but

so were Spanish-dominants, such that all speakers produced a /s/-/S/ con-

trast. Surprisingly, all three groups were able to produce /S/, which only

exists in Galician, and there were no differences between groups for this

phoneme. However, there were differences in the magnitude of the contrast.

Galician-dominants had a more distinct /s/-/S/ contrast, while neofalantes

and Spanish-dominants produced these phonemes with greater overlap. This

difference was driven by differences in the production of the /s/. Although

there are no direct comparisons in the literature, standard Castilian Spanish

/s/ is often described as having an apical realisation and relatively low fre-

quency values (cf. Martı́nez-Celdrán & Fernández Planas, 2007). It is likely

that the Galician realisation has a higher centre of gravity, although different

realisations have been found within Galician (cf. Labraña Barrero, 2009, 2014;

Regueira & Ginzo, in press). It is therefore not surprising that in the current

study Galician-dominants produce this phoneme differently from Spanish-

dominant speakers. Overall, the results indicate that although neofalantes are

able to produce the fricative contrast, they do not change the way in which they

do this after a switch in language dominance. Finally, although all groups used

reduced vowels, the word-final vowel analysis suggested that neofalantes pro-

duced these more like Galician-dominant speakers.
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In sum, there seem to be limits to what neofalantes can learn in terms

of production. They are unable to acquire the mid-vowel contrasts, and do

not change production of /s/ to match Galician-dominants. However, their

accent is not exactly like that of Spanish-dominant bilinguals either; they pro-

duce unstressed word-final vowels more like Galician-dominant than Spanish-

dominant speakers.

2.3 Experiment 2: Measurement of perception
Experiment 2 investigated the consequences of a long-term language dom-

inance switch for speech perception in neofalantes, by comparing them to

Spanish-dominant and Galician-dominant listeners. The three groups of par-

ticipants completed a word identification and a phoneme identification task.

Of interest, was whether a change in language dominance would affect percep-

tion of the two mid-vowel contrasts /E/-/e/ and /O/-/o/ and fricative contrast

/S/-/s/, all of which do not exist in Spanish.

2.3.1 Method

2.3.1.1 Participants
Same as Experiment 1.

2.3.1.2 Materials
Participants completed two identification tasks. They identified naturally-

produced words containing mid vowels in stressed position, and fricatives em-

bedded in non-words on a synthetic continuum that ranged from /s/ to /S/.

Word identification task

The stimuli consisted of the words óso ["Osofi] ‘bone’, oso ["osofi] ‘bear’, pé

["pE] ‘foot’, pe ["pe] ‘p’, só ["sO] ‘alone’, so ["so] ‘under’, té ["tE] ‘tea’, te ["te]

‘t’ (see Appendix D, for a full table) embedded in the carrier sentence Digo a

palabra (I say the word ). The carrier sentences were produced in

two accents; (1) standard-accented Galician and (2) regionally-accented Gali-

cian. The latter included gheada (see subsection 1.2.2), a very salient regional
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variant in which [g] and [G] are produced as [è], [h], [x], [H] or [Q], here giving

["dihofiapa"laB
fl
Rafi] instead of ["diGofiapa"laB

fl
Rafi]. This feature was included be-

cause it was hypothesised that it could act as a cue for the Galician-dominant

accent. This manipulation only affected the carrier phrase. The same token of

each target word was then spliced into the two carrier sentences, and thus the

pronunciation of the target word did not vary between conditions. All stimuli

were produced by the same male Galician-dominant speaker who was selected

because he was able to produce both accents. Recordings were made in a

sound attenuated room using a RODE NT1-A microphone directly connected

to a PC via an Edirol processor with a sampling rate of 44.1 kHz, 16-bit reso-

lution. The speaker recorded two repetitions and then the best was selected for

use in the experiment. Stimuli were band-pass filtered at 60-20,000 Hz with

a smoothing factor of 10. Finally, intensity was scaled to 70 dB SPL. All pro-

cessing was carried out in Praat (Boersma & Weenink, 2016). Stimuli were

played over a laptop (ASUS A55V) via a Realtek HD Audio sound card, and

were presented over headphones (Sennheiser HD 25-C II).

Phoneme identification task

The stimuli were two-segment CV sequences that consisted of a frica-

tive that varied in the place of articulation along a 22-step continuum from

/s/ to /S/ followed by the vowel /u/, a combination that enabled creation of

non-words, giving ‘su’ ["su] or ‘xu’ ["Su] at the endpoints. These endpoints

were based on natural tokens of /s/ and /S/ recorded by the same Galician-

dominant speaker as for the word identification task, with the recording pro-

cedure and processing also the same. The intermediate steps of the contin-

uum were then created following the procedure described in (McQueen, 1991;

Repp, 1981).

Briefly, the /s/ and /S/ were excised from the natural recording from

their onset to the zero crossing before the start of the vowel, and saved to indi-

vidual wav files. The duration of each fricative was measured and the average

duration calculated. The fricatives were then equalised for length in Praat
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(Boersma & Weenink, 2016) using PSOLA such that both were equal to the

average duration, 212ms. These were used as the endpoints of the fricative

continuum. It is unclear whether duration is used as a cue to distinguish this

contrast in Galician, but the duration cue was not present in the continuum.

The fricative portion of the intermediate stimuli was constructed by adding

the amplitudes of the two waveforms in different proportions (see McQueen,

1991), giving 22 tokens each with a duration of 212 ms. The overall ampli-

tude envelope was kept constant for all tokens. The fricative tokens were then

spliced onto a natural token of /u/, excised from the recording of ‘su’, creating

22 CV tokens where the fricative varied in equal steps from /s/ to /S/. Lastly,

intensity was scaled to 70 dB and the files downsampled to 22,050 Hz.

Four pilot participants, all Spanish-Galician bilinguals, completed the ex-

periment to check the validity of the continuum.

2.3.1.3 Procedure
Participants completed the tasks in the same session as the production tasks

(Experiment 1). Participants always completed the word identification task

(vowels) first. The word identification task consisted of two blocks (standard

Galician and regional Galician), so that listeners could adapt to each accent,

with the order of presentation counterbalanced across participants. In each

block, participants identified the word they heard by clicking on the corre-

sponding picture. In written Galician open vowels can be signalled by an ac-

cent i.e., ["Osofi] ‘bone’, oso ["osofi] ‘bear’, and so pictures were used to prevent

orthographic cues influencing the results. Participants identified 4 repetitions

of the 8 stimuli, giving a total of 32 trials per block. They heard each trial

only once, with the order of presentation randomised across participants and

the same stimulus never played twice in succession.

In the phoneme identification task (fricatives), participants identified

whether they heard the non-word su ["su] or xu ["Su]. Before completing the

task, participants completed a short practice session to familiarise them with
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the task. The practice included 10 different stimuli from the 22-step contin-

uum presented in a randomised order. In the test block, participants identified

4 repetitions of the 22 stimuli, giving a total of 88 trials. They heard each trial

only once, with the order of presentation randomised across participants and

the same stimulus never played twice in a row.

2.3.2 Results

2.3.2.1 Mid vowels in stressed position
In order to investigate the effect of group on vowel identification, a mixed-

effect logistic regression model9 was built with the binomial response (cor-

rect/incorrect) as the dependent variable, group (neofalantes, Galician-

dominant, Spanish-dominant listeners), accent (standard, regional) and

origin (urban, rural) as fixed factors and participant and item as crossed

random effects. Since item was included in the model as a random factor

to account for the variance introduced by the different stimuli and there were

two words per vowel, vowel was not included in the model as a fixed factor.

Table 2.5 summarises the results of the model. Simple contrasts were used

with neofalantes as the baseline level for the group effect.

The model revealed a significant contrast between neofalantes (MProp

= 0.79) and Galician-dominant listeners, who performed at ceiling (MProp =

0.92), but no significant contrast between neofalantes and Spanish-dominants

(MProp = 0.76). To test whether neofalantes and Spanish-dominants could

identify the vowels above chance level, the dataset was compared to a ran-

dom baseline. Two separate logistic regression analyses for neofalantes and

Spanish-dominants indicated that both groups performed significantly above

chance.

In the main regression model, there was no main effect of accent, but the

contrast between neofalantes and Galician-dominant listeners was modulated

9 glmer(result ∼ group∗origin∗accent + (1 | participant) + (1 | stimulus),
data=data, family=binomial)
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β SE z-value p-value

Main effects

Intercept 1.965 .263 7.481 < .001
Group (GD) 1.043 .435 2.397 .016
Group (SD) n.s.
Origin −0.588 .337 −1.746 .081
Accent n.s.

Interactions

Group (GD): origin −2.412 .871 −2.771 .006
Group (SD): origin n.s.
Group (GD): accent 0.801 .279 2.865 .004
Group (SD): accent 0.484 .231 2.088 .037
Group (GD): accent: origin n.s.
Group (SD): accent: origin n.s.

Table 2.5: Summary of the results of the regression model for mid vowel percep-
tion. GD = Galician-dominant; (SD) = Spanish-dominant. Baselines for predictor
variables: neofalante for group, rural for origin and standard for accent. Numbers
represent Estimates (β ), Standard Errors (SE), Wald statistics (z-values) and p-values.
Group effects in grey.

by a significant interaction with accent. This indicates that the difference be-

tween these two groups was smaller in standard Galician (MGD = 0.90, MNF =

0.82) than in the regional Galician condition (MGD = 0.93, MNF = 0.76). As

displayed in Figure 2.6, neofalantes perform more poorly than the Galician-

dominants overall, but do slightly better in the standard accent condition. The

contrast between neofalantes and Spanish-dominant listeners was also modu-

lated by a significant interaction with accent. Although there was no overall

difference in performance between these two groups, the difference in perfor-

mance between neofalantes and Spanish-dominants was greater in the standard

condition (MSD = 0.75, MNF = 0.82) than the regional condition (MSD = 0.76,

MNF = 0.76).

The main effect of origin approached significance and it was modu-

lated by a significant interaction with the contrast between Galician-dominants

and neofalantes, which indicated that the difference between these groups was
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Figure 2.6: Boxplot showing vowel identification scores (proportion correct) by lis-
tener group (Galician-dominant, Neofalantes, Spanish-dominant) and accent (stan-
dard Galician, regional Galician). The dashed line represents chance level perfor-
mance. Neofalantes behaved differently from Galician-dominant listeners, who per-
formed at ceiling, but they did not differ from Spanish-dominants. However, the differ-
ence between Galician-dominants and neofalantes was smaller when presented with
the standard Galician accent.

smaller for urban (MGD = 0.79, MNF = 0.81) than rural listeners (MGD = 0.95,

MNF = 0.77). As displayed in Figure 2.7, urban Galician-dominant listeners

ed more poorly than their rural counterparts; they were more similar to neofa-

lantes and Spanish-dominant listeners, mirroring the production results.
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Figure 2.7: Boxplot showing vowel identification scores (proportion correct) by lis-
tener group (Galician-dominant, Neofalantes, Spanish-dominant) and origin (rural,
urban) averaged over accent conditions. The dashed line represents chance level per-
formance. Urban Galician-dominant listeners performed more poorly than their rural
counterparts; they were more similar to neofalantes and Spanish-dominant listeners,
mirroring the production results.

2.3.2.2 Voiceless sibilant fricatives
To investigate the effect of group on the sibilant fricative continuum categori-

sation, a mixed-effects logistic regression model10 was fitted with the bino-

mial response /s/-/S/ as dependent variable. The fixed factors included in the

model were group (neofalantes, Galician-dominant, Spanish-dominant listen-

ers), stimulus (continuum from /s/ to /S/; this variable was centred) and

origin (urban, rural) with participant as a crossed random effect. ?? sum-

marises the results of the model. Simple contrasts were used with neofalantes

as the baseline level for the group effect.

Table 2.6 summarises the results of the model, which revealed a signif-

icant main effect of stimulus and a significant contrast between neofalantes

10 glmer(response ∼ stimulus∗group∗origin + (1 | participant), data=data,
family=binomial)
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β SE z-value p-value

Main effects

Intercept −1.266 .149 −8.500 < .001
Stimulus (c) −0.293 .009 −30.652 < .001
Group (GD) −1.073 .382 −2.809 .005
Group (SD) n.s.
Origin n.s.

Interactions

Group (GD): stimulus (c) −0.070 .025 −2.835 .004
Group (SD): stimulus (c) n.s.
Group (GD): origin n.s.
Group (SD): origin 1.490 .725 2.056 .040
Group (GD): stimulus (c): origin n.s.
Group (SD): stimulus (c): origin 0.152 .042 3.637 < .001

Table 2.6: Summary of the results of the regression model for fricative perception.
GD = Galician-dominant; (SD) = Spanish-dominant; c = centred. Baselines for pre-
dictor variables: neofalante for group and rural for origin. Numbers represent Esti-
mates (β ), Standard Errors (SE), Wald statistics (z-values) and p-values. Group effects
in grey.

and Galician-dominant listeners, but no significant contrast between neofalan-

tes and Spanish-dominant listeners. Moreover, the effect of origin was not

significant. As expected, as the stimulus continuum increased from /s/ to /S/,

the less likely it was for listeners to choose /s/. In terms of group differences,

Galician-dominants chose /s/ less frequently than neofalantes overall. The

contrast between the neofalantes and Galician-dominant groups was modu-

lated by a significant interaction with phoneme, suggesting that neofalantes’

categorisation of the phonemes was different than that of Galician-dominant

listeners, but not different from that of Spanish-dominant listeners. Figure 2.8

shows the identification scores and the model predictions for the three groups

and suggests that, although all three groups have categorical perception of this

contrast, Galician-dominant listeners start categorising the stimuli as /S/ ear-

lier than the two other groups.

Additionally, the contrast between neofalantes and Spanish-dominant lis-
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Figure 2.8: Raw proportion of /s/ response according to stimulus step (1-22) by
group (Galician-dominant, squares; Spanish-dominant, triangles; Neofalantes, cir-
cles; left panel) and model predictions according to centred stimulus step by group
(right panel). All three groups had categorical perception of the fricative contrast, but
Galician-dominant listeners started categorising the stimuli as /S/ earlier than the two
other groups.

teners was modulated by a significant interaction with origin; the frequency

of choosing /s/ was different for urban and rural participants in these two

groups. This effect was further modulated by a significant the three-way in-

teraction with stimulus, which also indicated that there were differences be-

tween these two groups in terms of origin when taking into account the stim-

ulus; urban neofalantes had an earlier categorisation boundary than rural neo-

falantes, whereas Spanish-dominants showed the opposite pattern.

2.3.3 Summary
Overall, neofalantes did not differ in their perception from Spanish-dominants,

indicating that they had not changed to behave more like Galician-dominants.

Although both neofalantes and Spanish-dominants performed relatively well

with the mid-vowel contrasts, they performed more poorly than Galician-

dominants, although the performance of Galician-dominant listeners was

modulated by origin. In addition, neofalantes behaved differently from both

groups in the different accent conditions; their perception of the mid-vowels

when listening to the standard accented stimuli was slightly closer to that
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of Galician-dominants and better than that of Spanish-dominants. Further-

more, the effect of origin also appeared to be important, as urban Galician-

dominants’ identification accuracy was similar to that of urban neofalantes.

This effect mirrors the production results, but similarly, the interpretation of

this interaction is difficult given the small sample size. For fricatives, neofa-

lantes likewise patterned with Spanish-dominant listeners. Both groups could

perceive the /s/-/S/ contrast, but they had a later phoneme categorisation

boundary when compared to Galician-dominants, i.e., they still hear /s/ for

tokens where Galician-dominants already hear /S/. This mirrors the produc-

tion results that showed that neofalantes and Spanish-dominants had a lower

centre of gravity for /s/ than Galician-dominants. As for vowels, origin was

also relevant for perception of this contrast; differences between neofalantes

and Galician-dominants became less evident for urban participants. In this

case, urban neofalantes seem to have an earlier boundary for /S/, behaving

more like Galician-dominant listeners.

2.4 Discussion
This study investigated whether neofalantes changed aspects of their speech

production and perception after switching language dominance to Galician.

Change was inferred by comparing this group to two control groups, Galician-

dominant and Spanish-dominant bilinguals. If they patterned with Spanish-

dominants when producing and perceiving variables that are specific to Gali-

cian, it was assumed that there was no change, while if they patterned with

Galician-dominants it was assumed that there was a change. In production,

there was little evidence to suggest that neofalantes were able to produce the

two mid-vowel contrasts that do not exist in Spanish, behaving like Spanish-

dominant speakers. They were able to produce a sibilant consonant contrast

that does not exist in Spanish, but so were Spanish-dominants. However, both

neofalantes and Spanish-dominants produced this contrast differently from

Galician-dominants, who had a more distinct contrast. Word-final vowels, on
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the other hand, which are a highly salient feature of Galician, were produced

by neofalantes with a more Galician-like realisation, different from Spanish-

dominants. In perception, neofalantes behaved like Spanish-dominants for

both mid-vowel and the fricative contrasts. Both groups were able to identify

the mid-vowel contrast, but their performance was poorer than that of Galician-

dominants. Likewise, both groups were able to identify the fricative contrast,

but had a different category boundary from Galician-dominants.

Previous research with Spanish-Catalan bilinguals has shown that early

exposure is not enough for dominant bilinguals to acquire native-like cate-

gories in their non-dominant language, and this has been attributed to a lack

of plasticity (Pallier et al., 1997, 2001; Sebastián-Gallés & Soto-Faraco, 1999).

Likewise, neofalantes had limited success in acquiring the front and back mid-

vowel contrast in production and did not perform like Galician-dominants in

perception. However, it has also been argued that difficulties in L2 perception

are due to continued use of the L1 (Flege & MacKay, 2004; Mora et al., 2011;

Mora, Keidel, & Flege, 2015a). Given that the bilinguals in the Catalan stud-

ies continued to use their dominant language (in this case, Spanish), one could

hypothesise instead that the failure to establish native-like phonetic categories

was because the L1 continued to exert a strong influence on perception and

therefore, the L2. Nevertheless, these results show that even with extensive

use of the L2 and a high motivation to learn, dominant bilinguals are unable

to form new, native-like phonetic categories in production or perception when

they switch relatively late in life, i.e., late adolescence. It seems more likely

then that neofalantes process their new, dominant language through their for-

mer dominant language categories.

Theories of cross language speech perception such as PAM/PAM-L2

(Best, 1994, 1995; Best & Tyler, 2007) and the SLM (Flege, 1992, 1995) pro-

vide support for this interpretation. Such theories have proposed that certain

phonetic contrasts are more difficult to perceive than others and that this leads

to difficulties in production. According to these models, the difficulty can
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be predicted by the phonetic similarities of the first and second languages.

The contrast between open- and close-mid vowels is a difficult one for neo-

falantes (and Spanish-dominants), because the Galician contrasts are both a

good match to the single Spanish categories. However, although their cat-

egory boundary was different from Galician-dominant listeners, both neofa-

lantes and Spanish-dominants were able to perceive and produce the fricative

contrast that does not exist in Spanish. Flege (1995) postulates that bilinguals

are able to establish a new phonetic category for an L2 sound that differs pho-

netically from the closest L1 sound if they are able to discern at least some

of the phonetic differences between the L1 and L2 sounds. One possibility

then is that this contrast is more acoustically distinct than the mid-vowel con-

trasts, such that both Spanish-dominants and neofalantes are able to establish

a category even though this does not match that of native speakers.

In contrast, word-final vowels seem to be more mutable. Although neofa-

lantes behaved like Spanish-dominants in their production of mid vowels and

fricatives, they produced word-final vowels like Galician-dominants; all speak-

ers used reduced vowels, but neofalantes patterned with Galician-dominants

in having a greater amount of reduction than Spanish-dominants. Word-final

vowels are a highly salient characteristic of the Galician accent, and one possi-

bility is that social factors played a role in production of this variable. Neofa-

lantes switch language dominance for ideological reasons, and when they do,

they are often very aware that they do not speak like Galician-dominants. They

are very motivated to ‘learn’ the language and most of the participants reported

having made a conscious effort to improve their pronunciation, i.e., to speak

with a more native-like accent. One interpretation is that neofalantes use this

feature, whether consciously or subconsciously, to fit in with their new group

of Galician-dominant speakers. This is similar to findings from studies of ac-

cent change within the same language; Evans and Iverson (2007) showed that

speakers who changed their accent late in life (young adulthood) acquire some,

but not all the phonetic features that characterise their new accent. However,
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their realisation was not like that of native speakers, and not all the speakers

showed the same changes in production. These individual differences were

understood as reflecting the way speakers chose to present themselves to the

world. In a bilingual context, Amengual (2015) found that Spanish-dominant

bilinguals did not differ from Catalan-dominant bilinguals in their production

of some reduced vowels in Majorcan Catalan; both groups produced /a/ as a

reduced centralised [@] in unstressed position. This was interpreted as being a

result of the ”construction of socio-indexical phonological categories based on

a stronger identification with the prestigious Standard Catalan variety” (2015,

p. 4). In the Galician community, although the reduced vowels might not

be associated with the prestigious variety, they are indeed associated with a

Galician-like accent, thus meaning that they could be used to signal Galician

identity.

Studies in the lab have shown that there is flexibility in production and

perception in adulthood. For example, high variability phonetic laboratory

training studies have shown that L2 listeners can improve in their identifica-

tion of phonetic contrasts that do not exist in their L1 (Iverson & Evans, 2009;

Lively, Logan, & Pisoni, 1993; Logan, Lively, & Pisoni, 1991), that this knowl-

edge can be transferred to production (Bradlow, Pisoni, Akahane-Yamada, &

Tohkura, 1997) and that it is retained after a few months (Bradlow, Akahane-

Yamada, Pisoni, & Tohkura, 1999). However, there appear to be limits to this

such that even early exposure to an L2 in a bilingual environment is not enough

to acquire native-like categories in the non-dominant language (Pallier et al.,

1997). The current study is in line with these findings and provides further ev-

idence that ‘real life training’ or in this case, extensive naturalistic exposure to

and use of the L2, is not enough for dominant bilinguals to acquire native-like

categories in their non-dominant language. Even with what could be seen as

ideal circumstances for learning – early and extensive exposure, almost exclu-

sive use of the L2 and very high motivation – L2 production and perception

still seem to be filtered by L1 categories. One possibility is that underlying
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categories are very difficult to change, and that although, with experience, in-

dividuals can improve at mapping new categories onto native ones, they do

not create new categories (Iverson & Evans, 2009). That said, the focus of

this study is group differences, and it is relevant to highlight that individual

differences (e.g. learning ability or other cognitive skills) might play a role in

the acquisition of such phonetic contrasts. That is, it is perhaps not the case

that no neofalante can ever learn Galician-like contrasts, but this at least seems

very difficult.

Finally, it is worth noting that the potential effect of participants’ origin

would also argue for a central role for early exposure in phonetic processing. In

both experiments, participants’ origin appears to have affected performance.

However, the sample size of urban Galician-dominant speakers was limited,

so these results are to be interpreted tentatively and need to be followed up. In

these experiments, Spanish-dominant and Galician-dominant bilinguals per-

formed more similarly when they came from an urban background, where the

proportion of Spanish and Galician spoken by Spanish-dominant speakers is

much greater than in a rural environment. Urban Galician-dominant bilinguals

produced less distinct vowel contrasts and were poorer at identifying them than

their rural counterparts, and they had more Spanish-like fricative categories.

In some cases, rural Spanish-dominants also showed more Galician-like cate-

gories than their urban counterparts.

These results thus argue for a central role of early exposure in phonetic

processing. Although studies of Korean adoptees adopted by French families

and exposed exclusively to French from between the ages of 2 and 9 years

old (Pallier et al., 2003; Ventureyra, Pallier, & Yoo, 2004), have indicated

that all traces of attunement to the L1 sound system are lost by adulthood,

new research with Chinese adoptees in Canada, also exposed exclusively to

French since adoption, has shown that early experience can have lasting ef-

fects (Pierce, Chen, Delcenserie, Genesee, & Klein, 2015)). Although their

performance on behavioural tasks did not differ from that of French monolin-
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guals, Chinese adoptees’ brain activation patterns were more similar to those

of Chinese-French bilinguals. This suggests that early exposure to a language

continues to influence the neural processing of a subsequently learned lan-

guage sounds years later, even in highly proficient, early-exposed users.

In conclusion, these findings suggest that native-like production and per-

ception of new phonetic contrasts is effortful. Despite early exposure, exten-

sive use and high motivation, there was little evidence to indicate that neo-

falantes acquired the Galician mid-vowel contrasts in production and percep-

tion, and behaved more similarly to Spanish-dominants in their production and

perception of the fricative contrast. However, they produced unstressed word-

final vowels in the same way as Galician-dominants. Together, this results in

a hybrid variety different from that used by Galician- and Spanish-dominants

(cf. Harris, 2006; Stuart-Smith, Timmins, & Alam, 2011), and characterised

by the effects of language dominance switch. Although underlying category

representations appear hard to change, with modifications to production and

perception constrained by early experience with a particular language, the re-

sulting hybrid categories may function as opportunities to mark identity within

a particular community.

The hypothesis of whether a new neofalantes’ variety is emerging as a

distinctive accent in the Galician community is tested in Study 2 in the follow-

ing Chapter.
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Chapter 3

Study 2: Is there an emergent

neofalantes’ accent? An accent

identification task.

3.1 Introduction
The previous Chapter investigated neofalantes’ production of Galician front

/E/-/e/ and back /O/-/o/ mid-vowel contrasts, the reduction of unstressed

word-final vowels, and the /s/-/S/ fricative contrast, as compared to Galician-

dominant and Spanish-dominant speakers. An acoustic analysis showed that

neofalantes’ production of mid-vowel and fricative contrasts was similar to

that of Spanish-dominants, whereas their production of word-final vowels pat-

terned with that of Galician-dominants. Overall, these findings suggest that

neofalantes can acquire certain Galician features, but that there are limits to

this flexibility, resulting in a hybrid accent. One question that arises is whether

these shifts in production are perceptible to listeners in the community. If lis-

teners can associate phonetic features in the speech of neofalantes with the

label that defines the social group, this would indicate that this variety has be-

come enregistered (cf. Agha, 2003). Previous research has shown that native

listeners are able to reliably identify regional accents in forced-choice cate-

gorisation tasks (Clopper & Pisoni, 2004a, 2004b) and free classification task
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(Clopper, 2008; Clopper & Pisoni, 2007), in some cases as early as the age

of 4-5 years old (Jones et al., 2017). Moreover, accent categorisation abili-

ties are influenced by linguistic experience (Clopper & Pisoni, 2004a, 2006).

In the area of voice identification, it has been shown that listeners are better

at identifying talkers in their native language (cf. LFE; Fleming et al., 2014;

Goggin et al., 1991; Perrachione et al., 2009). Some authors have proposed

that voice identification skills are related to listeners’ language ability, with

phonological processing facilitating speaker identification (Perrachione et al.,

2011). Others have argued that comprehension of the message does not seem

necessary for LFE to be present (Fleming et al., 2014).

In the current study, Galician listeners heard sentences produced by bilin-

gual speakers belonging to three groups (neofalantes, Galician-dominant and

Spanish-dominant speakers) and categorised them according to their language

background. If accent categorisation ability relies on similar mechanisms to

talker identification skills, it might be influenced by language ability or lan-

guage familiarity. An effect of language ability would predict that Galician-

dominant speakers would show an advantage in terms of speaker categorisa-

tion. In contrast, a language familiarity effect would predict similar perfor-

mance for all listener groups, as they live in a bilingual environment where

they listen to both Galician and Spanish on a daily basis. Thus, the present

study addresses two research questions:

1) Are neofalantes’ shifts in production sufficient for listeners in the speech

community to identify their accent?

2) Does identification ability depend on listeners’ language background?

3.2 Method

3.2.1 Participants
This study was deliberately set out to test the wider community and therefore,

the sample is formed of a pool of varied participants from different background
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and professions. The number of participants that took part in the online task

was 162. Twenty participants had to be excluded because they did not meet the

criteria. The remaining 142 participants grew up in Galicia, had not lived any-

where else for more than seven years and were bilingual in Galician and Span-

ish. Their age ranged between 18-54 years old (median = 27 years old). After

the experiment, they completed the language background questionnaire used

in Study 1 (Appendix A). The questionnaire was used to classify participants

into the three groups of interest, following the criteria established in Study

1 (see Section 2.2.1.1 Participants), resulting in 13 neofalantes (6 female, 7

male), 58 Galician-dominants (34 female, 24 male) and 61 Spanish-dominants

(34 female, 24 male). The remaining 10 participants did not belong to any of

these three groups, but were included in the first set of analyses, as these were

focussed on whether the three groups of speakers were correctly identified,

regardless of listeners’ language background. The second set of analyses ex-

amined specifically whether listeners’ language background played a role in

identification, and therefore those 10 participants were excluded. Two pilot

participants had completed the experiment before collecting the data. None of

the subjects reported any speech, hearing or language disorders at the time of

testing.

3.2.2 Stimuli
The stimuli consisted of the first sentence of ‘The north wind and the sun’

passage in Galician: O vento do norte e mais o sol porfiaban sobre cal de-

les era o máis forte (The North Wind and the Sun were disputing which was

the stronger). This sentence was selected because it includes all the phonetic

variables that were produced differently by the three bilingual groups in Study

1 (mid vowels, unstressed word-final vowels and the voiceless alveolar frica-

tive /s/), as well as other Galician-specific features (voiced velar nasal /N/

and connected speech processes between norte + e, mais + o and era + o).

The sentence was produced by the 56 participants in Study 1 (14 neofalantes,
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22 Galician-dominant and 20 Spanish-dominant speakers). The stimuli were

scaled for intensity to 65 dB and 50 ms silence was added at the beginning

and end of each file. The duration of the stimuli ranged from 3.001 seconds

to 5.510 seconds (M = 4.038 seconds). All processing was done using Praat

(Boersma & Weenink, 2016). Stimuli were presented in a random order.

3.2.3 Procedure
Participants completed the accent identification task online, presented on

Qualtrics (2015). All the instructions were written in Galician. The defini-

tions and the illustration of the trial procedure presented below correspond

to English translations (for the Galician version, see Appendix E). Before the

task started, definitions for the three different groups were provided as follows:

• (she/he) Usually speaks Galician: This person speaks Galician in their

daily life and has always spoken more Galician than Spanish.

• (she/he) Usually speaks Spanish: This person speaks Spanish in their

daily life and has always spoken more Spanish than Galician.

• (she/he) Is a new speaker: This person used to speak more Spanish, but

now she/he speaks Galician in their daily life.

It is possible that due to the diverse background of the listeners, not all

of them were familiar with the neofalantes label, and that was the main reason

for providing definitions. The trial procedure is illustrated in Figure 3.1 (for

the Galician version, see Appendix F). Participants were instructed to listen

to each sentence over headphones and indicate to which group the speaker be-

longed. The sentence was played only once. Participants were subsequently

asked to comment on whether particular factors had influenced their decision.

In this case, they were allowed to listen to the audio again. These comments

will be considered in the Discussion section. Although the experiment was

distributed online, it was only advertised through friends and acquaintances

of the experimenter in order to give some control over who participated and
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seek to guarantee that participants listened to the stimuli over headphones in a

quiet environment. In fact, participants overall spent a considerable amount of

time completing the task (mean experiment duration = 65.22 minutes), which

indicates that they spent time providing detailed comments. Given that the

recruitment method was through friends of friends, and that this was also the

case for Study 1, from which the recordings are taken, participants were asked

whether they knew the speaker. Participants indicated that they knew the talker

in 114 trials (1.56% of the total number of trials), and were excluded from fur-

ther analysis. Finally, they completed the language background questionnaire.
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Why do you think this person usually speaks Spanish?

Give an answer as specific as possible. For example, is there a particular
sound or word which makes you think that this speaker usually speaks
Spanish? You don)t have to use technical language and don)t worry about
how you explain it. Just use your intuition.

If you would like to, you can listen to the audio again.

Do you know this person?

Next

(he/she) usually speaks Galician

(he/she) usually speaks Spanish

(he/she) is a new speaker

NextNo Yes

What group does this speaker belong to?

Figure 3.1: Representation of the procedure in Study 2. First, participants identified
to which group they thought the speaker belonged. Then, they provided comments
about what influenced their decision. They also indicated whether they thought they
knew the speaker.
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3.3 Results

3.3.1 Can listeners identify the neofalantes’ accent?
Figure 3.2 shows the identification score (proportion correct) for each of the

speaker groups averaged over listeners. These analyses include all 142 listen-

ers. To investigate which accents were identified at above chance level, the

real data was compared to randomly generated data of corresponding dimen-

sions. This method was selected, instead of scoring the dependent variable as

correct or incorrect and comparing the intercept to chance, because the exper-

iment was a three-way discrimination task, and therefore the chance level was

not 50%. Thus, three separate logistic regression models were fit to the real

and fake data for each of the groups. The dependent variable was the bino-

mial response (correct/incorrect) and the only predictor variable was type of

data (fake or real). Participant and item were included as crossed random

effects. Table 3.1 shows the results of each of the models. Both Galician-

dominant (MProp = 0.57) and Spanish-dominant speakers (MProp = 0.41) were

identified at above chance level, and neofalantes were identified systematically

worse than chance (MProp = 0.26).

To further investigate whether there were any differences between the

two groups of speakers that were identified above chance a separate regres-

sion model was fit to the binomial response (correct/incorrect) for Galician-

dominant and Spanish-dominant speaker groups in the real data. Speaker

group was included as the predictor variable, with Galician-dominant as

the baseline. Participant and item were included as crossed random ef-

fects. The model revealed a significant difference in identification of Galician-

dominant speakers when compared to Spanish-dominant speakers (Intercept:

β = 0.343, SE = .169, z = 2.029, p = .042; Speaker group: β = −0.774, SE =

.241, z = −3.210, p = .001).

It is clear from these results that listeners could not recognise the neofa-

lantes’ accent. Figure 3.3 displays the pattern of responses for each speaker
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Figure 3.2: Boxplot showing accent identification scores (proportion correct) for all
listeners. The three boxplots represent speaker group: Galician-dominant on the left,
Spanish-dominant in the centre and Neofalantes on the right. The dashed line rep-
resents chance level performance. Both Galician-dominant and Spanish-dominant
speakers were identified at above chance level, and neofalantes were identified sys-
tematically worse than chance. Listeners were better at identifying Galician-dominant
than Spanish-dominant speakers.

β SE z-value p-value

Model 1: Galician-dominant speakers

Intercept −0.659 .096 −6.839 < .001
Real data 0.965 .057 17.046 < .001

Model 2: Spanish-dominant speakers

Intercept −0.704 .085 −8.307 < .001
Real data 0.329 .059 5.582 < .001

Model 3: Neofalantes

Intercept −0.608 .063 −9.617 < .001
Real data −0.438 .073 −5.963 < .001

Table 3.1: Summary of the results of the regression models for each speaker group
compared to a random baseline. The baseline for the categorical predictor variable
was the fake data. Numbers represent Estimates (β ), Standard Errors (SE), Wald
statistics (z-values) and p-values.
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group. The confusion matrix shows that neofalantes were not only identified

as Spanish-dominant, but also as Galician-dominant speakers. To further ex-

plore this question, the responses that corresponded to when neofalantes were

misidentified were analysed. An intercept-only logistic regression model was

fitted to the categorical response (Galician-dominant vs. Spanish-dominant)

when the neofalantes speaker group was misidentified. The model showed

that the intercept is significantly different from zero (β = 0.163, SE = .055, z =

2.945, p = .003), which implies that the event probability is different from 0.5.

This suggests there is a bias in classifying neofalantes as Galician-dominant;

they were classified as Galician-dominants 54% of the time and as Spanish-

dominant 46% of the time (see Figure 3.3).

One possible explanation for the consistent misidentification of neofa-

lantes would be the existence of a bias against choosing the neofalantes label.

However, it was not the case that listeners did not choose this label. The left

panel on Figure 3.4 illustrates the counts for each of the speaker labels and

shows that all three labels were used for classification. It also is relevant to note

that there were more Galician-dominant (22) and Spanish-dominant speakers

(20) than neofalantes (14), and that the distribution of labels reflects the distri-

bution of speakers. Given that the neofalantes label was indeed used, but not

for categorising the correct speakers, the question then remains as to which

speakers were assigned this label. The right panel on Figure 3.4 shows counts

of the use of the neofalantes label, and reveals that it was used to identify

Spanish-dominant and Galician-dominant speakers more often than neofalan-

tes themselves. A more detailed approach to the analysis of sensitivity, i.e.,

using Signal Detection Theory (e.g., Macmillan & Creelman, 2004), would

enable further investigation of bias in the data.
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Figure 3.3: Confusion matrix showing the identification of speaker groups by re-
sponse type. The y-axis represents the speaker group (Galician-dominant, Spanish-
dominant, and Neofalantes and the x-axis represents the response all listeners gave
per speaker group. The darker the colour the higher the percentage of responses in
that category. Neofalantes were not only identified as Spanish-dominant, but also as
Galician-dominant speakers.

Figure 3.4: Barplots showing (a) counts for each of the three speaker labels and (b)
counts for the Neofalantes label. The plot on the left shows how often each of the
three speaker groups labels was selected, with the speaker group labels on the x-axis
(Galician-dominant, Spanish-dominant and Neofalantes and frequency counts on the
y-axis. The plot on the right shows how often each speaker group (Galician-dominant,
Spanish-dominant and Neofalantes) was identified as Neofalantes. The Neofalantes
label was used to identify Spanish-dominant and Galician-dominant speakers more
often than neofalantes.
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3.3.2 Does identification ability depend on listeners’ lan-

guage background?
To investigate whether identification ability depended on listeners’ language

background, only data from the three groups of interest was included in the

analyses. A logistic mixed effect regression was fitted on the binomial re-

sponse (correct/incorrect), speaker group and listener group were in-

cluded as fixed factors. Participant and speaker were included as crossed

random effects. The main effects from this model were interpreted using Wald

χ2 tests, as reported by the Anova() function in the car package (Fox & Weis-

berg, 2011) in R (R Core Team, 2013). The main effect of speaker groupwas

highly significant (χ2 (2) = 34.8393∗∗∗11). As discussed in the previous Sec-

tion (3.3.1), Galician-dominant speakers were identified more accurately (M

= 57%) than Spanish-dominant speakers (M = 42%), and both groups were

identified more accurately than neofalantes, whose identification was below

chance (M = 27%). The effect of listener group was not significant (χ2

(2) = 4.5787 n.s.), suggesting that language background did not affect overall

identification. This can be seen in Figure 3.5, which shows the accent identifi-

cation scores, and which illustrates that the pattern of identification was very

similar for all three listener groups.

The analysis also showed a significant interaction between speaker

group and listener group (χ2 (4) = 12.4894∗). To follow up this inter-

action, pairwise post-hoc tests were carried out using the lsmeans package

(Lenth, 2016) in R (R Core Team, 2013), adjusting for multiple comparisons

using the Tukey method. The interaction appeared to be driven by the identifi-

cation of Galician-dominant speakers by neofalantes listeners when compared

to both Galician-dominant (GD vs. NF: β = −0.446, SE = .160, z = −2.774,

p = .015) and Spanish-dominant listeners (SD vs. NF: β =−0.504, SE = .159,

z = −3.161, p = .004). No other interactions were significant. This indicates

11 p-value < .001 = ∗∗∗, p-value < .01 = ∗∗, p-value < .05 = ∗, p-value > .05 = n.s.
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Figure 3.5: Boxplot showing accent identification scores (proportion correct) by the
three listener groups: Galician-dominant (left rectangle), Spanish-dominant (mid-
dle rectangle) and Neofalantes (right rectangle). Boxplots represent speaker group:
Galician-dominant on the left, Spanish-dominant in the centre and Neofalantes on the
right. The dashed line represents chance level performance. The accent identification
pattern was very similar for all three listener groups.

that neofalantes were better (M = 66%) than the other two listener groups (GD:

M = 56%, SD: M = 55%) at identifying Galician-dominant speakers.

This effect is illustrated in Figure 3.6, which displays the identification

of speaker groups by response type and listener group. The graph shows that

the cell with the darkest colour (i.e., highest number of accurate responses)

corresponds to the identification of Galician-dominant speakers by neofalan-

tes listeners (matrix on the right), indicating that neofalantes were more ac-

curate than Galician-dominant and Spanish-dominant listeners at identifying

Galician-dominant speakers, as revealed by the significant interaction between

speaker and listener groups in the regression model.

Another apparent difference in the classification pattern concerns which

listener groups classified neofalantes as Galician-dominant speakers. To in-
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vestigate if groups differed in their classification of neofalantes, a mixed-

effect logistic regression model was fit to the binomial response (Galician-

dominant/Spanish-dominant) from the subset of data where neofalantes were

identified incorrectly. Listener group was included as a fixed factor in the

model, with neofalantes as a baseline, and participant was included as a

crossed random effect. The model (Intercept: β = 0.529, SE = .210, z = 2.511,

p =. 012) revealed that Galician-dominant listeners did not differ from neofa-

lantes listeners when labelling neofalantes speakers as Galician-dominant (β

= −0.273, SE = .233, z = −1.176, p = n.s.), but Spanish-dominant listeners

did differ from neofalantes listeners when labelling neofalantes speakers as

Galician-dominant (β = −0.533, SE = .232, z = −2.295, p = .022). This sug-

gests that neofalantes were identified as Galician-dominant more frequently

by Galician-dominant listeners (56% of the time) and neofalantes themselves

(62% of the time), than by Spanish-dominant listeners, who identified them

as Galician-dominant 50% of the time and as Spanish-dominant 50% of the

time.
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Figure 3.6: Confusion matrices showing the identification of speaker groups by re-
sponse type and listener group (Galician-dominant, Spanish-dominant and Neofalan-
tes). The y-axis represents the speaker group (Galician-dominant, Spanish-dominant,
and Neofalantes) and the x-axis represents the response each listener group gave per
speaker group. The matrix on the left corresponds to Galician-dominant listeners,
the one in the centre to Spanish-dominant listeners and the one on the right to Neo-
falantes. The darker the colour the higher the percentage of responses in that cate-
gory. Neofalantes listeners were better than the two other listener groups at identify-
ing Galician-dominant speakers and neofalantes speakers were identified as Galician-
dominant more frequently by Galician-dominant listeners and neofalantes themselves
than by Spanish-dominant listeners.

3.4 Discussion

3.4.1 The neofalantes’ accent
Listeners in the Galician community, regardless of language background, can

identify Galician-dominant better than Spanish-dominant speakers, but cannot

identify the neofalantes’ accent. However, neofalantes listeners show height-

ened sensitivity to the Galician-dominant variety, in comparison to the other

two groups. Overall, neofalantes speakers are not only confused with Spanish-

dominants, but also with Galician-dominant speakers, suggesting that their

accent has changed after the language switch.

As such, the results of this study provide no evidence for the existence

of a neofalantes variety, despite the frequent use of this label to designate

this social group (O’Rourke & Ramallo, 2011, 2015; Ramallo, 2013; Tomé

Lourido & Evans, 2017). One possibility is that some participants in the ex-

periment might not have been familiar with the existence of neofalantes as a
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social group. This study was deliberately set out to test the wider community

and selected a pool of participants from all backgrounds and professions to

investigate whether this accent emerged as a new variety in the community as

whole, rather than in particular areas of society (e.g., those related with lan-

guage planning and revitalisation or Galician linguistics). However, it seems

unlikely that participants did not understand the label, as they were provided

with definitions for each group before starting the experiment and Figure 3.4

showed that participants used all three labels. Besides, even though they might

not use the label themselves, Galician listeners are often aware that individ-

ual speakers may switch language dominance along their lives. In fact, some

of the comments they provided to justify their choice when they identified a

speaker as neofalante illustrate this point:

[1] Fala galego habitualmente pero

non parece que sempre fora ası́,

como se pensara en castelán.

[2] A entoación segue sendo lixeira-

mente castelá. Tenta falar galego,

pero lle queda ese acento caste-

lanfalante.

[3] Este chico non falou galego ata

que chegou a universidade.

[4] Prosodia e pronuncia“aprendida”,

non soa “natural”.

[5] Boa fonética, mais penso que

adquirida a posteriori.

[1] ‘(S/he) usually speaks Galician,

but it doesn’t seem like it has al-

ways been like this, as if (s/he)

thought in Spanish.’

[2] ‘The intonation continues to be

slightly Spanish. (S/he) tries to

speak Galician, but (s/he) is left

with that Spanish-speaking ac-

cent.’

[3] ‘This guy didn’t speak Galician

until he got to university.’

[4] “‘Learnt” prosody and pronunci-

ation, it doesn’t sound “natural” .’

[5] ‘Good phonetics, but I think it

was acquired a posteriori.’

These comments suggest that listeners were aware that the definition of

a neofalante involved a long-term language switch. Therefore, it seems un-
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3.4. Discussion

likely that the reason why neofalantes were not identified as such was related

to listeners not understanding the label.

A question that then arises is in what ways the ‘neofalante’ label is be-

coming enregistered (Agha, 2003), that is, associated with a particular set of

linguistic features. It is possible that listeners have not yet tuned into the pho-

netic forms produced by neofalantes to be able to link them with the social

group to which they belong. However, this interpretation would assume that

the changes after the neofalantes’ language-switch are sufficiently phoneti-

cally distinct to constitute an identifiable variety. In order to evaluate whether

this assumption is plausible, it is worth considering the fact that listeners were

less accurate at identifying Spanish-dominant than Galician-dominant speak-

ers. Spanish-dominant speakers are not L2 learners and thus, are likely to have

a certain type of Galician accent, both in Galician and in Spanish. Therefore,

variation due to language background differences could be organised along a

continuum with Galician-dominant speakers at one end and L2 Galician speak-

ers at the other end (e.g., Galician spoken by a person from Madrid). The

accent of Spanish-dominant speakers then, which would fall in the middle of

the continuum, but towards the L2 accent side, would not be as distinctive

as the Galician-dominant one. This would also explain why the neofalan-

tes’ accent was not accurately identified. These speakers would be situated

between Galician-dominant and Spanish-dominant bilingual speakers on the

continuum, and thus, it might not be possible for this accent to emerge as a

distinctive one, due to the limited phonetic repertoire. This idea is related to

research regarding children’s awareness of regional accent variation. For ex-

ample, Wagner et al. (2014) argue that children have a gradient representation

of accent variation in which the native accent forms the core set of experience

and other accents are categorised in relation to that core. In this case, it is pos-

sible that a prototypical Galician-like accent and a prototypical Spanish-like

accent function as anchors at both ends of a continuum, and other language

backgrounds are identified relative to these. In fact, some comments that par-
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ticipants made when identifying neofalantes’ speakers provide support for this

idea:

[1] Non vexo claro se é máis galego

ou máis castelán.

[2] Os enes e a articulación das

consoantes son casteláns, pero

semella polo ton e as vogais que

fala galego normalmente.

[3] Hai moita variabilidade entre

rasgos de pronuncia tipicamente

galegos e outros moi alleos.

[4] Ten unha mezcla de pronun-

ciacións.

[5] Ten un amago de sete vogais, pero

non tan claras como nos galego-

falantes. Transmı́teme sensación

de inseguridade, como se non

soubese exactamente como ten

que dicir cada palabra. Poderı́a

vir xusto desa condición de neo-

falante.

[6] Ten un bo acento galego pero al-

gunhas trazas son do castelán.

[1] ‘It is not clear to me if it is more

Galician or more Spanish.’

[2] ‘The “n”s and the articulation of

consonants are Spanish, but in

terms of the tone and the vowels,

it seems that (s/he) usually speaks

Galician.’

[3] ‘There is a lot of variability be-

tween typically Galician pronun-

ciation features and very alien

ones.’

[4] ‘(S/he) has a mixture of pronun-

ciations.’

[5] ‘(S/he) has something like seven

vowels, but they are not as clear

as those of Galician speakers. It

conveys to me a feeling of inse-

curity, as if (s/he) didn’t know

how exactly (s/he) has to say

each word. It could come from

precisely that condition of neo-

falante.’

[6] ‘(S/he) has a good Galician ac-

cent, but some features are Span-

ish.’

Another interesting result was that neofalantes were not only identified

as Spanish-dominant but also as Galician-dominant, specifically by Galician-
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dominant listeners and neofalantes themselves. This is in contrast with impres-

sionistic descriptions of neofalantes’ varieties that suggest that these speakers

have a Spanish-accented variety of Galician (Freixeiro Mato, 2014; González

González, 2008; Ramallo, 2010), such as ‘New Urban Galician’ (Novo galego

urbano, Dubert Garcı́a, 2002; Regueira, 1999b). Experiment 1 in Study 1

investigated the production of three segmental variables and showed that for

mid-vowel and fricative contrasts neofalantes pattern with Spanish-dominant

speakers, but that they pattern with Galician-dominant speakers for reduced

word-final vowels. It is evident that these phonetic variables alone do not con-

stitute the whole accent, and therefore, listeners are likely sensitive to other

phonetic features in the neofalantes’ variety, whether these are segmental or

suprasegmental (e.g., rhythm, intonation). Nevertheless, it appears that neo-

falantes use a mixture of Galician- and Spanish-like variables, including the

phonetic features examined in Study 1 and others that have not yet been ex-

plored. It is possible then, that listeners in the community are sensitive not

only to the Spanish-like variables, but also to the Galician-like features that

neofalantes acquire after their switch, and that this leads them to categorise

neofalantes speakers as both Spanish- and Galician-dominant speakers, pro-

viding further evidence for neofalantes developing a hybrid variety (see Har-

ris, 2006; Stuart-Smith et al., 2011). However, neofalantes were identified as

Galician-dominant speakers more frequently by Galician-dominant listeners

and neofalantes listeners, which may indicate that Spanish-dominant listeners

use different phonetic cues when identifying the neofalantes’ accent. Another

possibility is that Spanish-dominant listeners have a different representation

of what the neofalantes’ accent ought to sound like, compared to the other two

listener groups. Finally, it should be noted that the experiment was a forced

choice task, with fixed labels, which might have affected listeners’ patterns of

identification.
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3.4.2 Accent identification and listeners’ language back-

ground
The second research question of the study examined whether identification

ability depended on listeners’ language background. Overall, identification

accuracy was similar for the three listener groups. These results do not pro-

vide full support for the idea that language ability facilitates identification of

the speakers’ language background (see Perrachione et al., 2011, for effects

of language ability on voice identification), as an effect of language ability

would predict better performance of Galician-dominant listeners. Although

all bilingual groups were familiar with the phonological system of Galician,

neofalantes and Spanish-dominant listeners perceive the sounds of Galician

through their native Spanish categories. Experiment 2 in Study 1 showed that

Galician-dominant listeners’ performance at identifying the mid-vowel con-

trasts was at ceiling, while neofalantes and Spanish-dominant listeners’ per-

formance was not. However, many participants from these two groups claimed

to use the mid-vowel contrasts to categorise speakers:

[1] Spanish-dominant listener (SD):

Boa distinción entre vogais me-

dias abertas e pechadas.

[2] SD: Todas as vogais me sonan

igual de pechadas. Creo que as

non logra diferenciar con facili-

dade.

[3] Neofalante (NF): Véxolle seguri-

dade na fala e non emprega as vo-

gais abertas, que para min é algo

moi caracterı́stico para saber

quen é galego falante e quen non.

[1] SD: ‘Good distinction between

open and close mid vowels.’

[2] SD: ‘All the vowels sound equally

close to me. I think (s/he) can’t

differentiate them easily.’

[3] NF: ‘I see that (s/he) is confident

when speaking and doesn’t use

the open vowels, which for me is

something very characteristic to

know who is a Galician speaker

and who isn’t.’
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[4] NF: Só lle escoito cinco vogais. [4] NF: ‘I can only hear five vowels.’

One possibility is that listeners believe they use certain phonetic features,

such as mid vowels, to classify speakers according to their language back-

ground, when they might be, in fact, using different variables. This would

imply that there is a mismatch between what they think they use and what they

actually use. Mid-vowels could be considered a sociolinguistic stereotype,

which forms part of the knowledge of members of the society, even though it

may not conform to an objective fact (Labov, 1972). There is a high aware-

ness about the fact that one of the differences between Galician and Spanish

is the different vowel systems among individuals in the community. This is

particularly true for younger listeners, who have been taught the Galician lan-

guage at school. Besides, there is a widespread belief that a ‘good speaker’

of Galician must have all seven vowels. It seems rather contradictory that

Spanish-dominant and neofalantes listeners were not always able to identify

this contrast in speech perception, and yet they use it in accent categorisation.

It is likely that instead, they use other phonetic features, such as unstressed

word-final vowels, a feature that has been claimed to be easily perceptible and

distinctive (Regueira, 2012), but that they believe they use mid vowels. Indeed,

there were remarkably fewer comments highlighting the influence of word-

final vowels in participants’ decisions, and those comments were expressed

in less explicit ways. For example, in comments [1] and [2], the participants

represent in spelling the reduction of unstressed word-final vowels by writing

‘norti’ instead of norte, ‘mailu’ instead of mailo, and ‘du’ instead of do. In

comment [3], the listener refers to this feature by saying that the final vowel is

almost not pronounced.

[1] Cları́sima galego polo acento.

O vento do ‘norti’ e ‘mailu’ sol...

[2] A contracción ‘do’ pronúnciaa

[1] ‘Clearly Galician because of the

accent. O vento do “norti” e

“mailu” sol...’

[2] ‘(S/he) pronounces “do” like a
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como unha persoa que fala en

galego normalmente. Case pro-

nuncia ‘du’.

[3] Casi no pronuncia la <-e> final
12.

person who usually speaks Gali-

cian. (S/he) almost pronounces

“du”.’

[3] ‘(S/he) almost doesn’t pronounce

the final <-e>.’

Listeners also made references to other segmental features such as the

pronunciation of /l/, /s/ and /N/, and liaison processes, e.g., ‘era o’ as

/"eRo/ and ‘máis o’ as /"mailofi/. The phonemes /l/ and /s/ exist in both

languages, but have a different realisation in each. Additionally, the phoneme

/N/ and the liaison processes that occur in the sentence are characteristic of

Galician and do not exist in Spanish (cf. E. Fernández Rei, 2005; Regueira,

Dubert Garcı́a, Parga Valiña, & Sousa Fernández, 1998, for vowel elision in

Galician). Suprasegmental features, such as rhythm, intonation and prosody,

which are typically different in both languages, were consistently mentioned

(cf. E. Fernández Rei, 2005, 2016; E. Fernández Rei, de Castro Moutinho, &

Coimbra, 2014, for Galician prosody).

The result that all listener groups showed a similar level of accuracy in

identifying talkers overall is in line with the idea that language familiarity facil-

itates talker identification (Fleming et al., 2014; Goggin et al., 1991; Thomp-

son, 1987). In this context, all three listener groups live in a bilingual commu-

nity where they have everyday exposure to all the accents. Clopper and Pisoni

(2004a, 2006) also found that performance in accent categorisation tasks ap-

pears to be modulated by participants’ background: listeners who had lived

in different areas performed better than those who had only lived in one area

and, additionally, listeners who lived in a particular region performed better

with the accent from that region. The authors proposed that greater exposure

to linguistic variation and specific experience with one variety benefits accent

categorisation. The results of the current study do not seem to contradict Clop-

12 This comment was in Spanish
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per and Pisoni’s findings, as all listeners had been exposed to all the accents

presented here, at least to Galician-dominant and Spanish-dominant varieties.

Likewise, listeners did not show an advantage for their own accent, which can

also be related to their frequent exposure to all accents.

However, identification accuracy was not exactly the same for all listener

groups, neofalantes showed heightened sensitivity to one of the accents: the

Galician-dominant variety. This result could be due to neofalantes’ increased

metalinguistic awareness about Galician. Neofalantes are typically very aware

of the way they speak and the fact that their accent is different from that of

Galician-dominant speakers. They are usually very motivated to learn Gali-

cian and invest time and effort to do so. O’Rourke and Ramallo (2013a, 2015)

argue neofalantes have a heightened sense of awareness about their own so-

ciolinguistic reality and sociolinguistic context in Galicia. Taking all these

aspects into consideration, it seems reasonable to hypothesise that neofalantes

would be more sensitive to phonetic features in the Galician variety, as that is

likely the model most of them follow after they switch languages. Moreover,

associations between phonetic variables and social meanings may not be the

same for all listeners in the community. Eckert (2008) suggests that variables

do not have fixed and static meanings, but instead they acquire that meaning

in a particular context. Identifying Galician-dominant speakers or monitor-

ing their speech might not be so important for Spanish-dominant listeners or

Galician-dominant listeners themselves, whilst it might be particularly rele-

vant for neofalantes. One important caveat is that the listeners’ sample size

was not balanced. Whilst there were 58 Galician-dominant and 61 Spanish-

dominant listeners, there were only 13 neofalantes, due to the difficulties in

recruiting this group of bilinguals (see Section 2.2.1.1). One possibility is that

this result is due to variability in the neofalantes group, and replication of this

effect is thus needed to ensure its validity.

In sum, Study 1 showed that neofalantes can make certain adjustments to

their production of Galician to pattern with Galician-dominant speakers, but
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they still retain features that are characteristic of the Spanish-dominant variety.

The current study provides further support for the idea that neofalantes have

a hybrid variety characterised by the effects of language switch. However, the

findings suggests that the neofalantes’ accent is not emerging as a distinctive

variety that listeners in the Galician community can identify.
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Chapter 4

Using eye-tracking to investigate

bilingual spoken word recognition

Study 1 investigated the effects of a long-term language dominance switch on

neofalantes’ speech production and perception, when compared to two control

groups, Galician-dominant and Spanish-dominant bilinguals. The results in-

dicated that neofalantes patterned with Spanish-dominants in their production

of Galician-specific phonological contrasts, such as mid vowels and sibilant

fricatives, but they were able to acquire a Galician-specific allophonic feature,

reduced vowels in final position. Study 2 provided further evidence to support

the idea that neofalantes appear to develop a hybrid variety, that is different

from both Spanish- and Galician-dominants, by showing that listeners in the

Galician community did not only identify neofalantes as Spanish-dominant

speakers, but that they also categorised them as Galician-dominant speakers.

As well as speech production, Study 1 also examined perception and showed

that neofalantes’ performance was similar to that of Spanish-dominant listen-

ers when identifying the Galician-specific mid-vowel contrasts, and also pat-

terned with this group in the identification of sibilant fricatives. In this case,

both groups had a contrast between /s/ and /S/, but their category bound-

ary was different when compared to that of Galician-dominant listeners. It

is, therefore, possible that those differences in perception have an impact in



word recognition, causing inappropriate competitor activation (cf. Broersma,

2002; Pallier et al., 2001), which could lead to greater lexical competition for

neofalantes and Spanish-dominant bilinguals (cf. Weber & Cutler, 2004). The

current study investigates this question by using an online measure of speech

processing, eye-tracking, to investigate the time course of lexical access during

spoken word recognition in the three bilingual groups of interest.

Research on bilingual lexical access in spoken word recognition has

mainly been concerned with parallel language activation, i.e., it has been

shown that when recognising words, bilinguals simultaneously access both

languages (Blumenfeld & Marian, 2007; Canseco-Gonzalez et al., 2010; Ju

& Luce, 2004; Marian & Spivey, 2003; Spivey & Marian, 1999). For exam-

ple, Spivey and Marian (1999) instructed Russian L2 speakers of English to

pick up an object in separate monolingual Russian and English sessions. In

the Russian session, participants were presented with the target object e.g.,

marka (‘stamp’), an object whose English translation shares the initial sounds

with the target, e.g., flomaster (‘marker’) and two unrelated fillers e.g., lineika

(‘ruler’). The English session also included a target object, a Russian competi-

tor and fillers. On average, listeners looked more to the interlanguage com-

petitors than to the unrelated distractors, and the effect was mainly driven by

the Russian context. This study suggests that bilinguals’ mental lexicons are

not independent and remain active during spoken language recognition, even

in a monolingual situation. Other work has compared bilingual to monolin-

gual processing and has shown that lexical access is weaker in bilinguals, even

when cross-linguistic competition is not present (Shook, Goldrick, Engstler,

& Marian, 2015). These studies have mainly been focussed on late bilinguals

or L2 learners (e.g., Cutler, Weber, & Otake, 2006; Spivey & Marian, 1999;

Weber & Cutler, 2004; Ying, Shaw, & Best, 2013), although some studies in-

cluded early bilinguals (Blumenfeld & Marian, 2007; Canseco-Gonzalez et

al., 2010). To the best of my knowledge, no research has used eye-tracking

to investigate the effects of language dominance on lexical access in spoken
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word recognition or has focussed on a population of dominant bilinguals who

are exposed to both languages on a daily basis in a bilingual environment.

Nevertheless, research on similar populations, such as Catalan-Spanish

bilinguals, might be useful in making predictions regarding the Galician bilin-

gual groups. As reviewed in the Introduction, Sebastián-Gallés and col-

leagues have investigated the perception of Catalan-specific contrasts (e.g.,

/E/-/e/) by Catalan-dominant and Spanish-dominant bilinguals, and showed

that highly proficient Spanish-dominant bilinguals have difficulties discrimi-

nating these contrasts (see Bosch et al., 2000; Pallier et al., 1997, 2001; Se-

bastián-Gallés & Soto-Faraco, 1999). These researchers have also investi-

gated whether these difficulties in perception hinder word recognition. For

example, Sebastián-Gallés et al. (2005) have shown that highly proficient

Spanish-dominant bilinguals have difficulties in distinguishing between mis-

pronounced and correctly pronounced Catalan words that differ in a Catalan-

specific contrast, such as /E/-/e/, on a lexical decision task. Additionally,

this difficulty was found even for simultaneous bilinguals who were exposed

to both languages from birth. In a different study, toddlers and pre-school

children were tested on their sensitivity to Catalan words that contained the

same kind of mispronunciation (Ramon-Casas et al., 2009). Word recogni-

tion was measured by coding children’s looks to the target picture. The study

showed that, on the one hand, bilingual toddlers, regardless of language dom-

inance, did not show mispronunciation sensitivity for the Catalan-only con-

trast. On the other hand, Catalan-dominant preschoolers, but not Spanish-

dominant preschoolers, showed sensitivity when the vowel was changed to

another Catalan vowel, mirroring the adult results (Sebastián-Gallés et al.,

2005). Sebastián-Gallés, Rodrı́guez-Fornells, De Diego-Balaguer, and Dı́az

(2006) replicated these results with adults using a similar lexical decision task.

However, ERP measurements collected along with the behavioural data

showed that both Catalan- and Spanish-dominant listeners had a similar pat-

tern for the N400 response. The N400 component is considered to be sensitive
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to meaning integration and semantic processing and has been associated with

degree of lexical-semantic activation, which predicts a smaller difference be-

tween words and non-words in the N400 component if a non-word is close

to a real word (Sebastián-Gallés et al., 2006). Based on the behavioural data,

it would be reasonable to hypothesise that Spanish-dominant listeners, due

to phonetic discrimination difficulties with the mid-vowel contrasts, would

show no differences in their N400 response for non-words (i.e., mispronounced

words containing an altered mid-vowel) and real words, indicating a lack of

mispronunciation sensitivity. In this study, however, even Catalan-dominant

bilinguals did not show the predicted N400 lexicality effect for non-words that

contained the altered Catalan vowel. These results were interpreted to mean

that, given the bilingual environment, Catalan-dominant bilinguals who are

frequently exposed to both Catalan-accented and Spanish-accented pronunci-

ations of Catalan words might have two different acoustic representations for

such words in their lexicon.

Taking into account these offline and online measurements of word recog-

nition by Catalan-Spanish bilinguals, it is not clear how Galician-dominant

and Spanish-dominant bilinguals will differ in the time course of spoken word

recognition in Galician. In this study, I will first explore the differences be-

tween these two groups and then whether neofalantes’ word recognition in

Galician is more similar to that of Galician- or Spanish-dominant bilinguals.

Thus, the current study has three aims:

1) to test whether there are any differences in the time course of spoken

word recognition in Galician between Galician- and Spanish-dominant

listeners

2) to evaluate whether the differences in discrimination of the Galician-

specific phonetic contrasts lead to a delay in spoken word recognition

between these two groups

3) to explore whether neofalantes pattern with Spanish-dominants in spo-
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ken word recognition, or whether they use different strategies for word

recognition and show a different pattern that that of Spanish-dominants.

To examine lexical competition in bilingual spoken word recognition,

the visual world paradigm was used (Tanenhaus & Spivey-Knowlton, 1996;

Tanenhaus, Spivey-Knowlton, Eberhard, & Sedivy, 1995). Eye-tracking is a

non-invasive technique that enables collection of real-time continuous data

and provides information about unconscious processes, as participants do not

make explicit decisions about words. Language-mediated eye movements tend

to be fast, unconscious and mostly overlearned, i.e., acquired through exten-

sive practice (Mishra, Olivers, & Huettig, 2013). The visual world paradigm,

in particular, has been shown to be a powerful tool in examining how lexical

activation unfolds over time, as it provides sufficient temporal resolution to

measure the time course of lexical access as speech unfolds (Tanenhaus, Mag-

nuson, Dahan, and Chambers 2000, see Huettig, Rommers, and Meyer 2011

for a review).

Cooper (1974) first showed that eye movements are closely time-locked

to the acoustic input and can, therefore, be recorded and used as a method to

investigate language comprehension. In this seminal study, American listen-

ers heard a story while they were presented with a visual display that included

drawings of objects that were semantically related to words in the story, e.g.,

the spoken words lion, zebra or Africa were related, directly or indirectly, to

pictures of a lion, a zebra or a snake on the visual display. Participants spon-

taneously fixated on the objects that were most closely related to the meaning

of the words they heard. Tanenhaus et al. (1995) further demonstrated that

listeners fixate on objects after they listen to their names as the speech sig-

nal unfolds. In this study, the authors tested American English listeners on a

task where they had to follow spoken instructions to select or move an object.

The visual display sometimes included objects that shared the initial segments

(e.g., candy - candle) and sometimes the names were phonologically unrelated.
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The results showed that the mean time to initiate an eye movement to the tar-

get object was higher when the object shared the first phonemes with the target

object than when it was phonologically unrelated.

Since Tanenhaus’ study, the visual world paradigm has been extensively

used to investigate language comprehension. Typically participants are given

instructions to look at, pick up or move an object that is presented, together

with other objects, in a visual field. The pattern of fixations to the objects is

then used to test a hypothesis about language processing (Tanenhaus et al.,

2000; Tanenhaus & Spivey-Knowlton, 1996). This type of experiment relies

on the idea that spoken word recognition involves simultaneous activation of

word candidates (Marslen-Wilson & Welsh, 1978; Zwitserlood, 1989). Ac-

cording to the Cohort model, by Marslen-Wilson and colleagues (Marslen-

Wilson & Tyler, 1980; Marslen-Wilson & Welsh, 1978), acoustic input at the

onset of a word activates ‘a cohort’ of lexical candidates that are compatible

with that particular input. Candidates that become incompatible with the input

are eliminated from the cohort until only one candidate remains, which may

happen before the word ends, and word recognition is achieved. It is therefore

assumed that word recognition takes place in a sequential order. One impor-

tant shortcoming of this model is that only a perfect match from the onset is

allowed.

A revised version of this model (Marslen-Wilson, 1987) addressed this is-

sue by proposing that minor variation at the onset of the word might reduce the

activation of the candidate rather than eliminating it for the cohort, but the re-

vised model still prioritised word-initial information. The connectionist model

TRACE (Elman & McClelland, 1988; McClelland & Elman, 1986), also as-

sumes that multiple candidates are activated at the same time, but the process

of lexical activation is dynamic; words that overlap phonologically at parts

of the word other than the onset can also be candidates and can compete for

recognition. Shortlist (Norris, 1994; Norris, McQueen, Cutler, & Butterfield,

1997) is also a connectionist model. However, whereas in other connectionist
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models, such as TRACE, top-down feedback interacts with phonemic process-

ing in spoken word recognition, Shortlist is entirely bottom-up. Additionally,

in Shortlist, competition between lexical candidates takes place within a small

recurrent network which considers a restricted set of lexical items at a time,

i.e., a ‘short-list’ of candidates.

The predictions made by these models were tested by Allopenna, Magnu-

son, and Tanenhaus (1998) in a spoken word recognition study using the visual

world paradigm. In this experiment, participants followed spoken instructions

to move one of the objects on the screen (e.g., Pick up the beaker). The dis-

tractor objects included an onset competitor (e.g., beetle), a rhyme competitor

(e.g., speaker), and an unrelated word (e.g., carriage). Results showed evi-

dence of activation of both onset and rhyme competitors, providing support for

the continuous mapping models, such as TRACE (Elman & McClelland, 1988;

McClelland & Elman, 1986) and Shortlist (Norris, 1994; Norris et al., 1997).

Dahan, Swingley, Tanenhaus, and Magnuson (2000) replicated the ‘cohort’

effects (activation of the onset competitor) with French listeners, whilst Mc-

Queen and Viebahn (2007) and Huettig and McQueen (2007) obtained similar

results to those found in Allopenna et al. (1998) and Dahan et al. (2000), using

printed words instead of pictures in the display (for printed-word displays see

also Best, Shaw, & Clancy, 2013; Brouwer, Mitterer, & Huettig, 2012; Mit-

terer, 2011; Ying et al., 2013). In McQueen and Viebahn (2007), Dutch listen-

ers fixated on competitors more than distractors, but the effect was stronger for

onset competitors than rhyme competitors. These results also support continu-

ous mapping models of spoken word recognition, as the mismatch of acoustic

information at the word onset does not block lexical activation, which suggests

that listeners update their interpretation of words as the acoustic information

unfolds over time. Moreover, this study established the validity of the printed-

words variant of the visual world paradigm for investigation of phonological

processing, enabling the inclusion of stimuli that are not easy to depict.

Another issue to take into consideration when designing visual world
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paradigm experiments is that other factors might have an effect on spoken

word recognition. One well-documented factor is that of word frequency (Cle-

land, Gaskell, Quinlan, & Tamminen, 2006; Dahan, Magnuson, & Tanenhaus,

2001; Magnuson, Dixon, Tanenhaus, & Aslin, 2007; Magnuson et al., 2007;

Marslen-Wilson, 1987, 1995; Tanenhaus et al., 2000): if the target word is of

higher frequency than a competitor the rise in looks to the target will be greater.

Other language-related factors that have been shown to affect word recognition

are the number of words in a similarity neighbourhood (Luce & Pisoni, 1998;

Magnuson et al., 2007; Vitevitch & Luce, 1999) and onset density (Magnuson

et al., 2007). Regarding external factors, noise has also been shown to affect

word recognition. Studies have shown that when recognising words in noise,

there is a processing cost and increased competition from the rhyme competi-

tor (Brouwer & Bradlow, 2011, 2015). Additionally, Brouwer et al. (2012)

demonstrated that when listeners are presented with reduced forms of a word,

instead of the canonical pronunciations, there is competition from both rhyme

candidates (more similar to the reduced form) and onset candidates (more sim-

ilar to the canonical word), whereas when they are presented with the canonical

form only, competition of the onset candidate is stronger. Results from these

three studies suggest then that when the listening conditions are poor, listeners

might be more tolerant to acoustic mismatches and more flexible in adjusting

to the acoustic input (Brouwer & Bradlow, 2015; Brouwer et al., 2012).

A growing body of research has also investigated non-native and bilin-

gual word recognition. Work in this area has shown that lexical access is

not language-selective, i.e., bilinguals and L2 learners seem to access both

languages simultaneously when recognising words both in visual (e.g., Dijk-

stra & van Heuven, 1998; van Heuven, Dijkstra, & Grainger, 1998) and audi-

tory tasks (e.g., Blumenfeld & Marian, 2007; Chambers & Cooke, 2009; Ju

& Luce, 2004; Lagrou, Hartsuiker, & Duyck, 2011; Marian & Spivey, 2003;

Schulpen, Dijkstra, Schriefers, & Hasper, 2003; Spivey & Marian, 1999; Van-

deberg, Guadalupe, & Zwaan, 2011; Weber & Cutler, 2004). For example,
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Chambers and Cooke (2009) tested non-native speakers of French listening to

French sentences where the final word was the target (e.g., poule, chicken).

Visual displays included the target word, and also an English interlingual ho-

mophone (e.g., pool). Non-native listeners’ eye-movements showed consider-

ation of the interlingual stimulus, but competition was reduced when the pre-

vious sentence was incompatible with the competitor. Although proficiency in

English did not play a role in interlingual competition in this study, this factor

has been shown to have an effect on interlanguage activation in others (e.g.,

Blumenfeld & Marian, 2007, 2013).

Other factors which may constrain parallel language activation are age

of acquisition (Canseco-Gonzalez et al., 2010), language background (Marian

& Spivey, 2003), language mode (Canseco-Gonzalez et al., 2010; Marian &

Spivey, 2003) and the acoustic characteristics of the input signal (Schulpen

et al. 2003; Ju & Luce 2004; though see Lagrou et al. 2011, for contrasting

results). However, there is mixed evidence as to whether parallel language ac-

tivation occurs in both directions. Some studies suggest that there is activation

of the non-native competitors when listening to the native language (Lagrou

et al., 2011; Marian & Spivey, 2003; Spivey & Marian, 1999), but others have

shown that inter-language candidates are only present when listening to the L2

(Ju & Luce, 2004; Weber & Cutler, 2004).

Research on L2 as opposed to bilingual word recognition has also been

concerned specifically with phonological processing. Weber and Cutler

(2004) showed that lexical competition in spoken word recognition is greater

and recognition slower for non-native than for native listeners. In this series of

experiments, Dutch listeners heard English words containing vowels that are

likely to be confused by Dutch listeners (e.g., /ae/-/e/). Results showed that

Dutch listeners fixated longer on distractors with names containing such vow-

els (e.g., target panda, distractor pencil), than on distractors with vowels that

were not problematic for Dutch listeners (e.g., target beetle, distractor bottle).

Furthermore, this disruption was asymmetric; participants fixated longer on
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pencil when it was the distractor, but not on panda when pencil was the target.

Cutler et al. (2006) replicated this ‘dominant category’ effect with non-native

Japanese listeners of English in a similar study. The phonemes manipulated

were /ô/ and /l/, a contrast that is well known to be confusable for Japanese

listeners (cf. Yamada, 1995). In this case, participants showed a bias towards

/l/. For example, when instructed to click on a rocket, participants fixated on

the object that represented a locker, but this interference did not happen in the

opposite direction. Cutler et al. (2006) propose that the dominant category

is based on acoustic similarity to the closest native language category. The

Japanese phoneme that is closest to the English /ô/–/l/ contrast is a voiced

alveolar flap /R/, which is phonetically closer to /l/ in terms of articulation

(Cutler et al., 2006), and perception; Japanese listeners assimilate /l/ into their

flap category more strongly than /ô/ (Hattori & Iverson, 2009). Based on these

results, Weber and Cutler (2004) and Cutler et al. (2006) thus argue that pho-

netic discrimination difficulties in the L2 may lead to activation of incorrect

competitors which consequently leads to a delay in word recognition.

The visual world paradigm has also been used to investigate how listeners

process phonological variation within their own language. More specifically,

Best et al. (2013) examined whether vowel and consonant contrasts that do not

exist in the listeners’ native accent disrupt spoken word recognition when lis-

tening to an unfamiliar accent. Participants were presented with four printed

words (a target word, two competitors and an unrelated distractor) and were

instructed to click on the word they heard. The results showed that Australian

listeners were slower at recognising the target word and considered competi-

tor words more and for longer when listening to unfamiliar accents (Jamaican

English and Cockney). These effects were stronger when the target word con-

tained a phoneme was predicted to be assimilated to a different contrastive

native phoneme (Category Shifting type) than when it was predicted to be

assimilated to the same native-accent phoneme, but as a deviant variant (Cat-

egory Goodness type; cf. PAM/PAM-L2: Best 1995; Best and Tyler 2007).
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Ying et al. (2013) replicated this study with L2 learners of English listening to

the same familiar accent (Australian English) and two unfamiliar accents (Ja-

maican English and Cockney). Interestingly, previous research has shown that

vowels and consonants play different roles in visual word recognition (Acha

& Perea, 2010; Carreiras, Duñabeitia, & Molinaro, 2009; Carreiras & Price,

2008; Lee, 2000; Lee, Rayner, & Pollatsek, 2002; New & Nazzi, 2012; Soares,

Perea, & Comesaña, 2014), word identification in continuous speech (Bonatti,

Peña, Nespor, & Mehler, 2005), spoken word recognition using a word recon-

struction task (Cutler, Sebastián-Gallés, Soler-Vilageliu, & Van Ooijen, 2000;

Van Ooijen, 1996) and sentence recognition (Cole, Yan, Mak, Fanty, & Bailey,

1996). For example, Cutler et al. (2000) showed that, in a word reconstruction

experiment where participants were instructed to create real words from non-

words by changing one segment, listeners were faster and more accurate when

finding a real word by altering a vowel than by altering a consonant. Based on

these results and previous studies (see also Van Ooijen, 1996), these authors

argued that there are differences in the information provided by vowels and

consonants, with vowel information constraining lexical selection less tightly

(Cutler et al., 2000). However, the results from Best et al. (2013) appear to

indicate that vowels and consonants affect lexical competition in spoken word

recognition in a similar manner.

In short, the visual world paradigm enables investigation of the time

course of lexical access in monolingual, bilingual and L2 populations. An

extensive body of research on bilingual lexical access has been focussed on

whether there is cross-language lexical activation in word recognition and

the factors which may influence this process. Other work has also examined

whether difficulties in speech perception affect lexical competition and spoken

word recognition. The next Chapter (Chapter 5) will present an eye-tracking

study that used the visual world paradigm to investigate the effects of language

dominance and a long-term language dominance switch on the time course of

lexical access in spoken word recognition. In particular, the study will examine
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how Galician-specific phonological contrasts, such as mid vowels and sibilant

fricatives, influence spoken word recognition by three bilingual groups who

differ in terms of language background.
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Chapter 5

Study 3: The effects of language

dominance and a long-term

language switch on spoken word

recognition

5.1 Introduction
This study investigates word recognition in Galician by dominant bilinguals

using a variant of the Visual World Paradigm (McQueen & Viebahn, 2007;

Tanenhaus et al., 1995; Weber & Cutler, 2004). This paradigm enables exam-

ination of the time course of lexical competition during spoken word recog-

nition. The main adaptations to the paradigm for this study follow Best et al.

(2013): 1) words were presented in isolation rather than in a carrier phrase

to avoid providing information about the speaker’s language background; 2)

the visual stimuli consisted of printed words, instead of pictures (Brouwer et

al., 2012; Huettig & McQueen, 2007; McQueen & Viebahn, 2007; Mitterer,

2011) and 3) there was a ‘not there’ option in the centre of the computer screen

to increase task sensitivity (Brouwer, 2010; Mitterer, 2011). In this study, the

choice words were the target word, a phonetically and orthographically unre-

lated distractor (Best et al., 2013), and two competitors. The target word and



5.1. Introduction

Competitor 1 formed a Galician phonological contrast that does not exist in

Spanish. Competitor 2 was phonetically related to the target, but less so than

Competitor 1.

Reaction Time measurements were analysed to explore whether Spanish-

dominant and neofalantes listeners would show a substantial delay in process-

ing. That said, there are several reasons why the task should be easy for all

three bilingual groups and reaction time differences between the groups are

not necessarily expected: first, participants were put under no time pressure to

complete the task (cf. Best et al., 2013; Ying et al., 2013); second, the audio

stimuli presented consisted of clear speech with no noise added and third, all

three bilingual groups are highly proficient in Galician.

Eye movement data was analysed to investigate whether there would be 1)

overall differences in word recognition between the groups and in particular, 2)

differences when presented with words containing the Galician variables that

do not exist in Spanish. To my knowledge, there are no studies investigating

the time course of spoken word recognition by dominant bilinguals who live in

a bilingual environment, therefore, it is not clear whether Galician-dominant

speakers will have an advantage over Spanish-dominant listeners overall, given

that bilinguals in the latter group also have very high proficiency in Galician, as

mentioned above. For the words that contain the variables of interest, however,

a different pattern of results for the two groups is expected, as it has been shown

that distractor pictures with names containing contrasts that do not exist in

the listener’s native language increase lexical competition (Cutler et al., 2006;

Weber & Cutler, 2004). Study 1 demonstrated that Spanish-dominant listeners

have difficulties when identifying mid vowels and have a different category

boundary from that of Galician-dominants for the sibilant fricative contrast. If

difficulties when perceiving these contrasts hinder word recognition, looks to

the target word should start later and be less frequent for the Spanish-dominant

group. Finally, a third question is whether neofalantes, who showed a similar

pattern to Spanish-dominant bilinguals in the identification tasks, will show a
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5.2. Method

similar pattern to that of Galician- or Spanish-dominants in terms of lexical

access.

The first part of the analysis will focus on the differences between

Galician-dominant and Spanish-dominant listeners. Due to the difficulties as-

sociated with recruiting the neofalantes’ population (see Section 2.2.1.1 in

Study 1), only 6 participants from this group completed the task. Therefore,

the second part of the analysis will present the neofalantes’ results using de-

scriptive statistics and graphs and discuss how these relate to the first analyses.

5.2 Method

5.2.1 Participants
A total of 66 participants were tested. Three participants were excluded due to

equipment failure. The remaining participants were classified into Galician-

dominant, Spanish-dominant and neofalantes, following the criteria estab-

lished in Study 1 (see Section 2.2.1.1 Participants). Thirteen participants who

did not fit the definition of these groups, as they had different profiles in terms

of language background (including 5 simultaneous bilinguals), were also ex-

cluded, leaving a total of 49 participants: 22 Galician-dominant bilinguals

(13 female, 9 male), 21 Spanish-dominant bilinguals (13 female, 9 male) and

6 neofalantes (1 female, 5 male). Participants were 19–48 years old (median

25 years) at the time of the experiment. All participants reported normal or

corrected-to-normal vision and normal hearing at the time of testing. The ex-

periment had been piloted on two participants to ensure that there were no

problems with the task. All testing was carried out in the Perception Labora-

tory in the Faculty of Psychology at the University of Santiago de Compostela.

5.2.2 Stimuli
The materials of this experiment were designed following Best et al. (2013,

2012) and Ying et al. (2013).

Visual displays of the stimuli consisted of four printed words per trial:
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5.2. Method

a target word, Competitor 1, Competitor 2 and an unrelated distractor. All

four words were displayed in four regions of the screen and there was a fifth

choice in the centre (not there), following previous designs by Mitterer and

McQueen (2009), Best et al. (2013) and Ying et al. (2013). All words were

CVCV, CCVCV or CVCCV sequences. Half of them were test sets and the

other half filler sets.

The test sets contained the variables of interest: the front /E/-/e/ and

back /O/-/o/ mid-vowel contrasts in stressed position, and the voiceless sibi-

lant fricative contrast /S/-/s/. These contrasts, which exist in Galician, but

not in Spanish, were shown to be produced and perceived in a different way

by neofalantes and Spanish-dominant bilinguals when compared to Galician-

dominant bilinguals in Study 1 (see Experiment 2). In perception, Galician-

dominant listeners performed at ceiling when identifying the vowel contrasts,

whereas neofalantes and Spanish-dominant listeners were not always able to

distinguish them (Figure 2.6), and the two latter groups showed a different

identification boundary to Galician-dominants for the fricative contrast (Fig-

ure 2.8).

A total of 60 test sets were used. Each target word in these sets contained

either a mid vowel or a fricative and was matched with its corresponding con-

trast counterpart (Competitor 1) and a second competitor that was less simi-

lar phonetically (Competitor 2). The unrelated word never contained similar

phonemes or letters in the same position. The words in each trial were not

semantically related (for the complete list of test sets see Appendix G).

For the vowel condition, the onset of competitor words overlapped phone-

mically with the onset of the target word and the first vowel in the C(C)VC(C)V

sequence was the target vowel. For 10 sets, the target word contained the front

open vowel /E/, Competitor 1 contained the front close vowel /e/ and Com-

petitor 2 /a/ (e.g., target: peza ["pETafi], Competitor 1: peso ["pesofi], Competi-

tor 2: pato ["patofi], unrelated: torre ["torefi]; see top left box in Figure 5.1).

Another 10 sets included the front close mid vowel /e/ in the target and the
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5.2. Method

PEZA

PESO

PATO

TORRE

CHUZO

BREVE

SUMO

XURA

non está

non está

CUBA

CAVA

COVA

MIMO

TIRO

FAMA

CHAMA

GAMA

non está

non está

Test sets Matched filler sets

Vowel
condition

Consonant
condition

non está

non está

TALA

REGO

TILA

TOLA

PRAZA

GRAZA

BRAZA

FUMO

Unmatched filler sets

Figure 5.1: Examples of test sets (left boxes), matched filler sets (central boxes) and
unmatched filler sets (right boxes). The top boxes show sets from the vowel condition
and the bottom boxes show sets from the consonant condition.

corresponding open one /E/ as Competitor 1. The design was the same for

back mid vowels, but in this case Competitor 2 contained the vowel /u/ (e.g.,

target: bote ["bOtefi], Competitor 1: boca ["bokafi], Competitor 2: burra ["burafi],

unrelated: galo ["galofi]).

For the consonant condition, the target variable was the fricative con-

trast /S/-/s/, the target consonant was the first consonant in the CVC(C)V

sequence. The first vowel was the same for the target and the competitors. For

10 sets, the target word contained the alveolar fricative /s/, Competitor 1 con-

tained the post-alveolar fricative /S/ and Competitor 2 contained the voiceless

post-alveolar affricate /tS/ (e.g., target: sumo ["sumofi], Competitor 1: xura

["SuRafi], Competitor 2: chuzo ["tSuTofi]; unrelated breve ["bREB
fl
efi]; see bottom left

box in Figure 5.1). Another 10 sets included the post-alveolar fricative /S/

in the target, the alveolar fricative /s/ in Competitor 1 and again, the post-

alveolar affricate /tS/ as Competitor 2.

A total of 60 filler sets were created to match the number of test sets.

All fillers were minimal triads; they differed only in one sound, either the

first consonant (consonant condition) or the first vowel (vowel condition). The

filler sets were designed in this manner to train participants to pay attention to

the first segments in the word and discourage them from waiting and attend-
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5.2. Method

ing only to the final segment in order to identify words, following Best et al.

(2012). There were two types of filler sets: matched and unmatched. Matched

fillers had as targets the variables that were used as Competitor 2 in the test

sets: 10 target fillers contained the post-alveolar fricative /tS/, 10 target fillers

the front low vowel /a/ and other 10 the back high vowel /u/. Given that

such Competitor 2 variables never occur as target in the test sets, including

them as targets in the filler sets will make participants choose the Competitor

2 variables /tS a u/ as many times as the test variables /E e O o s S/, pre-

venting them from establishing patterns. Two examples of matched fillers are

displayed in the central boxes in Figure 5.1 (e.g., vowel condition, target: cava

["kaB
fl
afi], Competitor 1: cova ["kOB

fl
afi], Competitor 2: cuba ["kuB

fl
afi]), unrelated

word: mimo ["mim’o]; consonant block, target: chama ["tSamafi], Competitor

1: gama ["gamafi], Competitor 2: fama ["famafi], unrelated word: tiro ["tiRofi]).

The remaining 30 filler sets were unmatched and, therefore, did not con-

tain any of the target variables in the test or matched filler sets in the target

words. Two examples of unmatched filler sets are displayed in the right-most

top and bottom boxes in Figure 5.1 (e.g., vowel condition, target: tila ["tilafi];

consonant condition, target: graza ["gRaTafi]). In contrast to test sets, for fillers,

Competitor 1 and Competitor 2 were equally confusable with the target, so

there should be no differences in processing between the two. Finally, there

were 8 practice sets that included four words that were unrelated to one an-

other (e.g., target: pita ["pitafi], competitors: medio ["meDjofi], fraga ["fRaG
fl
afi] and

croio ["kROjofi]). No word was repeated. This gave a total of 128 sets: 8 trials

in the practice condition, 60 trials in the vowel condition and 40 trials in the

consonant condition. The practice condition was always at the beginning and

the order of presentation of the vowel and consonant conditions was counter-

balanced across participants.

Previous research has shown that word frequency plays a role spoken

word recognition, such that high frequency competitors (e.g. bell) are more

likely to attract fixations than low frequency ones (e.g. bell) at early stages of
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lexical access (Dahan et al., 2001). The restrictions related to the design of

test and filler sets limited the range of words that could be selected for the ex-

periment. There would not be enough high frequency words to complete the

stimuli set and, as a consequence, low frequency words had to be included.

However, to control for such frequency effects, as well as including as many

high frequency words as possible, low frequency words were distributed across

target and competitors. The Galician frequencies of the target and competi-

tor words were calculated using the Corpus de Referencia do Galego Actual

(CORGA, 2017). A two-factor ANOVA with word type (target and competi-

tor) and trial type (test and filler) as between-items factors (cf. Weber & Cutler,

2004) showed no significant main effects or interactions. Lexical frequency of

the unrelated distractor was not controlled, as it has been shown that if the

candidate does not match the acoustic information of the target word the prob-

ability of fixating on such distractors is not influenced by lexical frequency

(Dahan et al., 2001; Weber & Cutler, 2004). As Galician is closely related to

Spanish, most of the stimuli used are cognates.

The audio stimuli consisted of naturally-produced words recorded by two

female Galician-dominant speakers. Recordings were made in a sound atten-

uated room using a RODE NT1-A microphone directly connected to a PC via

an Edirol processor with a sampling rate of 44.1 kHz, 16-bit resolution. The

speakers recorded several repetitions and the best one was selected for use

in the experiment. Stimuli were band-pass filtered at 60-20,000 Hz with a

smoothing factor of 10. Finally, intensity was scaled to 65 dB SPL. The aver-

age duration of target words was 462.94 ms and 100 ms were added as a margin

at each side of the word. All processing was carried out in Praat (Boersma &

Weenink, 2016). Stimuli were played over headphones (Sennheiser HD 25-C

II). Each participant heard all words only once produced by either one of the

speakers, and the speaker that produced each word was counterbalanced.
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PEZA

PESO

PATO

TORRE

+

PEZA

PESO

PATO

TORRE

non está

PEZA

PESO

PATO

TORRE

+

Figure 5.2: Representation of the trial procedure in Study 3. The first box shows a
fixation cross in the centre of the screen. Participants clicked on the fixation cross and
fixated their gaze on it. Once their gaze was detected for 200 ms the cross turn red
to indicate the start of the auditory stimuli (second box) and changed into the phrase
emphnon está (not there), as it can be seen on the third box.

5.2.3 Procedure
Participants completed the experiment in a quiet room 70 cm in front of a com-

puter monitor. The screen resolution was 2048 x 1535. Their eye-movements

were recorded at a sampling rate of 250 Hz with an EyeLink II eye-tracker.

Participants placed their chin on a chin rest and wore a helmet, which held two

cameras that provided the input to the eye-tracker. The machine recorded the

spatial coordinates of the participants’ fixations throughout the session. Both

eyes were monitored, but data from only one eye was analysed. Mainly data

from the left eye was analysed, but data from the right eye was included for

trials when the left eye could not be calibrated or track was lost. Mouse clicks

were recorded along the gaze data. The eye-tracker was calibrated at the par-

ticipant’s gaze before the start of each of the two blocks. There was a short

break in-between blocks. Calibration was monitored throughout the session

by the experimenter and adjusted between trials when necessary.

The trial procedure was designed to ensure that participants were fixating

in the middle of the screen at the start of the trial, i.e., when the audio stim-

ulus played (Best et al., 2013; Tanenhaus & Spivey-Knowlton, 1996). The

four words were displayed in black uppercase Courier letters on a white back-

ground (luminance= 56,52 cd/m2). Each letter had a height of 2 cm, giving a

visual angle (the size of the object’s image on the retina) of 1.637°. All four

words were equidistant from the central fixation target (Tanenhaus & Spivey-
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Knowlton, 1996).

The trial procedure is represented in Figure 5.2 and followed that of Best

et al. (2013), Shaw et al. (2013) and Ying et al. (2013). During the whole ses-

sion the experimenter spoke Galician to the participants. Participants received

verbal and printed Galician instructions explaining that they would be shown

a preview of the four words with a fixation cross in the centre of the screen.

They were instructed to read all four words silently and then click on the fix-

ation cross. After the eye-tracker detected the participant’s fixation (200 ms),

the cross turned red to indicate that the trial was about to start. The fixation

cross was replaced with the words ‘non está’ (‘not there’) and the audio stim-

uli presentation was triggered. This way, the participant’s gaze was always

in the middle at the start of the auditory stimulus. If the eye-tracker failed to

detect the participant’s gaze, the trial was timed out and the eye-tracker was

calibrated again. Participants were instructed to click on the word they heard

and they were put under no time pressure to complete the task (Best et al.,

2013; Ying et al., 2013).

The order of trial presentation was randomised throughout. All target,

competitor and unrelated words were presented approximately 25% of the time

in each quadrant to avoid bias. After the eye-tracking task, participants com-

pleted the language background questionnaire used in Study 1 and Study 2

(Appendix A) online and recorded a word list that consisted of the target and

competitor words. The production data is not presented in this thesis. The

total duration of the session ranged between 45-90 minutes and was typically

an hour, including the set up, calibration and breaks.

All processing was done using R (R Core Team, 2013), and the plyr

(Wickham, 2011), dplyr (Wickham & Francois, 2016) and reshape2 (Wick-

ham, 2007) packages. Overall, there were 115 timed out trials (out of 7936

trials), which were excluded from further analysis. Incorrect response trials

were also excluded from further analysis. Overall, there were 57 incorrect re-

sponses trials, 0.7% of the total number of trials. This low percentage suggests
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that participants had no problem completing the task. Additionally, out of the

57 incorrect responses, 50 trials were mistakes due to participants clicking on

the centre of the screen after their fixation to the cross had been detected, rather

actual incorrect responses.

5.3 Results

5.3.1 Galician-dominant vs. Spanish-dominant bilinguals
The first analysis will investigate whether there are differences in processing of

Galician words by Galician-dominant and Spanish-dominant listeners. After

excluding practice trials and participants who did not belong to the Galician-

dominant or Spanish-dominant groups (see 5.2.1 Participants), there were

5053 trials left in total.

5.3.1.1 Reaction Times
First, to explore whether there were differences in how fast the two groups

performed the task, reaction times were used as a dependent variable in a lin-

ear mixed-effect regression model. Although participants were put under no

time pressure to complete the task, this measure was analysed to test whether

there were overall large differences in processing between the two groups.

Given that reaction time measurements were not normally distributed, a rank-

transformation to normality was applied. Incorrect trials and observations

above or below two standard deviations of the overall mean were removed.

Two linear mixed-effects regression models were fit to the transformed

reaction time data, one for the consonant condition and one for the vowel con-

dition. The variables group (Galician-dominant, Spanish-dominant speakers),

trial (fillers, test sets) and their interactions were included as fixed factors.

trial by participant and group by item were included as random effects.

Deviation coding was used for group and trial in this model and all models

in this chapter. The values of −.5 and .5 were chosen so that the parameter

estimates would be equivalent to the mean difference between the two levels
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(Barr, 2008). Other effects are averaged over all levels of each factor.

β SE t-value (df) p-value

Consonants

Main effects

Intercept 0.041 .106 0.386(42) n.s.
Group −0.135 .209 −0.648(40) n.s.
Trial 0.150 .056 2.658(34) .012

Interactions

Group : trial 0.108 .086 1.246(40) n.s.

Vowels

Main effects

Intercept 0.038 .099 0.389(43) n.s.
Group 0.128 .195 0.653(41) n.s.
Trial 0.129 .041 3.125(77) .002

Interactions

Group : trial 0.025 .064 0.389 (77) n.s.

Table 5.1: Summary of the results of the reaction time regression models. Baselines
for predictor variables: Galician-dominant for group and filler for trial. Numbers
represent Estimates (β ), Standard Errors (SE), t-statistic and degrees of freedom (df;
in brackets) and p-values.

Table 5.1 summarises the output of the regression models. The effect of

group was not significant for either of the conditions. There was a significant

main effect of trial for both conditions, which indicated that, overall, partic-

ipants were slightly faster when presented with filler sets than test sets. The

interaction between group and trial was not significant.

5.3.1.2 Eye-tracking
Consonants

Target analysis

The data processing for the figures and statistics was done using the pack-

age eyetrackingR (Dink & Ferguson, 2016) and the figures using ggplot2

(Wickham, 2009), both in R (R Core Team, 2013). The dependent variable
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for the analysis was the empirical logit transformation (elog), which enables

conversion of proportion of looks to a continuous scale without upper/lower

bounds. This transformation is defined as log y+ε

N−y+ε
, where y is the number

of samples in the target region, N the total number of samples within each bin

and ε = 0.5, a small value added to the logit function to correct for data that

is exactly 0 or 1 the value is undefined (Barr, 2008; Dink & Ferguson, 2016).

For this calculation, instead of throwing them out of the data set, fixations to

the target region were coded as ‘1’ and all other frames were coded as ‘0’,

including blinks, following Barr (2008). Figure 5.3 displays the transformed

proportion of looks averaged over participants and trials for each word type

(Target, Competitor 1, Competitor 2, and Unrelated distractor) as a function

of time (in milliseconds). The time window spans from the stimulus onset to

1500 ms after the start of the trial in 100 ms bins. No trials had a track loss

proportion that was greater than 25%, and thus no trials had to be excluded

(cf. Dink & Ferguson, 2016).

To investigate fixations to target words, a time window analysis was per-

formed using a weighted empirical logit regression, following Barr (2007,

2008) and Shaw et al. (2013). This analysis models the non-independence

of observations introduced by repeated measures through random effects and

enables inclusion of time as a fixed factor in the model. The start and ending

points of the window selected for analysis vary in the eye-tracking literature,

e.g., 0 ms to 700 ms (Allopenna et al., 1998), 200 ms to 500 ms (Dahan et al.,

2001), 300 ms to 700 ms (Dahan et al., 2000), 200 ms to 800 ms (Brouwer &

Bradlow, 2015), 300 ms to 800 ms (Shaw et al., 2013; Weber & Cutler, 2004),

500 ms to 1500 ms (Best et al., 2013), 600 ms to 1600 ms (Ying et al., 2013).

After visually inspecting the data, the window selected for this analysis was

400 ms to 1300 ms. The selection was based on the grand mean plot (see Fig-

ure 5.4), a conservative approach to determining time-locking in that it is blind

to condition (Barr, 2008, p. 466). The start point at 400 ms was determined

by visual inspection of the grand mean plot and assessing the earliest rise in
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Figure 5.3: E-logit transformed mean proportion of looks averaged over participants
and trials for each word type (Target, Competitor 1, Competitor 2, and Unrelated
distractor) as a function of time (in milliseconds) for the consonant condition. The
responses are split by type of trial (filler sets, top boxes; test sets, bottom boxes) and
group (Galician-dominant, left; Spanish-dominant, right). Spanish-dominant listen-
ers looked at the target word later and both groups looked at the target word later when
presented with test sets.

fixations to the target (Barr, 2008). This coincides with the start of a drop in

fixations in the centre region. Note that it is usual that the analysis window

starts later, as eye movements take approximately 200 ms to be programmed

before they are launched (Matin, Shao, & Boff, 1993; Saslow, 1967). As such,

mapping from the acoustic signal onto lexical representations will be reflected

by fixations from about 300 ms on (Weber & Cutler, 2004). In this case the

audio stimuli had a 100 ms margin before the word started, so fixations driven

by the acoustic information will probably be observable from 400 ms onwards.

The duration of the audio stimuli in the consonant condition ranged from 387

ms to 667 ms (mean 492 ms). The end of the analysis window was determined
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by the time at which the looks to the target reach a plateau (Best et al., 2013;

Shaw et al., 2013; Ying et al., 2013, see Figure 5.4).
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Figure 5.4: Mean fixations to the target word (triangles) and centre of the screen
where the fixation cross changes to ‘not there’ (dots) averaged across trial type and
group as a function of time (in milliseconds) for the consonant condition. Vertical
lines at 400 ms and 1300 ms represent the start and end times of the analysis window,
respectively.

To incorporate time as a variable in the analysis, the model has to take

into account the non-independence of eye data. The eye cannot move instan-

taneously and freely from one region of the screen to the opposite one; rather,

the eye position is dependent on the previous frame. One way to filter out these

dependencies is by averaging over trials within a given condition and group-

ing observations within time bins. The empirical logit can be then computed

for each bin (Barr, 2008). Therefore, two analyses were carried out. For the

participant analysis, the data was aggregated into 20 ms bins (5 samples per

interval) and was averaged over trials in each trial type (test and fillers) within

each participant (43 participants). The bins were smaller than those in Barr

(2007) and Shaw et al. (2013) because the sampling rate in this experiment

was higher (250 Hz instead of 60 Hz). For the item analysis, the data was also

aggregated into 20 ms bins and was averaged over participants in each group

(Galician-dominant and Spanish-dominant) within each target (40 targets).

For the participant analysis, a mixed-effect regression model was fit to
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the elogit-transformed target looks. The model included group (Galician-

dominant, Spanish-dominant bilinguals), trial (fillers, test sets), time (20

ms time bins) and their interactions as fixed factors. Time by participant

was included as a random effect in the model. Deviation coding was used for

group and trial. The variable time was coded in seconds, from the onset

of the analysis window. Given that a linear approximation was used, weights

were calculated: 1
y+ε

+ 1
N−y+ε

(Barr, 2007, 2008).

β SE t-value (df) p-value

Main effects

Intercept −2.273 .075 −30.223(41) < .001
Time 4.099 .120 33.953(41) < .001
Group −0.526 .150 −3.502(41) .001
Trial −0.289 .026 −10.927(3781) < .001

Interactions

Time : group 0.547 .241 2.268(41) .029
Time : trial 0.434 .049 8.920(3781) < .001
Group : trial 0.026 .053 0.493(3781) n.s.
Time : group : trial −0.494 .097 −5.072(3781) < .001

Table 5.2: Summary of the results of the target fixations regression model for the con-
sonant condition. Baselines for predictor variables: Galician-dominant for group and
filler for trial. Numbers represent Estimates (β ), Standard Errors (SE), t-statistic
and degrees of freedom (df; in brackets) and p-values.

The regression model (Table 5.2) demonstrated that there was a signifi-

cant main effect of time, group and trial. The main effect of time indicates

that as time went by, participants looked more at the target word. The main

effects of group and trial could be considered “whole window effects” (Shaw

et al., 2013, p. 3145). Overall, Galician-dominant listeners looked at the target

more than Spanish listeners, and participants looked at the target more when

presented with fillers than when presented with test sets. These main effects

also interacted with time, which indicates that the effects are concentrated in

particular regions of the analysis window (Shaw et al., 2013), as illustrated in

Figure 5.5. The first graph in Figure 5.5 shows that the delay Spanish-dominant
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Figure 5.5: Plots showing the interaction between time: group and time: trial
on target looks as a function of time (in milliseconds) for the consonant condition.
The left plot shows the mean elogit-transformed looks at the target word by group
(Galician-dominant, blue squares; Spanish-dominant, yellow triangles) and the right
plot shows the mean elogit-transformed looks at the target word by trial (filler sets,
solid line; test sets, dashed line). The first graph shows that Spanish-dominant listen-
ers’ delay in looking at the target decreases with time. The second graph shows that
listeners looked more at the target when presented with fillers, but this pattern only
held for 1000 ms.

listeners exhibit when looking at the target decreases with time. The second

graph shows that the effect that listeners looked more at the target when pre-

sented with fillers is modulated by time, as the pattern no longer holds after

1000 ms. Moreover, there was a significant three-way interaction between

time, group and trial, suggesting that the difference between filler and test

sets that changes over time changes more significantly for Galician-dominant

listeners. As illustrated in Figure 5.6, the difference in target looks for test and

filler sets was only apparent until around 850 ms for Galician-dominant listen-

ers, but remained for around 250 ms longer for Spanish-dominants. However,

this interaction appears to be driven by differences between groups for filler

set changes over time, rather than differences for test sets.

The participant analysis was replicated by item, and this showed the same

pattern of results. Overall, Galician-dominant listeners looked at the target

more than Spanish-dominant listeners and both groups looked at the target
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Figure 5.6: Plot showing the three-way interaction between time, group and trial
on target looks as a function of time (in milliseconds) for the consonant condition. The
plot shows the mean elogit-transformed looks at the target word by group (Galician-
dominant, blue; Spanish-dominant, yellow) by trial (filler sets, solid line; test sets,
dashed line). This interaction appears to be driven by differences between groups for
filler set changes over time, rather than differences for test sets.

more when presented with filler sets. Contrary to what was expected, words

containing the sibilant contrast did not hinder word recognition further for

Spanish-dominant listeners.

Competitor analysis

A separate analysis was conducted to investigate whether there was a dif-

ference in proportion of looks to Competitor 1 (either /s/ or /S/, which were

more similar to the target phonetically) and Competitor 2 (/tS/, less similar

phonetically). Figure 5.7 displays the transformed proportion of looks to Com-

petitor 1 and Competitor 2 averaged over participants and trials and split by

group (vertical boxes) and trial type (horizontal boxes). The figure suggests

that Galician-dominants considered both competitors more and earlier and that

the effect of trial type affected both groups in a similar fashion: whereas for
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filler sets both competitors seem equally confusable, for test sets, Competitor

1 (/s/ or /S/) was considered more and for longer by both listener groups. The

difference in looks to both competitors when presented with test sets seems to

be larger for Spanish-dominant listeners.
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Figure 5.7: E-logit transformed mean proportion of competitor looks averaged over
participants and trials for Competitor 1 (solid line) and Competitor 2 (dashed line)
as a function of time (in milliseconds) for the consonant condition. The responses
are split by type of trial (filler sets, top boxes; test sets, bottom boxes) and group
(Galician-dominant on the left; Spanish-dominant on the right). Galician-dominants
considered both competitors more and earlier and the effect of trial type appears to
affect both groups in a similar fashion: whereas for filler sets both competitors seem
equally confusable, for test sets, Competitor 1 (/s/ or /S/) was considered more and
for longer by both listener groups.

The same statistical analysis that was used for the target looks was em-

ployed to investigate the proportion of looks to the competitors. A smaller time

window was selected and a linear weighted mixed effects regression was fitted

to the elogit-transformed data. The window was determined by assessing the

grand mean of fixations to both competitors across conditions and groups (see
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Figure 5.8). Based on the grand mean, the start of the analysis window was

selected to be 400 ms, as this is when fixations to both competitors start to rise.

The end time was chosen to be at 800 ms, when fixations start to decrease. One

trial had a track loss proportion that was greater than 25% and therefore, was

excluded from further analysis (Dink & Ferguson, 2016). Restricting the time

window to the start of decrease in fixations means that a considerable amount

of information is lost. However, averaging over a larger window would not

enable incorporation of time as a factor in the analysis, and information about

the time course would be lost. Therefore, a smaller but linear portion of the

data was selected to enable investigation of the effect of time on looks to the

competitor.
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Figure 5.8: Mean fixations to Competitor 1 (triangles) and Competitor 2 (dots) aver-
aged across trial type and group as a function of time (in milliseconds) for the conso-
nant condition. Vertical lines at 400 ms and 800 ms represent the start and end times
of the analysis window, respectively.

To investigate looks to the competitors, two separate mixed-effect regres-

sion models were fit. The first one had as a dependent variable the elogit-

transformed looks to Competitor 1 and the second model had as a depen-

dent variable the the elogit-transformed looks to Competitor 2 . Each model

included group (Galician-dominant, Spanish-dominant bilinguals), trial

(fillers, test sets), time (20 ms time bins) and their interactions as fixed factors.

Time by participant was included as a random effect in the model. Devi-
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ation coding was used for group and trial. The variable time was coded

in seconds, from the onset of the analysis window. Given that a linear was

used approximation, weights were again calculated: 1
y+ε

+ 1
N−y+ε

(Barr, 2007,

2008).

β SE t-value (df) p-value
Competitor 1
Main effects
Intercept 2.272 0.068 −33.573(42) < .001
Time 2.650 0.236 11.226(41) < .001
Group −0.365 0.135 −2.702(42) .010
Trial 0.090 0.031 2.877(1632) .004

Interactions
Time : group 0.106 0.472 0.226(41) n.s.
Time : trial −0.0005 0.130 −0.004(1632) n.s.
Group : trial −0.008 0.0626 −0.133(1632) n.s.
Time : group : trial −0.664 0.26 −2.565(1632) .010

Competitor 2
Main effects
Intercept −2.231 0.058 −38.317(42) < .001
Time 2.197 0.194 11.323(41) < .001
Group −0.263 0.116 −2.260(42) .029
Trial 0.007 0.028 0.259 n.s.
Interactions
Time : group −0.432 0.388 −1.114 n.s.
Time : trial −0.610 0.117 −5.206(1632) < .001
Group : trial −0.0367 0.005 −0.657 n.s.
Time : group : trial 0.255 0.234 1.088 n.s.

Table 5.3: Summary of the results of the competitor looks regression models for
Competitor 1 and Competitor 2 for the consonant condition. Baselines for predictor
variables: Galician-dominant for group and filler for trial. Numbers represent Es-
timates (β ), Standard Errors (SE), t-statistic and degrees of freedom (df; in brackets)
and p-values.

Table 5.3 shows the results of both regression models. For Competitor

1, the model showed that there were significant main effects of time, group

and trial. The main effect of time indicates that as time went by, partici-
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pants looked more at Competitor 1 in this time window. The main effects of

group suggests that Galician-dominant listeners looked at Competitor 1 more

than Spanish-dominant listeners in this time window and the main effect of

trial indicates that both listener groups looked more at Competitor 1 when

presented with test sets. However, the significant interaction between time,

group and trial, suggests that the previous effect is driven by the Galician-

dominant group, who seem to look more at Competitor 1 when presented with

test sets. Figure 5.9 illustrates this interaction, and suggests that the effect

takes place from 500 ms onwards.
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Figure 5.9: Plot showing the interaction between time, group and trial type on
looks to Competitor 1 as a function of time (in milliseconds) for the consonant con-
dition. The plot shows the mean elogit-transformed looks at Competitor 1 by group
(Galician-dominant, blue; Spanish-dominant, yellow) by trial type (filler sets, solid
line; test sets; dashed line). Galician-dominant listeners looked more at Competitor 1
when presented with test sets from 500 ms onwards.

For Competitor 2, the model showed that there were significant main ef-

fects of time, group, but not trial, indicating that as time went by, partic-

ipants looked more at Competitor 2 in this time window and that Galician-
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dominant listeners looked at Competitor 2 more than Spanish-dominant lis-

teners. However, the significant interaction between time and trial, suggests

that there was also an effect of trial, as towards the end of the analysis window,

participants in both groups looked more at Competitor 2 when presented with

filler sets.

These analyses showed that Galician-dominant listeners looked more at

both competitors overall, and also looked more at Competitor 1 when pre-

sented with test sets, but trial type did not affect looks to Competitor 2 for

either group.

Vowels

Target analysis

The same analyses were run for the vowel condition. Figure 5.10 dis-

plays the elogit-transformed looks averaged over participants and trials for

each word type (Target, Competitor 1, Competitor 2, and Unrelated distrac-

tor) as a function of time (in milliseconds). The time window spans from the

stimulus onset to 1500 ms after the start of the trial in 100 ms bins. Nine tri-

als had a track loss proportion that was greater than 25% and therefore, were

excluded from further analysis (Dink & Ferguson, 2016).

To investigate fixations to target words, a time window analysis was per-

formed using a weighted empirical logit regression, following Barr (2007,

2008) and Shaw et al. (2013). The start and ending points of the window

selected for analysis were 400 ms to 1300 ms, as it was for the consonant con-

dition. The start point at 400 ms was determined by visual inspection of the

grand mean plot (see Figure 5.11) and assessing the earliest rise in fixations to

the target (Barr, 2008). This coincides with the start of a drop in fixations in the

centre region. The duration of the audio stimuli in the vowel condition ranged

from 309 ms to 582 ms (mean 450 ms). The end of the analysis window was

determined by the time at which the looks to the target reach a plateau (Best et

al., 2013; Shaw et al., 2013; Ying et al., 2013) (see Figure 5.11). The data was
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Figure 5.10: E-logit transformed mean proportion of looks averaged over partici-
pants and trials for each word type (Target, Competitor 1, Competitor 2, and Unre-
lated distractor) as a function of time (in milliseconds) for the vowel condition. The
responses are split by type of trial (filler sets, top boxes; test sets, bottom boxes) and
group (Galician-dominant, left; Spanish-dominant, right). Spanish-dominant listen-
ers looked at the target word later and both groups looked at the target word later when
presented with test sets.

aggregated into 20 ms bins and was averaged over trials in each trial type (test

and fillers) within each subject. Nineteen trials had a track loss proportion that

was greater than 25% and therefore, these were excluded from further analysis

(Dink & Ferguson, 2016).

The dependent variable for the analysis was the empirical logit trans-

formation (elog). The regression model included group (Galician-dominant,

Spanish-dominant bilinguals), trial (fillers, test sets), time (20 ms time bins)

and their interactions as fixed factors. Time by participantwas included as a

random effect in the model. Deviation coding was used for group and trial.

Variable time was coded in seconds, from the onset of the analysis window.
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Figure 5.11: Mean fixations to the target word (triangles) and centre of the screen
where the fixation cross changes to ‘not there’ (dots) averaged across trial type and
group as a function of time (in milliseconds) for the vowel condition. Vertical lines
at 400 ms and 1300 ms represent the start and end times of the analysis window,
respectively.

Given that a linear approximation was used, weights were again calculated:
1

y+ε
+ 1

N−y+ε
(Barr, 2007, 2008).

β SE t-value (df) p-value

Main effects

Intercept 0.065 0.038 −34.137(41) < .001
Time 4.066 0.098 41.529(41) < .001
Group −0.260 0.130 −1.884(41) .067
Trial −0.118 0.020 −5.852(3781) < .001

Interactions

Time : group 0.097 0.19 0.495(41) n.s.
Time : trial −0.014 0.037 −0.375(3781) n.s.
Group : trial 0.035 0.040 0.875(3781) n.s.
Time : group : trial −0.2033 0.074 −2.739(3781) .006

Table 5.4: Summary of the results of the target fixations regression model by Sub-
ject for the vowel condition. Baselines for predictor variables: Galician-dominant for
group and filler for trial. Numbers represent Estimates (β ), Standard Errors (SE),
t-statistic and degrees of freedom (df; in brackets) and p-values.

The regression model (Table 5.4) revealed a significant main effect of

time and trial. The main effect of time indicates that as time went by, par-
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Figure 5.12: Plots showing the interaction between time: group and time: trial
on target looks as a function of time (in milliseconds) for the vowel condition.
The left plot shows the mean elogit-transformed looks at the target word by group
(Galician-dominant and Spanish-dominant) and the right plot shows the mean elogit-
transformed looks at the target word by trial (filler and test sets). Overall, Galician-
dominant listeners looked at the target more than Spanish-dominant listeners and par-
ticipants looked at the target more when presented with fillers than when presented
with test sets, but neither effect changed significantly as a function of time in the cur-
rent time window.

ticipants looked more at the target word. The main effect of trial suggests

that participants looked at the target more when presented with fillers than

when presented with test sets. The effect of group was marginally signifi-

cant, which suggests there is a trend for Galician-dominant listeners to look

at the target more overall than Spanish-dominant listeners. The analysis by

item revealed a similar pattern of results, except for the main effect of group,

which was highly significant (t(7044)= −14.125, p < 0.001∗∗∗). Figure 5.12

illustrates the effects of group and trial as a function of time.

In contrast to the consonant condition (see Figure 5.5), there were no

significant interactions of the two effects with time. The three-way interac-

tion between time, group and trial was statistically significant, suggesting

that the difference between filler and test sets is larger for Spanish-dominant

speakers for most of the window of analysis. As shown in Figure 5.13,

the difference between filler and test trials was only apparent until 1000 ms
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Figure 5.13: Plot showing the three-way interaction between time, group and trial
on target looks as a function of time (in milliseconds) for the vowel condition. The
plot shows the mean elogit-transformed looks at the target word by group (Galician-
dominant, blue; Spanish-dominant, yellow) by trial (filler sets, solid line; test sets,
dashed line). This interaction appears to be driven by differences between groups for
filler set changes over time, rather than differences for test sets.

for Galician-dominants, whereas it continued for at least 200 ms longer for

Spanish-dominant listeners. Similar to the consonant condition results, this

interaction appears to be driven by differences between groups for filler set

changes over time, rather than differences for test sets.

The target analyses showed that, overall, Galician-dominant listeners

looked at the target more than Spanish-dominant listeners and both groups

looked at the target more when presented with filler sets. Contrary to what was

expected, words containing the vowel contrasts did not hinder word recogni-

tion further for Spanish-dominant listeners.

Competitor analysis

A separate analysis was conducted to investigate whether there was a dif-

ference in proportion of looks to Competitor 1 (/e/ or /E/, /o/ or /O/; more

similar to the target phonetically) and Competitor 2 (/a/ or /u/ respectively;
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less similar phonetically). Figure 5.14 displays the transformed proportion of

looks to Competitor 1 and Competitor 2 averaged over participants and trials

and split by group (vertical boxes) and trial type (horizontal boxes). Similar to

consonants, the figure suggests that Galician-dominants consider both com-

petitors earlier. However, both groups seemed to consider both competitors

as often. The effect of trial type affected both groups in a similar fashion:

whereas for filler sets both competitors seemed equally confusable, for test

sets, Competitor 1 (/e/ or /E/, /o/ or /O/) was considered more by both

listener groups.
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Figure 5.14: E-logit transformed mean proportion of competitor looks averaged over
participants and trials for Competitor 1 (solid line) and Competitor 2 (dashed line) as
a function of time (in milliseconds) for the vowel condition. The responses are split
by type of trial (filler sets, top boxes; test sets, bottom boxes) and group (Galician-
dominant, left; Spanish-dominant, right). Galician-dominants seemed to consider
both competitors earlier, but both groups seemed to consider both competitors as of-
ten. The effect of trial type affected both groups in a similar fashion: whereas for filler
sets both competitors seemed equally confusable, for test sets, Competitor 1 (/e/ or
/E/, /o/ or /O/) was considered more by both listener groups.
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The same statistical analysis that was used for the target looks was em-

ployed to investigate the proportion of looks to the competitors. A smaller time

window was selected and a linear weighted mixed effects regression was fitted

to the elogit-transformed data. The window was determined by assessing the

grand mean of fixations to both competitors across conditions and groups (see

Figure 5.15). Twenty trials had a track loss proportion that was greater than

25% and was excluded from the analysis (Dink & Ferguson, 2016). Based on

the grand mean, the start of the analysis window was selected to be 400 ms as

this is when the fixations to both competitors start to rise. The end time was

chosen to be at 800 ms, when fixations start to decrease. As for the consonant

analysis, restricting the time window to the start of decrease in fixations means

that a considerable amount of information is lost. However, averaging over a

larger window would not enable incorporation of time as a factor in the analy-

sis, and information about the time course would be lost. Therefore, a smaller

but linear portion of the data was selected to enable investigation of the effect

of time on looks to the competitor.
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Figure 5.15: Mean fixations to Competitor 1 (triangles) and Competitor 2 (dots) av-
eraged across trial type and group as a function of time (in milliseconds) for the vowel
condition. Vertical lines at 400 ms and 800 ms represent the start and end times of
the analysis window, respectively.

To investigate looks to the competitors, two separate mixed-effect regres-

sion models were fit. The first one had as a dependent variable the elogit-
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transformed looks to Competitor 1 and the second model had as a depen-

dent variable the the elogit-transformed looks to Competitor 2. Each model

included group (Galician-dominant, Spanish-dominant bilinguals), trial

(fillers, test sets), time (20 ms time bins) and their interactions as fixed factors.

Time by participant was included as a random effect in the model. Devia-

tion coding was used for group and trial. The variable time was coded in

seconds, from the onset of the analysis window. Given that a linear approx-

imation was used, weights were again calculated: 1
y+ε

+ 1
N−y+ε

(Barr, 2007,

2008).

Table 5.5 shows the results of both regression models. For Competitor

1, the model showed that there was a significant main effect of time, indi-

cating that as time went by, participants looked more at Competitor 1 in this

time window. The effect of trial was also significant, suggesting that both

listener groups looked at Competitor 1 more when presented with fillers than

test sets. This effect also interacted with time, which implies that the effect

is concentrated in certain areas of the time window. In fact, participants look

at Competitor 1 more when presented with fillers at the beginning of the time

window, but this effect is reversed after 600 ms. The main effect of group

only approached significance, indicating that there was a trend for Galician-

dominant listeners to look more at Competitor 1. The effect of group inter-

acted with trial, suggesting that the difference between the groups is less

pronounced for test sets.

For Competitor 2, the model showed that there was a significant main

effect of time, indicating that as time went by, participants looked more at

Competitor 2 in this time window. The effects of group, trial and the inter-

action of these two with time approached significance.

The competitor analyses showed that both groups looked more at Com-

petitor 1 when presented with fillers at the beginning of the time window, but

the effect was reversed after 600 ms. The differences between groups were

less pronounced for test sets.
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β SE t-value (df) p-value

Competitor 1

Main effects

Intercept −2.255 0.063 −35.860(42) < .001
Time 3.039 0.225 13.490(41) < .001
Group −0.237 0.126 −1.883(42) .067
Trial −0.146 0.026 −5.661(1631) < .001

Interactions

Time : group 0.064 0.450 0.143(41) n.s.
Time : trial 0.782 0.106 7.374(1631) < .001
Group : trial 0.112 0.051 2.161(1631) .031
Time : group : trial −0.249 0.212 −1.176(1631) n.s.

Competitor 2

Main effects

Intercept −2.167 0.063 −34.184(41) < .001
Time 2.182 0.180 12.088(41) < .001
Group −0.227 0.127 −1.795(42) .080
Trial −0.039 0.023 −1.696(1631) .090

Interactions

Time : group 0.367 0.361 1.018(41) n.s.
Time : trial −0.077 0.098 −0.789(1631) n.s.
Group : trial −0.053 0.046 −1.133(1631) n.s.
Time : group : trial 0.369 0.195 1.890(48) .059

Table 5.5: Summary of the results of the competitor fixations regression models for
Competitor 1 and Competitor 2 for the vowel condition. Baselines for predictor vari-
ables: Competitor 1 for object Galician-dominant for group and filler for trial.
Numbers represent Estimates (β ), Standard Errors (SE), t-statistic and degrees of free-
dom (df; in brackets) and p-values.

5.3.2 Neofalantes
The data from neofalantes was compared to the data presented in the previous

Section in order to explore whether the performance of this group was more

similar to that of Spanish-dominant or Galician-dominant listeners. Given the

limited sample size in the neofalantes group (N = 6), statistical analyses were

not carried out and hence, the interpretation of results is preliminary and more
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data needs to be collected to draw conclusions.
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Figure 5.16: E-logit transformed mean proportion of looks averaged over participants
and trials for each word type (Target, Competitor 1, Competitor 2, and Unrelated
distractor) as a function of time (in milliseconds). The responses are split by type of
trial (filler sets, top boxes; test sets, bottom boxes) and group (Galician-dominant, left;
Neofalantes, centre; Spanish-dominant, right). Neofalantes seem to exhibit a similar
pattern to that of Spanish-dominant listeners, i.e., they looked at the target word later
than Galician-dominants.

Figure 5.16 displays the elogit-transformed proportion of looks averaged

over participants and trials for each word type (Target, Competitor 1, Com-

petitor 2, and Unrelated distractor) for all three groups as a function of time

(in milliseconds). The time window spans from the stimulus onset to 1500 ms

after the start of the trial in 100 ms bins. No trials had a track loss propor-

tion that was greater than 25%. Visual inspection of the data indicates that

neofalantes behaved more similarly to Spanish-dominant than to Galician-

dominant listeners. Looks to target and competitor words do not start until

500 ms after the stimulus onset, as is the case for Spanish-dominants, whereas

for Galician-dominants fixations to the target and the competitors start earlier.

Regarding test sets in particular, the decrease in fixations to the competitors

starts at around 500 ms for Galician-dominants, but slightly later for neofalan-
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tes and Spanish-dominant speakers. The same pattern was found for the vowel

condition.
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Figure 5.17: E-logit transformed mean proportion of target looks averaged over par-
ticipants and trials as a function of time (in milliseconds). The responses are split by
condition (consonant condition, left boxes; vowel condition, right boxes), type of trial
(filler sets, boxes; test sets, bottom boxes) and group (Neofalantes, circles; Galician-
dominants, squares; Spanish-dominants; triangles). The graph shows that the three
groups look at the target to the same extent towards the end of the time window, but
the rate at which they do so is slower for neofalantes and Spanish-dominant listeners.

To be able to compare the difference in target looks directly, Figure 5.17

displays the looks to the target for both conditions (consonant condition on

the left, vowel condition on the right) for filler and test sets. The graph shows

that the three groups look at the target to the same extent towards the end of

the time window, but the rate at which they do so is slower for neofalantes

and Spanish-dominant listeners. Moreover, the time when the three groups

achieve the same level of performance depends on whether they are presented

with filler sets (900-1000 ms) or test sets (after 1200 ms).
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5.4 Discussion
This study used the visual world paradigm to investigate the time course of

spoken word recognition in Galician by Galician-dominant, Spanish-dominant

bilinguals and neofalantes. The first analysis examined the differences be-

tween Galician- and Spanish-dominant bilinguals, and revealed that 1) word

recognition was slower for Spanish-dominant bilinguals, but 2) the level of

lexical activation of the confusable competitors was similar for both groups.

Although large differences in processing between the two groups were

not apparent in the reaction time data, the eye-tracking data did reveal over-

all group differences in target look proportions. In the consonant condi-

tion, Galician-dominant listeners looked at the target more and earlier than

Spanish-dominant listeners. For vowels, the effect of group was less robust:

marginal in the analysis by subject, but highly significant in the analysis by

item. These results suggest that overall, Galician-dominant listeners were

faster than Spanish-dominant listeners when recognising Galician words.

The second question addressed whether perception difficulties with

Galician-specific phonological contrasts (see Study 1) hindered word recog-

nition to a greater extent for Spanish-dominant listeners. The reaction time

data showed there was a difference in terms of how fast test and filler sets

were processed; listeners in both groups were faster at recognising words

which did not contain Galician-specific contrasts. This effect was also found

in the eye movement data. In both vowel and consonant conditions, listeners

in both groups looked at the target word more when presented with filler than

when presented with test sets. This result could be related to the acoustic

similarity of the contrasts presented in the test sets. The fact that such con-

trasts are acoustically more similar than those in filler words could have as a

consequence a delay in processing, even for Galician-dominant listeners. An

alternative explanation would be that those contrasts create increased lexical

competition for both groups (see later discussion in this Section). Contrary
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to predictions, differences in processing of test sets between Galician- and

Spanish-dominant listeners were not observed. In the consonant condition,

the difference in target looks for test and filler sets was only apparent for

Galician-dominant listeners until around 850 ms, and after that, the difference

seemed to disappear. In contrast, the difference in processing the two types of

sets remained for around 250 ms longer for Spanish-dominants. As for conso-

nants, in the vowel condition, the difference between filler and test trials was

only apparent until 1000 ms, whereas it continued for at least 200 ms longer

for Spanish-dominant listeners. Note that this effect seems to be delayed by

200 ms overall in the vowel condition, probably due to the segment position

in the word, as consonants occurred in the first segment, whereas vowels

occurred in the second segment of the word. Nevertheless, this interaction

seems to be driven by differences in the processing of filler sets, rather than

test sets. Therefore, this result does not suggest that Galician-specific contrasts

hindered word recognition for a longer period of time for Spanish-dominant

listeners, as was initially predicted.

These findings are not in line with previous research in this area, which

has found that words containing phonological contrasts which do not exist in

the native phonetic repertoire hinder word recognition (Best et al., 2013; Cut-

ler et al., 2006; Weber & Cutler, 2004; Ying et al., 2013). For example, Best

et al. (2013) and Ying et al. (2013) demonstrated that L1 and L2 speakers

of Australian English were slower overall at recognising words in an unfa-

miliar accent and that recognition was further impaired when words contained

phones that did not exist in their native accent, especially if the contrast crossed

a native category. Nonetheless, unlike Australian listeners in those studies,

Spanish-dominant listeners were indeed familiar with the Galician contrasts

with which they were presented and were likely to be exposed to such contrasts

on a very frequent basis. However, they do have difficulties in perceiving the

Galician mid-vowel contrast and their fricative category boundary is different

from that of Galician-dominant listeners (Study 1). The eye-tracking results,
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however, suggest that such differences at the phonetic processing level do not

seem to affect word recognition for this listener group and that this is the same

for both vowels and consonants.

It is not always the case that vowels and consonants have been shown to

have a similar status in word recognition and phonological organisation. In

fact, previous work has shown that vowels and consonants play a different role

in visual word recognition (Acha & Perea, 2010; Carreiras et al., 2009; Car-

reiras & Price, 2008; Lee, 2000; Lee et al., 2002; New & Nazzi, 2012; Soares et

al., 2014), word identification in continuous speech (Bonatti et al., 2005), spo-

ken word recognition using a word reconstruction task (Cutler et al., 2000; Van

Ooijen, 1996) and sentence recognition (Cole et al., 1996). However, in Best

et al. (2013) and Ying et al. (2013), Australian listeners were presented with

unfamiliar accent vowel contrasts (Jamaican English) and consonant contrasts

(Cockney English) and the results showed that vowel and consonant variations

affect lexical competition in spoken word recognition in a similar manner. In

sum, the findings of the current study are in agreement with Best and col-

leagues’, as both vowel and consonant contrasts appear to delay lexical pro-

cessing not only for Spanish-dominants, but also for Galician-dominants and

thus, affect word recognition in a similar manner.

Although the findings related to overall recognition seem to replicate the

effects found in previous research, the results from the competitor analysis ap-

pear to differ. In the current experiment, Galician-dominants looked more and

earlier at both competitors in an early time window. For the consonant con-

dition, Galician-dominant listeners looked at the more confusable competitor

(/s/ or /S/) more when presented with test sets in comparison to filler sets,

whereas this difference was not apparent for Spanish-dominants. However,

looks to the less confusable competitor /tS/ did not depend on the type of

set presented. These results suggest that the sibilant contrasts generated more

lexical competition for Galician-dominant listeners. Similarly, in the vowel

condition there was a trend for Galician-dominants to look at both competi-
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tors more, but in this case, the pattern was different to that of consonants. Both

groups looked at the most confusable competitor (/e/ or /E/; /o/ or /O/) more

when presented with fillers, but this effect was modulated by time. Towards the

end of the window of analysis, from 650 ms onwards, the pattern was reversed

such that they looked more at the confusable competitor when presented with

test sets. Crucially, the results indicated that test sets for vowels affected both

groups similarly in terms of lexical competition.

Weber and Cutler (2004) demonstrated that L2 Dutch speakers of En-

glish fixated longer on distractor pictures with names containing contrasts that

are difficult for Dutch learners of English, whereas English native listeners

showed no fixation difference. The authors propose that this inappropriate

activation leads to more competition, and the more competition, the slower

word recognition (see also Norris, McQueen, & Cutler, 1995). However, in

this study, such inappropriate activation was also found for Galician-dominant

listeners. In fact, lexical activation of the competitor containing the fricative

contrast was greater for Galician-dominants and activation of the competitor

containing the mid vowels was similar to that of Spanish-dominant listeners.

It is likely that this competition makes processing test sets slower for both

groups, as was found in the reaction time and eye-tracking data analysis. Based

on Weber and Cutler (2004) and Cutler et al. (2006), one might expect that

Spanish-dominants, who have difficulties in perceiving the mid-vowel con-

trast, would exhibit increased lexical activation when presented with words

containing such contrasts. For example, if a listener lacks the /E/-/e/ con-

trast and hears the word peza /"pETa/, when presented with the words peza

/"pETa/ and peto /"peto/, they would most likely activate both, as they would

not be able to distinguish between the two lexical items until information about

the third segment is available. In principle though, when a Galician-dominant

listener hears the word peza /"pETa/, the activation of peto /"peto/ should

decrease earlier, as soon as they begin to obtain information about the vowel.

However, Galician bilinguals are not L2 learners: although the amount and
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type of exposure to Galician and Spanish will vary from individual to indi-

vidual, they are exposed to both languages from an early age, have extensive

exposure to both and hear them on a daily basis. Moreover, they hear both

languages produced by speakers from different language backgrounds; some

speakers might have a phonological distinction between the mid vowels, but

some might not. Therefore, when hearing the word peza /"pETa/, a Galician

listener will not know if the speaker has a contrast between the mid vowels,

and hence, will not be able to predict whether the first two segments are more

similar to those in peza /"pETa/, or to those in peto /"peto/.

A similar effect has been found for Catalan bilinguals using a different

methodology. Sebastián-Gallés et al. (2006) presented Catalan- and Spanish-

dominant bilinguals with words that contained mid vowels. Participants were

instructed to decide whether a form was a Catalan word or not. The non-words

consisted of real words with a vowel changed, including mid vowels, a contrast

which has also been shown to be difficult to perceive for Spanish-dominant lis-

teners in the Catalan context (Bosch et al., 2000; Bosch & Sebastián-Gallés,

1997; Pallier et al., 2001; Sebastián-Gallés & Soto-Faraco, 1999). ERP mea-

surements collected during the lexical decision task showed that Catalan-

dominant listeners had a similar N400 response to Spanish-dominant listeners.

Even Catalan-dominant bilinguals did not show the predicted N400 lexical-

ity effect for experimental non-words that contained the altered Catalan mid

vowel. The N400 component, considered sensitive to meaning integration, has

also been linked with degree of lexical-semantic activation. As such, a small

N400 difference between words and non-words can be regarded as indicative

of a non-word being close to a real word. These results were interpreted to

mean that, given the bilingual environment, Catalan-dominant bilinguals who

are frequently exposed to both Catalan-accented and Spanish-accented pro-

nunciations of Catalan words might have two different acoustic representa-

tions for such words in their lexicon (Sebastián-Gallés et al. 2006, see also

Sebastián-Gallés, Vera-Costán, Larsson, Costa, and Deco 2008, for replica-
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tion).

What might this mean for phonetic representations? Sebastián-Gallés et

al. (2008) investigated Catalan-dominant bilinguals’ phonetic representations

by measuring MMN, a component that is considered to be sensitive to pho-

netic differences. The results indicated that Catalan-dominant listeners had

a similar MMN response for their mid-vowel discrimination when compared

to the discrimination of other vowels (e.g., /i/-/e/). Consequently, the au-

thors proposed that phoneme representations are not affected by exposure to

accent variation, and instead, that adaptation occurs at the lexical level. Re-

search from perceptual learning studies, however, presents a diverging view

(e.g. Eisner & McQueen, 2005; Kraljic & Samuel, 2006; Norris, McQueen,

& Cutler, 2003). In these experiments, listeners are exposed to words con-

taining ambiguous sounds (e.g., a /f/-/s/ continuum), and this brief exposure

has been shown to shift listeners’ category boundaries for the corresponding

contrasts. This rapid adaptation has been interpreted to mean that lexical feed-

back can modify phonetic categories. Nevertheless, in the case of Galician-

listeners, continuous naturalistic exposure to the merged mid-vowel contrast

did not have any consequences for mid-vowel identification, as demonstrated

in Study 1. Rather, this exposure to the merged contrast appears to have had

an impact at the lexical processing level, such that they show increased lexi-

cal competition. Therefore, the findings from this thesis are in agreement with

work by Sebastián-Gallés and colleagues, and provide support for the idea that

adaptation to other accents occurs at the lexical level. Furthermore, these re-

sults suggest that the flexibility in underlying L1 phonetic categories seems to

be limited and modifications to these appear to be unlikely late in life, even

with extensive exposure.

It is worth noting that participants in Sebastián-Gallés et al. (2006) and

Sebastián-Gallés et al. (2008) were only presented with mid-vowel contrasts.

In Catalan, the mid vowels /E/ and /e/ are represented by one single letter

‘e’. Hence, it is possible that orthography could interfere with the results.
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Indeed, previous work has shown that orthography affects word recognition

(e.g., Peereman, Dufour, & Burt, 2009; Ziegler, Ferrand, & Montant, 2004),

and thus, it is feasible that the activation of incorrect lexical items was due to

activation through orthography (Sebastián-Gallés et al., 2006). Like in Cata-

lan, mid vowels are represented with one single letter in Galician (‘e’ for front

mid vowels and ‘o’ for back mid vowels). However, the current study also

found that Galician-dominant listeners had greater activation for the sibilant

fricative competitors, which are represented differently in spelling (‘x’ for /S/

and ‘s’ for /s/). Therefore, it is likely that the role of orthography alone can-

not account for the results. Nevertheless, the fricative contrast was not equally

difficult to discriminate for Spanish-dominants in a phoneme identification

task (Study 1). In fact, Spanish-dominant listeners showed categorical per-

ception of this contrast, but their boundary was different from that of Galician-

dominants. The phoneme identification results mirrored the production find-

ings, which showed that Spanish-dominant speakers had a different realisation

of the alveolar fricative /s/ and produced a contrast that was less distinct than

that of Galician-dominant speakers. Besides, /s/ in particular can have dif-

ferent realisations in varieties of Galician spoken by Galician-dominant bilin-

guals (cf. Labraña Barrero, 2009, 2014; Regueira & Ginzo, in press). One

possibility is that the variability in the production of this contrast means that

it cannot be used as reliably by listeners in either of the bilingual groups in

spoken word recognition.

This experiment also explored the question of whether a language dom-

inance switch would also have an impact on lexical access. Thus, the second

analysis in this study examined neofalantes’ results in comparison to Galician-

and Spanish- dominant bilinguals. Given the small sample size for this group,

the comparisons were made by visualising the data. Consequently, the neo-

falantes analysis is exploratory and results should be interpreted carefully.

These preliminary results suggest that neofalantes behaved more similarly to

Spanish-dominant listeners, as they started fixating on the target later than
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Galician-dominant listeners. Additionally, looks to competitors in the test

sets also seemed to start and decrease later than for the Galician-dominant

group. These results complement the findings from Study 1, which showed

that there was little evidence to suggest that neofalantes had made changes to

their perception after the language dominance switch. This experiment shows

that there do not appear to be changes at the lexical processing level either.

These findings, therefore, provide further evidence to suggest that, even with

early and exposure, perceptual categories are likely difficult to modify late in

life, which has an effect on lexical processing.

In short, the findings of this experiment indicate that Galician-dominant

listeners looked more and earlier at the target, but also at competitors, when

presented with Galician words, suggesting that their lexical processing is faster

overall. However, both Galician-dominant and Spanish-dominant listeners

showed increased lexical activation when presented with words that contained

Galician-specific contrasts. This result is in line with previous research which

proposes that the L1 mental lexicon of dominant bilinguals in a bilingual envi-

ronment may include lexical entries for other varieties (cf. Sebastián-Gallés et

al., 2006, 2008). Taken together, these findings indicate that language domi-

nance plays a role in spoken word recognition, and suggest that lexical compe-

tition in dominant bilinguals is not only enhanced by difficulty with confusable

phonetic contrasts, but may also be increased after extensive, long-term expo-

sure to varieties which lack such contrasts. Overall, the results show that the

visual world paradigm is an appropriate technique to investigate differences in

speech processing in dominant bilinguals.
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Chapter 6

General Discussion

This thesis investigated the effects of language dominance on bilingual speech

processing in a naturalistic environment by focussing on Galician new speak-

ers (neofalantes). Neofalantes are a group of unbalanced bilinguals who were

raised predominantly in Spanish, but who also learn Galician at an early age,

and, in adolescence, decide to switch languages to speak Galician predomi-

nantly or exclusively, for ideological reasons. These speakers, who have what

could be considered ideal conditions for learning their L2/non-dominant lan-

guage (i.e., Galician) phonetic categories (early exposure to the L2, high mo-

tivation to sound native-like and almost exclusive language use post-switch),

offer an excellent opportunity to investigate the degree of flexibility in phonetic

and lexical representations over the lifespan in a naturalistic setting.

The sections below will discuss the main findings of the studies reported

in the thesis in the light of current theories of L2 and bilingual acquisition, and

spoken word recognition, incorporating ideas from sociophonetic research.

6.1 The effects of a long-term language domi-

nance switch on bilingual speech processing
Study 1 examined neofalantes’ production and perception of Galician as com-

pared to Galician-dominant and Spanish-dominant speakers, using a battery

of speech perception and production tasks and a detailed language back-
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ground questionnaire. Results showed that neofalantes pattern with Spanish-

dominants in their perception and production two Galician contrasts that do not

exist in Spanish, but with Galician-dominants in their realisation of a highly

salient feature of Galician. Study 3 investigated the time course of spoken

word recognition by the three bilingual groups of interest. Due to the limited

sample size in the neofalantes group, the comparison between this group and

the other two groups could only be made by visualising the time course of

lexical competition and reporting descriptive statistics. However, exploratory

results indicated that neofalantes also pattern with Spanish-dominant, rather

than Galician-dominant bilinguals, in a higher level processing task, such as

word recognition.

Previous work on Spanish-Catalan bilinguals has shown that early expo-

sure is not enough for dominant bilinguals to acquire native-like categories in

their non-dominant language, and this has been attributed to a lack of plasticity

(Pallier et al., 1997, 2001; Sebastián-Gallés & Soto-Faraco, 1999). In contrast,

Flege and MacKay (2004); Mora et al. (2011, 2015a) have argued that difficul-

ties in L2 perception are caused by continued use of the L1 rather than a lack

of plasticity per se (see also Iverson et al., 2003). In Pallier’s study, Spanish-

dominant bilinguals, who were raised in their dominant language, continue to

use Spanish as their main language. It could be hypothesised then, that the lack

of success in acquiring native-like categories is due to their L1 continuously

influencing the perception of their L2. However, in the studies presented here,

neofalantes use their former non-dominant language, Galician, predominantly

or exclusively after the language dominance switch, and yet they still appear

to process Galician categories through their Spanish ones.

Research has shown that motivation may play a role in L2 acquisition

(cf. Piske, Mackay, & Flege, 2001, for a review on factors affecting the degree

of foreign accent in an L2). For example, highly proficient Dutch learners

of English were not differentiated from native English speakers in an accent

rating task (Bongaerts, Planken, & Schils, 1995; Bongaerts, van Summeren,
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Planken, & Schils, 1997). The authors suggested that one of the reasons why

these exceptionally successful learners could pass as native speakers could be

related to their high motivation to sound native-like. Moyer (1999) conducted

a similar study with highly motivated American learners of German and at-

tempted to quantify motivation and language input. Although in this case, L2

learners were not grouped with native speakers of German, indicating that mo-

tivation does not override the effect of age of acquisition, there was a strong

relationship between motivation and the accent rating score (the higher the

motivation the more native-like). However, these results show that even with

extensive use of the L2 and a high motivation to learn, dominant bilinguals are

unable to form new, native-like phonetic categories in production or percep-

tion when they switch late in life. It seems more likely then that neofalantes

process their new, dominant language through their former dominant language

categories.

Research on dominant bilinguals has demonstrated that performance with

the non-dominant language is task-dependent: performance is better on tasks

that involve pre-lexical processing (e.g., categorisation or phoneme identifi-

cation), but not on tasks that tap into lexical processing (Sebastián-Gallés

& Dı́az, 2012). Given this finding, it was expected that if neofalantes pat-

terned with Spanish-dominant in the phoneme identification tasks, the same

result would be found for word recognition. Indeed, the preliminary results

of the eye-tracking study (Chapters 4 & 5) showed that both neofalantes pat-

terned with Spanish-dominant listeners, and were slower overall than Galician-

dominants. The results from the speech perception and spoken word recog-

nition tasks thus argue for a central role of early exposure in the formation of

perceptual categories. Even with extensive exposure and motivation to learn,

underlying perceptual categories are likely very difficult to change late in life.
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6.2 Signalling identity in a bilingual community
As well as patterning with Spanish-dominants in perception and word recog-

nition, neofalantes did not appear to produce a distinctive contrast for front

and back mid vowels and did not differ from Spanish-dominant speakers in

their production of the sibilant fricative contrast. However, they patterned with

Galician-dominants in their production of reduced word-final vowels.

Theories of cross language speech perception such as PAM/PAM-L2

(Best, 1994, 1995; Best & Tyler, 2007) and the SLM (Flege, 1992, 1995),

have proposed that certain phonetic contrasts are more difficult to perceive

than others and that this leads to difficulties in production. According to these

models, the difficulty can be predicted by the phonetic similarities of the first

and second languages. The contrast between open- and close-mid vowels is

a difficult one for neofalantes (and Spanish-dominants), because the Galician

contrasts are both a good match to the single Spanish categories. However,

Study 2 showed that listeners often claimed to use the mid-vowel contrasts

to categorise speakers into accent groups and that listeners in the community

are highly aware of mid-vowels as a distinctive feature of Galician. Neofa-

lantes are usually conscious that it is effortful to acquire this feature, but it is

often thought that it is ‘necessary’ to sound Galician-like. Thus, mid vowels

could be considered as functioning as a stereotype (cf. Labov, 1972), though,

it seems likely that, given the results of the identification tasks in Study 1, dif-

ficulties in perception determine the availability of this contrast as a phonetic

resource to mark identity. In contrast, word-final vowels could be considered

a feature below the level of awareness. This is supported by the qualitative

data from Study 2, which showed that Galician listeners, regardless of lan-

guage background, were much less aware of word-final vowels as a feature

that indexes Galician. Nevertheless, word-final vowel reduction is one of the

most characteristic features of the Galician accent (Regueira, 2012). For exam-

ple, a speaker imitating a traditional Galician accent would reduce word-final
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vowels, but they would probably not be able to express what aspect of their

pronunciation they were changing. Overall then, these results support the idea

that perceptual learning constraints limit what phonetic resources are available

to signal social meaning in the case of dominant bilinguals.

Work by O’Rourke and Ramallo provides further support for the idea that

the neofalantes’ variety is different from that of other bilingual groups. For

example, O’Rourke and Ramallo (2013a, p. 294) have shown that at least some

neofalantes are aware that the variety they speak is not like that of Galician-

dominant speakers:

‘A miña variedade é defectuosa.

Eu entendo que a persona que o

falou sempre, que tal, que a miña

variedade non é nin diatópica nin

diafásica, que a miña... eu falo

o galego que podo. Cada dı́a in-

tento falar mellor, e ahora pois si

intento máis o menos meter var-

iedades da miña zona o inten-

tar melloralo, facelo..., pero para

min o meu galego e inauténtico’

‘My variety is imperfect. The

way I see it is that a person who

has always spoken Galician, and

so on, that my variety is neither

diatopic or diaphasic, that mine...

I speak the Galician I can. Every

day I try to speak better, and now

well if I try to more or less include

varieties from my own area or to

improve it, to make it..., but for

me my Galician is inauthentic.’

Some neofalantes are also aware that their variety is a hybrid one, as ex-

emplified by another quote from interviews by O’Rourke and Ramallo (2015,

p. 165):

‘A min personalmente cústome

muito, muita xente se riou de min

nese momento, por falar galego

e dicı́an...“ti falas castrapo”,

bueno pssss..., falo castrapo e

‘For me it was very difficult, a

lot of people laughed at me for

speaking Galician and they would

say... “you are speaking castrapo
12”, well pahh..., I speak castrapo
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seguireino falando y son neo-

falante hoxe en dı́a polos motivos

que sexan, non?’

and I still speak it and I am a new

speaker today for whatever rea-

son right?’

This quote shows that at least some neofalantes reclaim this hybrid variety

as their own, despite its stigmatisation.

Study 2 examined whether neofalantes’ production changes post-switch

were enough for listeners in the speech community to recognise this variety

as an emerging one. The results showed that listeners could not identify the

neofalantes’ accent. Instead, they confused it with both Spanish-dominants’

and Galician-dominants’ accents, providing support for the idea that neofalan-

tes have a hybrid variety which is different from that of the other two group

of bilinguals. Furthermore, overall identification accuracy was similar for all

listener groups, suggesting that language familiarity (cf. Clopper & Pisoni,

2004a, 2006; Fleming et al., 2014; Goggin et al., 1991; Thompson, 1987),

rather than language ability (cf. Perrachione et al., 2011), facilitated accent

identification. Although in this case all bilingual groups were familiar with

the phonological system of Galician, the results of Study 1 suggests that neo-

falantes and Spanish-dominant listeners perceive Galician through their native

Spanish categories, even though all three listener groups live in a bilingual

community where they have everyday exposure to all the accents. Also note-

worthy is that, in contrast to Clopper’s findings (2004a; 2006), listeners did

not show heightened sensitivity for their own accent, perhaps because unlike

Clopper’s participants, listeners in the Galician community may have a similar

amount of exposure to all the accents tested here, although the exact amount

of exposure to each accent for each individual will likely vary depending, for

example, on their social networks.

In sum, the results of Study 1 and Study 2 indicate that neofalantes de-

velop a hybrid variety characterised by the effects of language switch. In a

12 A pejorative term used to refer to the mixture of Galician and Spanish.
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bilingual environment, it could be assumed that individuals have two phonetic

repertoires at their disposal to use as sociolinguistic variables. However, this

does not seem to be the case for the dominant bilinguals tested here, and per-

ceptual learning constraints appear to limit what phonetic resources are avail-

able to index social meaning.

6.3 Spoken word recognition in dominant bilin-

guals
Study 3 explored how these three groups of bilinguals used Galician-specific

phonetic features in spoken word recognition. To date, this is the first study

that has investigated the influence of particular phonetic features in spoken

word recognition in dominant bilinguals that live in a bilingual environment.

Consequently, differences between Galician- and Spanish-dominant listeners

were examined first. The results suggested that word recognition was slower

for Spanish-dominant bilinguals, but, contrary to initial predictions, Galician-

specific contrasts did not further hinder word recognition for this listener

group. Previous research has demonstrated that words containing phonologi-

cal contrasts which do not exist in the native phonetic repertoire hinder word

recognition for L2 learners (Best et al., 2013; Cutler et al., 2006; Weber & Cut-

ler, 2004; Ying et al., 2013). One possibility is that Spanish-dominant listen-

ers, early bilinguals exposed to Galician from an early age, behave differently

from L2 language learners. Additionally, vowels and consonant contrasts had

a similar effect on word recognition.

Although previous work has shown that consonants play a different role in

visual word recognition (Acha & Perea, 2010; Carreiras et al., 2009; Carreiras

& Price, 2008; Lee, 2000; Lee et al., 2002; New & Nazzi, 2012; Soares et

al., 2014), word identification in continuous speech (Bonatti et al., 2005), and

spoken word recognition (Cutler et al., 2000; Van Ooijen, 1996) and sentence

recognition, other research using the visual world paradigm to investigate the
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time course of lexical access has found different results. For example, Best

et al. (2013) and Ying et al. (2013) presented L1 and L2 speakers of Aus-

tralian English with words in two unfamiliar accents. The stimuli consisted

of Jamaican English words, containing vowel contrasts which do not exist in

Australian English and Cockney English words, containing consonant con-

trasts, which also do not exist in the native accent. The results suggested that

vowel and consonant variations appear to disrupt lexical access to the same ex-

tent. Likewise, in Study 3, both consonant and vowel variations delayed word

recognition for both Galician- and Spanish-dominant listeners in a similar way.

Based on previous research on lexical competition in L2 spoken word

recognition (Cutler et al., 2006; Weber & Cutler, 2004), one would predict

that difficulties in phonetic discrimination would increase lexical activation.

Thus, the Galician-specific contrasts should have created more lexical acti-

vation for those bilinguals not dominant in Galician, i.e., Spanish-dominants,

as they had difficulties in identifying the vowel contrast and had a different

category boundary for the fricative contrast (Study 1). The findings, how-

ever, indicated that lexical activation was the same for both groups for candi-

dates that contained the mid-vowel contrast, and that activation was greater for

Galician-dominant listeners for candidates that contained the sibilant fricative.

To understand this result, the context in which dominant bilinguals learn and

use their languages should be considered. In the Galician context, bilinguals

are exposed to both languages from an early age and they hear them produced

by speakers of different language backgrounds. Therefore, listeners are accus-

tomed to hearing Galician produced by speakers who have a distinctive con-

trast between the open- and close-mid vowels, and others who do not. These

findings are supported by work with Catalan-dominant bilinguals using dif-

ferent methods (Sebastián-Gallés et al., 2006, 2008). For example, Sebastián-

Gallés et al. (2006) instructed Catalan- and Spanish-dominant bilinguals to de-

cide whether the form they heard was a word or not. The non-words consisted

of real words with a vowel changed, including mid vowels, a contrast which
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has also been shown to be difficult to perceive for Spanish-dominant listeners

in Catalonia (Bosch et al., 2000; Bosch & Sebastián-Gallés, 1997; Pallier et al.,

2001; Sebastián-Gallés & Soto-Faraco, 1999). ERP measurements collected

during the lexical decision task showed no differences between the Catalan-

dominant and Spanish-dominant listeners’ N400 response. This ERP compo-

nent is considered to be sensitive to meaning integration, has also been linked

with degree of lexical-semantic activation. As such, a smaller N400 difference

between words and non-words can be regarded as indicative of a non-word

being close to a real word. The results showed that, even Catalan-dominant

bilinguals did not show the predicted N400 lexicality effect for experimental

non-words that contained the altered Catalan mid vowel. These findings were

interpreted to mean that, given the bilingual environment, Catalan-dominant

bilinguals who are frequently exposed to both Catalan-accented and Spanish-

accented pronunciations of Catalan words might have two different acoustic

representations for such words in their lexicons (Sebastián-Gallés et al., 2006).

Sebastián-Gallés et al. (2008) further proposed that phoneme representa-

tions are not affected by exposure to accent variation, and instead, that adapta-

tion occurs at the lexical level. This claim is at odds with perceptual learning

research, which argues that lexical feedback can make modifications to pho-

netic categories (cf. Eisner & McQueen, 2005; Kraljic & Samuel, 2006; Nor-

ris et al., 2003). However, naturalistic and continuous exposure to a merged

contrast was shown not to have any consequences for Catalan-dominant lis-

teners’ phonetic categories, but appeared instead to have had an impact at

the lexical processing level (Sebastián-Gallés et al., 2008). In the present

study, Galician-dominant listeners had similar lexical activation to Spanish-

dominants for candidates containing mid-vowel contrasts, but the two groups

differed in phoneme identification performance, with Galician-dominant lis-

teners performing at ceiling in the vowel identification task (Study 1). Based

on the results from the Catalan study, one could hypothesise that no modifica-

tions have been made to Galician-dominants’ phonetic representations, how-
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ever, further research, using a different task, is needed to determine whether

that is the case.

This experiment also explored the question of whether a long-term lan-

guage dominance switch would have an impact on lexical access. The second

analysis in this study examined neofalantes’ results in comparison to Galician-

and Spanish- dominant bilinguals. Due to the limited sample size for this

group, neofalantes’ performance was compared to the other two groups by vi-

sually inspecting the data and reporting descriptive statistics, so these results

are exploratory and consequently, these findings should be interpreted care-

fully. However, these preliminary results suggested that neofalantes patterned

with Spanish-dominant listeners, as word recognition was delayed for these

two bilingual groups. These results complement the findings from Study 1,

which showed that there was little evidence to suggest that neofalantes had

made changes to their perception post-switch. This experiment suggests that

there do not appear to be changes at the lexical processing level. Instead, these

findings provide further evidence to suggest that, even with early and exposure,

perceptual categories are likely difficult to modify late in life, which has an ef-

fect on lexical processing.

6.4 Limitations and future directions
The studies in this thesis contribute to our understanding of bilingual speech

processing after a long-term language dominance switch. One limitation to

this study is the restricted sample size in the neofalantes group. However,

recruiting these participants is a difficult process for several reasons. First,

this group of speakers is not as numerous as Spanish-dominant or Galician-

dominant bilinguals, in fact, they constitute less than 2% of the Galician pop-

ulation (cf. Section 1.1.2). Second, it is not appropriate to recruit them by

using the label due to the connotations that this label may have in the com-

munity (see section 2.2.1.1 for more details) and because all participants were

naive to the goals of the experiment, and thus, drawing attention to a partic-
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ipant’s language background could risk undermining the data. However, the

idiosyncrasy of this population from the language acquisition perspective has

enabled investigation of the effects of early exposure, extensive L2 use and

high motivation on speech processing. These unusual circumstances have ex-

tended our knowledge of perception and production in speech learning.

Future research will aim to recruit more neofalantes listeners to complete

the eye-tracking task in Study 3, and obtain a clearer picture of the role a long-

term language dominance switch might play in lexical competition in spoken

word recognition.

6.5 Concluding remarks
The studies presented in this thesis investigated the role of a long-term lan-

guage dominance switch on bilingual speech processing. The results suggest

that the acquisition of new phonetic contrasts in production and perception late

in life is effortful. Even with early exposure, extensive L2 use and high moti-

vation, modifications to underlying categories seem difficult at a late stage in

development. These findings argue for a central role of early exposure in the

formation of perceptual categories. Additionally, this work has shed light on

how bilinguals use phonetic features to signal social meaning, and provided ev-

idence for the emergence of a hybrid variety in a ‘new speaker’ context. These

results indicated that dominant bilinguals do not have two phonetic repertoires

at their disposal, but in fact, perceptual learning constraints limit what phonetic

resources are available for sociolinguistic work.

From a theoretical point of view, these findings contribute to models of

L2 speech learning and bilingual speech processing. Moreover, this research

has implications for combating language prejudice and prescriptive ideologies.

Neofalantes are often stigmatised for speaking a Spanish-accented variety of

Galician, and sometimes encouraged to change their accent. This research

shows that there are constraints on what aspects of an accent can be changed

late in life, which is not necessarily a disadvantage, but likely a mechanism for
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6.5. Concluding remarks

optimal processing of the first language acquired and used.
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Appendix A

Language Background

Questionnaire

This Section presents the questions from the language background question-

naire participants completed in the three studies reported in this thesis. It

should be noted that this representation corresponds to an English translation

of the actual questionnaire, which was presented in Galician on LimeSurvey

(2012) for Study 1 and Qualtrics (2015) for Study 2 and Study 3. The section

on organisations was only included in the questionnaire for Study 1, as it was

possible to determine participants’ language background without this ques-

tion. The questionnaire was generated dynamically and thus, the questions

presented to each participant depended on their previous answer.



General information

1. Name:

2. Sex:

� Female � Male

3. Address:

4. Email address:

5. Mobile number:

6. Date of birth:

7. Place of birth:

8. Mother’s place of birth:

9. Father’s place of birth:

10. Place of residence during the academic year:

11. Place of residence during the rest of the year:

12. Have you lived somewhere else?

� Yes � No (go to question 14)

13. Write down the place and dates

Place From To

14. Use this space if you would like to make a comment
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Language experience

15. How old were you when you learnt Spanish? How did you learn it?

16. How old were you when you learnt Galician? How did you learn it?

17. Select the option that best describes your linguistic background

a. The language I use the most is Spanish

b. The language I use the most is Galician

c. I use both languages equally

If participant clicked a. The language I use the most is Spanish

i. Have you always spoken Spanish?

� Yes, I have

� No, I used to speak Galician more and now I speak Spanish more

ii. How old were you when you started speaking Spanish?

iii. Why did you switch languages?
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If participant clicked b. The language I use the most is Galician

i. Have you always spoken Galician? (go to question 18)

� Yes, I have

� No, I used to speak Spanish more and now I speak Galician more

ii. How old were you when you started speaking Galician?

iii. Why did you switch languages?

iv. Have you made any effort to improve the way you speak Galician?

� Yes

. How?

� No

v. Do you think it is important to have a correct pronunciation in Galician?

� Yes

. Why?

� No

. Why not?

� I haven’t thought about it

vi. Have you made any effort to improve your pronunciation in Galician?

� Yes

. How?

� No
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If participant clicked c. I use both languages equally

i. Have you always spoken both languages equally?

� Yes, I have

� No, I used to speak more Galician

� No, I used to speak more Spanish

18. Use this space if you would like to make a comment

19. Language in education

Galician

More

Both

More

Spanish
Galician Spanish

than than
Spanish Galician

Primary Education � � � � �

Secondary Education � � � � �

University � � � � �

20. Which do(es) speak the most?

Galician

More

Both

More

Spanish
Galician Spanish

than than
Spanish Galician

your mother � � � � �

your father � � � � �

your siblings � � � � �
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21. Which do(es) speak to you?

Galician

More

Both

More

Spanish
Galician Spanish

than than
Spanish Galician

your mother � � � � �

your father � � � � �

your siblings � � � � �

22. Do you speak other languages?

� Yes � No (go to question 24)

23. Indicate which languages you speak, the age you started learning them

and your competence level.

Language Age of acquisition Competence

24. What do you study?

Degree:

Year:

25. Do you have any hearing impairment?

� Yes

. Which one?

� No

26. Do you have any speech or language disorder?

� Yes

. Which one?

� No
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27. Would you be willing to participate in a further study?

� Yes � No

28. Use this space if you would like to make a comment

29. Do you belong to any of these organizations?

Yes No If yes, which ones?

Sports organisations � �

NGOs � �

Organisations in favour of Spanish � �

Organisations in favour of Galician � �

Student organisations � �

Political organisations � �

30. Use this space if you would like to make a comment
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Language use

31. Which language do you speak...

Galician

More

Both

More

Spanish N/A13
Galician Spanish

than than
Spanish Galician

to your mother? � � � � � �

to your father? � � � � � �

to your siblings? � � � � � �

to your partner? � � � � � �

to your maternal � � � � � �
grandparents?

to your paternal � � � � � �
grandparents?

to your � � � � � �
closest friends?

to your classmates? � � � � � �

to your lecturers? � � � � � �

to your doctor? � � � � � �

to strangers? � � � � � �

at work? � � � � � �

when shopping? � � � � � �

when flirting? � � � � � �

13 Not Applicable
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32. In which language...

Galician

More

Both

More

Spanish N/A13
Galician Spanish

than than
Spanish Galician

do you dream? � � � � � �

do you think? � � � � � �

do you count? � � � � � �

do you swear? � � � � � �

do you tell jokes? � � � � � �

do you take notes? � � � � � �

do you write forms � � � � � �
formal letters

(bureaucracy)?

do you use in � � � � � �
social networks

(Facebook, Twitter...)?

33. Use this space if you would like to make a comment
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Appendix B

Study 1: Word list target words



Variable Segment Word Transcription English
translation

Reference vowel /a/ pazo ["paTofi] pazo
Reference vowel /i/ pita ["pitafi] hen
Reference vowel /u/ pucho ["pu

>
tSofi] calf

Mid vowel /E/ peza ["pETafi] piece
Mid vowel /e/ seca ["sekafi] dry (f)
Mid vowel /e/ peto ["petofi] pocket
Mid vowel /O/ pote ["pOtefi] pot
Mid vowel /O/ sota ["sOtafi] knave (cards)
Mid vowel /o/ pozo ["poTofi] well (n)
Mid vowel /o/ sopa ["sopafi] soup
Fricative /s/ pase ["pasefi] pass
Fricative /S/ paxe ["paSefi] page
Reference vowel [afi] peza ["pETafi] piece
Reference vowel [afi] sopa ["sopafi] soup
Reference vowel [afi] pata ["patafi] paw
Reference vowel [afi] pita ["pitafi] hen
Reference vowel [afi] seca ["sekafi] dry (f)
Reference vowel [afi] sota ["sOtafi] knave (cards)
Word-final vowel [efi] pote ["pOtefi] pot
Word-final vowel [efi] pare ["paRefi] stop (v)
Word-final vowel [efi] pase ["pasefi] pass
Word-final vowel [efi] paxe ["paSefi] page
Word-final vowel [ofi] pazo ["paTofi] pazo
Word-final vowel [ofi] peto ["petofi] pocket
Word-final vowel [ofi] pozo ["poTofi] well (n)
Word-final vowel [ofi] pucho ["pu

>
tSofi] calf

Word-final vowel [ofi] sapo ["sapofi] toad
Word-final vowel [ofi] saco ["sakofi] sack bag
Word-final vowel [ofi] sito ["sitofi] situated
Word-final vowel [ofi] suco ["sukofi] furrow

Table B.1: List of target words included in the word list and used for analysis. Each
of these words was recorded in phrase-final position in the carrier sentence digo a
palabra (I say the word ) and in phrase-medial position in the carrier
sentence digo a palabra con coidado (I say the word carefully). For the
mid-vowel set, Only the mid-vowels /e E o O/ were included in the statistical analysis.
The vowels /a i u/ were used in the normalisation procedure and were included in
plots for reference. For the word-final vowel set, only the mid unstressed vowels were
included in the statistical analysis; [afi] was included for reference. f = feminine gender,
n = noun, v = verb.
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Appendix C

Study 1: Text

Galician version: O vento e o sol

O vento do norte e mailo sol porfiaban sobre cal deles era o máis forte,

cando cadrou de pasar un viaxeiro envolto nunha longa capa azul. Conviñeron

en que o que antes conseguise facerlle quitar a capa ao viaxeiro serı́a consid-

erado o máis forte. Comezaron a pensar na súa mellor estratexia para gañar

o reto xa que ambos eran moi competitivos e por fin decidiron que facer14. O

vento do norte soprou con gran furia, e canto máis sopraba máis se envolvı́a o

viaxeiro na súa longa capa azul; finalmente o vento do norte abandonou o seu

empeño. Entón o sol quentou con forza e inmediatamente o viaxeiro sacou a

capa. E daquela o vento do norte tivo que recoñecer a superioridade do sol.

14 This sentence was added to increase the number of instances of key variables



English version: The North Wind and the Sun

The North Wind and the Sun were disputing which was the stronger, when

a traveller came along wrapped in a warm cloak. They agreed that the one who

first succeeded in making the traveller take his cloak off should be considered

stronger than the other. They began to think about their best strategy to win the

challenge as they were both very competitive and they finally decided what to

do14. Then the North Wind blew as hard as he could, but the more he blew the

more closely did the traveller fold his cloak around him; and at last the North

Wind gave up the attempt. Then the Sun shined out warmly, and immediately

the traveller took off his cloak. And so the North Wind was obliged to confess

that the Sun was the stronger of the two.
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Appendix D

Study 1: Vowel identification task

stimuli

Variable Segment Word Transcription English
translation

Mid vowel /O/ óso ["Osofi] bone
Mid vowel /o/ oso ["osofi] bear
Mid vowel /E/ pé ["pE] foot
Mid vowel /e/ pe ["pe] ‘p’
Mid vowel /O/ só ["sO] alone
Mid vowel /o/ so ["so] under
Mid vowel /E/ té ["tE] tea
Mid vowel /e/ te ["te] ‘t’

Table D.1: List of target words included in the mid-vowel word identification task.
Each of these words was embedded in the carrier sentence Digo a palabra (I
say the word ). The carrier sentence was produced in two accents; (1) standard-
accented Galician ["diGofiapa"laB

fl
Rafi] (2) regionally-accented Galicia ["dihofiapa"laB

fl
Rafi].



Appendix E

Study 2: Definitions

• Normalmente fala galego: Esta persoa fala galego no seu dı́a a dı́a e sempre

falou máis galego que castelán.

• Normalmente fala castelán: Esta persoa fala castelán no seu dı́a a dı́a e sem-

pre falou máis castelán que galego.

• É neofalante: Esta persoa sempre falaba máis castelán, pero agora fala

galego no seu dı́a a dı́a.



Appendix F

Study 2: Trial Procedure



Por que cres que esta persoa normalmente fala castelán?

Dá unha resposta tan específica como che sexa posible. Por exemplo, hai
algún son ou palabra en particular que che faga pensar que este falante
normalmente fala castelán? Non tes por que utilizar linguaxe técnica e non
te preocupes por como o explicas. Simplemente utiliza a tua intuición.

Se queres, podes volver escoitar o audio.

Coñeces a esta persoa?

Seguinte

normalmente fala galego

normalmente fala castelán

é neofalante

SeguinteNon Si

A que grupo pertence este falante?

Figure F.1: Representation of the trial procedure in Study 2 in Galician. First, par-
ticipants identified what group they thought the speaker belonged to. Then, they pro-
vided comments about what influenced their decision. They also indicated whether
they thought they knew the speaker.
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Appendix G

Study 3: Stimuli
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